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LOT #
1

Colt Python Target Nickel Revolver
#K02953; 38 spec. Nickel finished w/8" bbl, target config in very
fine lightly handled condition. Comes w/ original box & paperwork.
Target model Pythons are rare w/only 3,489 mfg. 3,500.00 4,500.00

2

NIB Winchester 9410 410 ga Lever Action Shotgun
#SG08368; 410 ga. w/checkered walnut stock, 24"bbl & is in NIB
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Colt Python Target 38 Spec Revolver
#K07319; 38 spec. 8" bbl blued finish, target config, very fine,
lightly handled condition, with original box. Target model Pythons
are rare w/only 3,489 mfg. 3,500.00 - 4,500.00
NIB Marlin 1894 CBC 38 Spec Rifle
#98207030; 38 spec, 20" oct bbl w/case colored receiver, plain
walnut stock & gun is in NIB condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
Smith & Wesson 27-2 357 Revolver
#N710168; 357 cal. 8 3/4" bbl. w/wood grips, fine original blue &
case colors. Comes in a wooden presentation box & includes
original blue Smith box. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
Rare NIB Ruger No 1 300 H&H Mag
#132-88876;according to notes this is un-cataloged w/only 65
manufactured. 300 H&H Mag w/ 26" bbl, checkered walnut stock,
iron sights & is like NIB condition, although scope rings are absent.
A very rare caliber Ruger No 1 rifle. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
NIB Colt Python 357 Mag Revolver
#E17811; 357 Mag w/blued finished, 6"bbl & is like new condition
w/original box, test target, etc. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
NIB Marlin 1897 Century Limited 22 Rifle
#18972146; 22 cal. Round to Oct blued bbl. w/engraved & gold
decorated receiver, checkered walnut stock & gun is in NIB
condition. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
Colt Diamondback 22 cal Revolver
#R51780; 22 cal. 6" blued bbl & in very fine lightly handled
condition with original box. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

10 NIB Ruger No 1 Rifle in 22 Hornet
#132-91664; 22 Hornet. 26" bbl. w/checkered walnut stock & gun is
in like new in box condition, although scope rings are absent.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00

LOT #
11 2nd Gen Colt SA Army w/box
#47095SA; 45 Long Colt. 5 1/2" blued bbl w/case colored receiver
& has ivory or bone grips w/initials RMH on right grip. Grips are
loose & do not stay on gun, otherwise gun is in very fine, lightly
handled condition. Comes w/original Stage Coach box, box ends
are tattered but displays well, also includes original receipt from
1977 showing $225 price. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
12 NIB Winchester Ltd Series 1 of 500 38-40 1892
#00260MX92F; 38-40 cal, 20"bbl. Gun is Limited Series 1 of 500 &
is in NIB condition 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
13 Smith & Wesson 28-2 Highway Patrolman w/4" bbl
#N513786; 357 4" bbl in std config & includes original box,
cleaning tools & in is in very fine like new condition 800.00 1,200.00
14 NIB Browning A-Bolt II 204 cal Ruger Rifle
#36615MW351; 204 Ruger. w/matte blue finish, 22" bbl &
checkered walnut stock. Gun is in NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00
15 NIB HK P7 9mm Pistol
#56383; 9mm in std config w/blued finish. Gun is in NIB condition
w/paperwork, test target, etc. 2,250.00 - 2,750.00
16 NIB Winchester Ltd Series 1892 32-20 Rifle
#00305MX92D; 32-20 cal. 20"bbl & is 1 of 500 produced Gun is in
NIB condition. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
17 NIB Smith & Wesson Model 61-2 Escort
#D26110; 22 cal. std config. NIB condition. box includes
paperwork, cleaning supplies & soft case. 500.00 - 700.00
18 NIB Ruger No 1 International 270 Carbine
#132-69153; 270 cal. carbine w/iron sights & full length stock. Gun
is in NIB condition although box does not include scope rings.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
19 Early Belgium Manufactured HI Power pistol
#95692; 9mm. std config. Belgium manufactured w/ wood grips &
is in very nice, lightly handled condition. From the Hurley Estate
Collection 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
20 Browning A-Bolt Medallion 243cal Rifle NIB
#11491MZ351; 243c al. w/22"bbl, medallion engraved receiver,
high grade walnut stock & in NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
21 Smith & Wesson 27-2 Nickel 357 Revolver
#N423167; 357 Mag. 8 3/8"bbl, w/case colored trigger & hammer.
Gun is in very fine original condition & comes in wooden
presentation box. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
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22 NIB Marlin 336XLR 30-30
#95206373; 30-30cal w/24" SS bbl w/ gray laminate stock & is in
NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

35 Colt Diamondback 22cal Revolver
#P01859; 22LR 4"bbl w/standard blue finish, & in very nice lightly
handled condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

23 Smith & Wesson 19-5 357 Mag Revolver
#ABN3296; 357 Mag w/nickel finished, 2.5" bb & is in nice lightly
used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

36 Ducks Unlimited Light Twenty A5 Gun of the year
#90DU000247; 20 ga 26" bbl w/ INV choke, high grade checkered
stock & fully engraved coin finished receiver. Gun is in like new
condition w/hard case, choke tubes, paperwork, etc. 1,500.00 2,000.00

24 NIB Marlin 1894 Cowboy Competition 38 spec
#98209981; 38 spec. 20" oct bbl w/case colored receiver, plain
walnut stock & is in NIB condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
25 Commercial Smith & Wesson 1917 Revolver
#174521; 45 ACP. Commercial example of 1917 Military.
Checkered S&W grips, blued finish, some holster wear on edges.
Overall gun is in nice used condition. This model was produced
using surplus military parts after WWI 700.00 - 900.00
26 NIB Ruger No 1 Rifle in 416 RIGBY cal
#133-07031; 416 RIGBY cal 24" bbl w/iron sights & checkered
walnut stock. Gun is in like new condition in box, however scope
rings are absent. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
27 Smith & Wesson 38/44 Outdoorsman Revolver
#145706; 38 spec. 6.5" blued bbl, 5 screw frame w/ case colored
trigger and hammer, original checkered grips. Gun is in very nice
lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

37 Smith & Wesson 29-2 44 mag Revovler
#N751082; 44 ag. 4" bbl w/ blued finished, case colored trigger and
hammer & wooden S&W grips. In very nice lightly used condition.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00
38 Ruger No 1 Rifle in 243 cal rifle ('76 production)
#130-38400; 243 cal. 1976 production w/26" bbl & gun is like new
in box w/scope rings included, however rust is present on right side
of receiver & around upper tang where wood meets metal. Gun will
require some TLC but is in otherwise excellent condition. 750.00 1,000.00
39 Colt Cobra 38 Spec Revolver
#66468M; 38 spec. 2 1/8 bbl w/blued finish & in very nice, lightly
handled condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

28 NIB Winchester 9417 Rifle
#F763343; 17HMR. w/checkered stock & is in NIB condition.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

40 Steyr Scout 308 cal Rifle
#SC1037430; 308 cal. 19" bbl. w/detachable magazine, built in bi
pod & extra mag in butt stock. Gun is in nice lightly used condition
w/original box. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

29 Colt Diamondback 38 Spec Revolver
#N11565; 38 Spec. 4" bbl w/blued finish & checkered walnut grips.
Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

41 Colt Single Action 38 spec Revolver
#17305SA; 38 spec w/ 4 3/4" bbl, case colored frame & in like new
condition. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

30 Browning 42 410 ga High Grade Shotgun
#01936NZ982; 410 ga. 26"bbl w/FULL choke, high grade walnut
stock & engraved and gold filled receiver. Gun is in like new in box
condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

42 CZ Ringneck 20 ga Double Shotgun
#05C1607; 20 ga. 28" bbls removable chokes, single selective
trigger & extractor w/case colored receiver. Gun is in nice used
condition & additional choke tubes are in original box. 700.00 900.00

31 Colt Diamondback 22 cal Revolver
#S71365; 22LR. 6" bbl w/blued finish & checkered walnut grips.
Gun is in nice used condition. 1,500.00 - 1,750.00
32 Browning 12 28 ga Grade 5 Shotgun
#01936NM972; 28 ga w/ 26"bbl, MOD choke Grade 5, engraved &
gold filled receiver, like new in box. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
33 Colt New Frontier Buntline 22 Convertible Rev.
#G166525; 22 LR/22 Mag cylinders w/7 1/2" bbl, case colored
frame in excellent like new condition 700.00 - 900.00
34 NIB Marlin Century Limited 44-40
#94CL0395; 44-04 cal. w/engraved & case colored receiver, oct
bbl & is in NIB condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

43 Colt Cobra 22LR Revolver
#C69056; 22LR. 3" bbl w/good original blue & replacement rubber
grips. 800.00 - 1,200.00
44 NIB Marlin 336CB 38-55cal Rifle
#98204397; 38-55cal. 24" oct bbl. w/ plain walnut stock & is NIB
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
45 Colt Commander Series 80 1911 Pistol
#CJ30454; 45ACP. Std config. w/ nice original blue finish & fancy
diamond checkered walnut grips. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
46 NIB Marlin 1894 CCLTD 32-20 Rifle
#CCL00240D; 32-20 cal 20" oct bbl w/ plain walnut stock & is in
NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
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47 Walther Model PPK/S 380 cal Pistol
#S121608; 380 cal. SS finish. Imported by Inter Arms w/crimson
trace laser grips, comes in original box & has additional magazine.
Gun is in like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00
48 NIB Remington Model 700 Classic 221 REM Fireball
#G6272349; 221 REM Fireball. Std config & gun is NIB condition.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00
49 Mauser HSc 380 cal Pistol w/box
#01.15810; 380 cal. w/nickel finish. Inter Arms Distributor & gun is
in like new condition w/box, paperwork & extra mag. 700.00 900.00
50 NIB Browning 71 348 Rifle
#01489PR1R7; 348 WCF. w/24"bbl, blued finish & a plain walnut
stock. Gun is NIB. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
51 Smith & Wesson 4013TSW Tactical 40 cal
#MSE3007; 40 cal 3.5" bbl, nickel finish & in lightly used condition
w/original box. 500.00 - 700.00
52 NIB Marlin 1895 CB4570 Rifle
#99128650; 45-70 cal. 26" oct bbl. w/plain walnut stock, & is NIB
although stock does have a few small dents from handling.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00
53 Springfield EMP 9mm Carry pistol
22223; 9mm. 3" bbl. w/dual tone finish & single stack w/ Trijicon
sights. In very nice, lightly handled condition & includes original
box, 2 additional mags, holster & accessories. 600.00 - 800.00
54 NIB Marlin 1894 CC 45LC Rifle
#94IV0240; 45 colt. 20" oct bbl. w/plain walnut stock & is in NIB
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
55 Colt Series 80 38 Super 1911
#2816196; 38Super, standard config. slide and frame have a few
light spots from storage, otherwise gun is in like new condition with
original box and magazine, needs a little TLC. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
56 Ruger No 1 Rifle in 6mm REM
#131-11372; 6mm w/26" bbl, checkered walnut stock & is in like
new condition, includes scope rings & comes in a non original
Ruger box. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
57 SIG P365 SAS 9mm Pistol
#66A611070; 9mm. 3 3/4" bbl w/threaded muzzle. Gun is in very
nice, lightly handled condition w/original box. 500.00 - 700.00
58 NIB Marlin 1897 Cowboy 22cal Rifle
#99137699; 22 cal. w/24" oct bbl, checkered walnut stock & is in
NIB condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
59 NIB Remington RM380 Pistol
#RM059254C; 380 cal. Std config. Gun is in NIB condition
w/additional magazines. 400.00 - 500.00

LOT #
60 NIB Left Handed Winchester 70 30-06 Rifle
#G2598325; 30-06. Classic sporter config, with controlled round
feed. Gun is in NIB condition 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
61 NIB Colt Officers 45ACP Pistol
#SFA6414; 45ACP, 3.5"bbl, Stainless finish, white grips & is NIB
condition. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
62 NIB Left Handed Remington 700 BDL 338 Win Mag
#C6449293; 338 Win Mag. NIB BDL w/high grade stock. 1,250.00 1,500.00
63 Smith & Wesson 1911 45
#JRD4019; 45ACP. Standard Config, SS, very fine lightly handled
condition with original box. 800.00 - 1,200.00
64 NIB Left Handed CZ 452 American 22 Rifle
#A294448; 22LR w/ blued metal, checkered walnut & in NIB
condition w/ scope rings in box. 500.00 - 700.00
65 SIG Sauer P320 M18 X-Change Kit
non-gun, includes slide mechanism w/attached 3 1/2" bbl. &
includes 9mm 3 1/4" bbl & 9mm 4 1/2" bbl. plus dummy frame for
storage. Overall in nice, lightly used condition.
66 Left Handed Savage Model 93 R17 Rifle
#0278611; 17 HRM left handed w/21" target weight bbl. Includes
original box & 2 additional magazines. Gun is in nice, lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
67 NIB H&K Model VP9 9mm Pistol
#224-143155; 9mm. 4" bbl in std config & in NIB condition
w/accessories & an additional magazine. 700.00 - 900.00
68 Ruger No 1 Rifle 7x57 cal w/scope
#131-26176; 7x57 cal. 22" bbl w/iron sights & Redfield 6x scope
attached. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition & includes original
box although box is in rougher condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
69 Remington Model 1911 R1 45 Pistol
#RH30118A; 45 ACP. Std config & in like new in box condition.
Includes a set of ivory & a set of checkered walnut grips, plus one
additional magazine. 800.00 - 1,200.00
70 NIB CZ Model 457 17 HRM Rifle
#C772241; 17 HMR. w/blue finish & checkered walnut stock . Gun
is in NIB condition w/2 additional magazines. 500.00 - 700.00
71 NIB Browning High Power 9mm Pistol w/magazines
#245PV52536; 9mm. Belgium mfg & in NIB condition. Includes 5
additional magazines & original box. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
72 NIB Ruger No 1 Rifle in 257 Roberts
#132-56784; 257 Roberts. 26" bbl w/checkered walnut stock & is in
like new condition w/scope rings included in original box. 1,000.00 1,250.00
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73 GIRSAN 1911 Reserve Pistol
#T6368-20AB04950; 45 ACP. 1911A1 style & gun is in like new
condition w/box. 600.00 - 800.00
74 NIB Marlin 1894 CB32 H&R Rifle
#95203299; 32 H&R Mag. 20" oct bbl, w/plain walnut stock & is in
NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
75 NIB Remington 1911R1 45 Pistol
#RH87792A; 45 ACP. 4 1/4" bbl. & in NIB condition w/additional
magazine. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
76 NIB Ruger No 1 Carbine in 270 cal
#132-01529; 270 cal. 22" carbine bbl & checkered walnut stock,
gun is in NIB condition & has scope rings included. 1,000.00 1,250.00
77 Smith & Wesson M&P Pistol w/2 bbl conversions
#MRE4316; 357 SIG currently on pistol also comes w/40S&W &
9mm bbls. Gun has Trijicon sights & is in nice lightly used condition
w/box. Includes 5 magazines in total, trigger kits & other small
parts. A nice 3 caliber conversion pistol. 700.00 - 900.00
78 Marlin 1894 Cowboy Limited 357 Mag Rifle
#99127449; 357 Mag. 24"oct bbl. w/plain walnut stock & is in like
new condition w/ original box. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
79 SIG Sauer Model P320 9mm Pistol
#58A044769; 9mm. 3 3/4" bbl in nice, lightly used condition.
500.00 - 700.00
80 NIB Ruger No 1 Rifle in 22-250 cal
#130-38485; 22-250 cal. 26" bbl w/checkered walnut stock & is in
NIB condition w/some rust around where upper tang & wood meet.
Includes scope rings in box & otherwise in excellent condition.
750.00 - 1,000.00
81 NIB CZ Model 75 P-01 9mm Pistol
#C249572; 9mm 4 1/4" bbl w/threaded muzzle & comes w/5
additional magazines, original box & paperwork, in NIB condition.
700.00 - 900.00
82 NIB Browning Sweet Sixteen
#51812PP221; 16 ga. Japan mfg, w/INV chokes, walnut perch
belly checkered stock & 28" bbl. Gun is in like NIB condition.
2,000.00 - 2,250.00
83 Smith & Wesson Model 4006 40 cal Pistol
#TVC9401; 40 cal 4" bbl w/SS finish, comes w/2 additional
magazines, original box & shoulder holster. Gun is in nice, lightly
used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
84 HK Model 93 223 cal Rifle
#A132172; 223 cal made in Germany, st d config, with carry handle
& absent magazine, but in very nice lightly handled condition.
2,000.00 - 2,250.00

LOT #
85 Browning BDM Dbl Action 9mm Pistol
#945NY04020; 9mm. Std config w/4 1/2" bbl & comes w/original
box & 5 additional magazines. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 700.00 - 900.00
86 Colt Match Target Competition HBAR II
#CJC005118; 5.56 Std HBAR config. in very nice, lightly used
condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
87 Smith & Wesson Performance Center 1911
#JMB1291; 45 ACP. 1911 style w/numerous custom center
upgrades & in like new in box. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00
88 Surplus Ammo & Arms AR15 w/Scope
#SA11909; 223 cal. Std config w/greenish stock set & gun is
topped w/scope. Gun is in nice used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
89 Ruger 22/45 Lite 22 cal Pistol
#390-44371; 22 cal. 4.5'" bbl with threaded muzzle & is in very
nice, like new condition with original box. 400.00 - 500.00
90 Egyptian AK-47
#S001567; 7.62x39 cal. Egyptian production w/Egyptian marked
magazine, wood furniture & is in excellent surplus condition. From
the Hurley Estate Collection 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
91 Colt Light Weight Defender 45 ACP Pistol
#DR16469; 45 ACP. Light weight model w/nickel & SS dual finish,
3" bbl. & wrap around grips. Gun is in nice, lightly handled
condition w/original box. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
92 Colt M4 Carbine
#LE268526; 5.56 cal. 16" bbl. w/adj butt stock , iron sights & quad
rail. Gun is in NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
93 Colt Govt Model Series 70 38 Super & 45ACP Pistol
#70G94353; 38 Super & 45 ACP. Std config. w/2 bbls & slides,
each in different cal. Gun has Pachmayr wrap around rubber grips
& has 1-38 Super Mag & 3-45 ACP mags. Overall nice used
condition. 1,500.00 - 1,750.00
94 NIB Colt Match Target HBAR Rifle
#CCH013173; 223 cal. in std match target HBAR config. Comes
with 2 - 5 round magazines & is in NIB condition. From the Hurley
Estate Collection 2,000.00 - 2,250.00
95 Ruger GP100 357 mag w/ box
#173-64220; 357 mag. 4" bbl. w/SS finish & in nice lightly used
condition with box. 600.00 - 800.00
96 NIB Remington 870 DM Shotgun
#CC14744F; 12 ga. 18 1/2" bbl w/tactical choke, speed feed stock
& detachable magazine. Gun is in NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
97 SIG Trailside 22 cal Target Pistol
#E0026049; 22LR. 6" bbl w/target laminate grips & is in fine, lightly
handled condition w/original box & 1 additional magazine. 500.00 600.00
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98 Surplus Chinese SKS Rifle
#20039751; 7.62x39 NIB import condition, includes folding
bayonet, ammo pouch, and instructions in box. 600.00 - 800.00
99 Glock Model 22 w/3 cal Conversions
#NYN513; gun has attached 40 cal bbl plus 357 SIG & 9mm bbls.
Bbls are 4 1/2" & gun comes w/13 additional magazines for various
calibers. Gun is in nice lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

LOT #
111 Smith & Wesson Model 686-5 357 Magnum Revolver
#CDF4775; 357 Mag. matte SS finish w/3" bbl & rubber grips. Gun
is in very nice lightly handled condition w/original box. 800.00 1,000.00
112 H&R Model M12 22 cal US Training Rifle
#AX516161; 22 cal. 28" heavy weight bbl. w/offhand style stock &
in very fine, lightly used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

100 Norinco Hunter Model 7.62x39 Rifle
#133422; 7.62x39 semi automatic Hunter model in original box
w/magazines & accessories. 600.00 - 800.00

113 Smith & Wesson Model 686-4 7 Shot 357 Magnum
#CAR1987; 357 Mag. 7 shot model w/SS 4" bbl & rubber grips.
Comes w/original box & is in nice used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

101 Smith & Wesson Airweight Model 637-2 Revolver
#CRD7950; 38 spec. 1 3/4" bbl. In very fine, lightly handled
condition w/original box. 500.00 - 700.00

114 Vintage Winchester Model 52 Target Rifle
#99296C; 22 cal. 28" heavy weight bbl w/blued finish & scope
blocks attached for a long tube style scope. Stock has small
scratches & marks but overall is in good used condition. 600.00 800.00

102 Chinese Replica of Winchester Model 97 Trench Gun
#MIL6594; Chinese made copy of the 97 Trench Gun & is in NIB
condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection 500.00 - 800.00
103 Glock Model 22 40 cal Pistol
#FRX728; 40 cal. Std config & in nice, lightly used condition.
Includes original box, extra magazine & nylon holster. 400.00 500.00
104 Surplus Romanian WASR AK47
#RA6184-86; 7.62x39 Surplus condition w/ folding stock, includes
original mag pouch, bayonet, and 2-30rd magazines. 600.00 800.00
105 NIB Remington RM380 Pistol
#RM056105C; 380 cal Gun is in NIB condition w/extra magazines.
400.00 - 500.00
106 NIB Mossberg Model 500 Persuader Pump
#V0709157; 12 ga. w/heat shield hand guard, 20" bbl. & combat
sights. Gun is in NIB condition. 400.00 - 600.00
107 Browning BDA-380 Pistol
#MX01652; 380 cal w3 3/4" bbl. Gun has nickel finish & walnut
grips, includes 6 additional magazines, original box & paperwork.
700.00 - 900.00
108 NIB Palmetto AR 15
#AP0010030; 223 cal w/flip up sights, flat rail & adj butt stock,
plus 1 new Magpul magazine. Gun is in NIB condition. 650.00 800.00
109 S&W Detroit Police marked 64-4 38 Spec Snub Nose
#BDA5169; 38 spec. 1 7/8" bbl w/SS finish & is in very fine, lightly
handled condition w/original box. Back grip strap is marked Detroit
Police 25775. 700.00 - 900.00
110 NIB DPMS T.E.K. Tactical Emergency Kit
Model A15 5.56 rifle #DNWC070265; in new in box condition &
includes the gun storage locker w/extra mags, cleaning kit etc.
700.00 - 900.00

115 Savage 510 7mm-08 cal Bolt Action pistol
#F844963 7mm-08 cal, 14" bbl, topped w/a Tasco pro-point scope.
Gun is in very fine lightly used condition & comes in original box w/
paperwork. 500.00 - 600.00
116 BSA Martini International MKIII 22cal Target Rifle
#NSN-185; 22LR. 29" Heavy weight target bbl. Offhand style stock
& in nice used condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
117 Steyr Mannlicher LP10 Offhand Target Air Pistol
Air pistol in very fine, lightly used condition in 4.5mm cal. Comes
w/original box & paperwork.
118 Kimber Model 82 Govt 22 cal Trainer Rifle
#GM005948; 22LR w/25" bbl & US marked. Gun is in very nice,
lightly used condition w/some minor scratches on wood. 800.00 1,200.00
119 Remington Model 40-X 22 cal Target Rifle
#10950; 22LR w/heavy weight 28" bbl & has Redfield target sights.
bbl has rust spots overall & rear Redfield sight shows rust &
corrosion. Heavy target style stock has typical scratches & marks.
A vintage Target rifle which could use some TLC. 500.00 - 700.00
120 BSA Mini Martini in 22 LR
#R12650; 22LR. 25" bbl. w/Parker Hale front & rear target sights &
plain walnut stock. Gun is in nice used condition. 650.00 - 850.00
121 Ruger No 1 Lyman Centennial 45-70 Rifle
#131-49770; 45-70. 28" round bbl w/checkered walnut stock &
Centennial engraved receiver. Gun comes complete with the
walnut presentation case still in original packaging, the Lyman
bullet molds & reloading die, paperwork, book, cleaning rod, etc.
Rifle has been fired & has attached Tasco 4-12x scope but remains
in very fine lightly used condition. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
122 Ruger Red Label Wood side 12 ga O/U
#430-01233; 12 ga. 26" bbls w/removable chokes, 3" chamber,
fancy checkered walnut stock w/fancy Wood sides on receiver. Gun
is in very good used condition & includes 4 additional choke tubes.
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1,500.00 - 2,000.00
123 Smith & Wesson 34-1 22 cal Kit Revolver
#M205237; 22LR. 4" bbl w/blued finish & case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition w/original
box & paperwork. 600.00 - 800.00
124 Ruger No 1 Rifle in 223 cal
#132-20560; 223 cal. 26" bbl w/blued finish & checkered walnut
stock. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition & topped w/Tasco
6-18x rifle scope. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
125 Kimber 22 Classic Rifle w/Scope
#KA03745; 22 cal. 22 " matte finish bbl w/checkered walnut stock
& mfg in Yonkers NY. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition &
topped w/BSA 3-12x scope. 700.00 - 900.00
126 Ruger Mark I 22 cal Target Pistol
#17-49831; 22 cal. 7" bbl w/fancy checkered Ruger grips & gun is
in like new condition w/original box & original grips in box. 500.00 600.00
127 Browning BSS 12 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
#02445PZ158; 12 ga. 26" bbls marked IMP CYL & MOD. w3"
chambers, good original blue & English style straight grip stock.
LOP is approx. 14 1/2". Mechanically gun is crisp w/few small
marks on wood & receiver has some light wear on edges, but
overall a very nice Browning BSS w/English style stock. 1,250.00 1,500.00
128 Remington 700 SS 375 RUM Rifle
#S6400102; 375 RUM. 26" bbl w/TALLEY rings, & laminate gray
stock, very nice lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
129 Colt Woodsman 22 cal Pistol w/box
#115670-S; 22 cal. 4 1/2" bbl. in good used condition w/some light
edge wear w/some light marks. Includes original box which is in
good condition. 600.00 - 800.00
130 Custom Remington 700 6.5x47 Lapua
#G6493453; 6.5x47 Lapua. CBI 28" SS heavy weight bbl, with
threaded muzzle. Has badger ordinance ring and base, detachable
box magazine, H&S precision stock w/adjustable butt & comb. In
nice used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
131 Lot of 6.5x47 Lapua Ammo
80 rounds factory loaded ammo & 80 rds of brass
132 Colt Huntsman in Original Box
#041080S; 22 cal. 6" bbl w/blued finish & in like new condition
w/original box. 500.00 - 700.00
133 CZ Model 452-2E 22 cal Target Rife
#A235590; 22LR. 25" bbl. w/adj off hand style stock, 5 round
magazine & complete w/BSA Platinum 6-24x scope. 600.00 700.00

LOT #
134 Savage 12 6.5mm-284 NORMA Precision Target Rifle
#G674042; 6.5mm-284 NORMA w/30" heavy weight SS bbl, ACCU
trigger & laminate bench rest stock. Gun is in nice used condition &
topped w/Weaver Classic 15x42 target scope. 800.00 - 1,000.00
135 Colt Match Target 22 cal Target Pistol
#234221-S; 22 cal. 6" bbl in target config w/blued bbl, checkered
grips & right side of bbl has one spot w/marks & rust, otherwise gun
is in near new condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
136 Ruger Precision Rifle in 243 WIN
#1800-01248; 243 WIN. 26" bbl w/threaded muzzle & Precision
Ruger platform w/adj stock, precision trigger, etc. Gun is in good
used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
137 Winchester Select Model 101 12 ga O/U Shotgun
#13AMP01363; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/INV chokes, Select Model 101
engraved receiver & checkered fancy walnut stock. Mechanically
gun is crisp & includes 2 additional choke tubes. In very nice used
condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
138 Colt Woodsman 22cal Pistol w/box
#010727S; 22 cal. 6"bbl w/light spots on rear and front grip strap,
but overall nice lightly used condition. Includes original box, which
is somewhat tattered. 550.00 - 750.00
139 Ruger No 1 Rifle in 22-250
#131-25818; 22-250 26" bbl checkered walnut stock & is in very
nice lightly used condition. Topped w/Weaver K10 rifle scope.
800.00 - 1,200.00
140 Ithaca Mag 10 10 ga Automatic
#100043972; 10 ga. 26" bbl. w/parkerized style finish & plain
walnut stock. Gun is in good used condition. 650.00 - 850.00
141 Smith & Wesson Model 66-2 357 Revolver
#128K086; 357 Magnum. 4" bbl. w/nickel finish & checkered grips.
Hammer & trigger have a matte nickel appearance. Comes w/ non
matching box & gun has some nicks & marks from use, but overall
in fair used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
142 Winchester Model 70 SS XTR Sporter in 270 cal
#G1888584; 270 cal 24" bbl w/SS finish & checkered walnut stock.
Stock does have some scratches, marks & wear patterns,
otherwise gun is in good used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
143 Remington Model 700 17 REM Fireball Rifle
#G6717813; 17 REM Fireball. w/26" heavy weight bbl, TALLEY
rings & in very nice lightly handled condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
144 Colt Peacemaker 22 Convert. Revolver
#G140242; 22LR/22Mag Cyl. 4 3/4" bbl w/ case colored frame & in
like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00
145 Remington 700ML 54 cal Muzzle Loader
Black Powder. #ML042643; 54 cal BP only w/24" bbl. & in very
nice lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
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146 Winchester Model 70 XTR Sporter Magnum 264 WIN Mag
#G1801078; 264 WIN Mag. 24" blued bbl w/checkered walnut
stock, is in very nice lightly used condition & topped w/6-18x
Redfield scope 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
147 Ruger Mark II 22 cal Target Pistol
#224-51817; 22 cal Target Model w/5 1/2" bbl in like new condition
in original box & includes original grips & extra mag. 500.00 600.00
148 Remington Model 700 in 22-250 Bench Rest Rifle
#C6489306; 22-250 cal. 24" heavy weight bbl w/blued finish &
laminate bench rest style stock. Topped w/AETEC 3.8-12x scope &
overall it is in good used condition 700.00 - 900.00
149 Custom 22-250 Bolt Action Rifle
#NSN-291; 22-250 cal. FN style Mauser bolt action, fit with a 26"
bbl & has a bench rest style walnut stock. Gun is in very nice lightly
used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
150 SIG Sauer Model 1911 45 Pistol
#54B145239; 45 ACP. 4" bbl. includes original box, paperwork,
carry grips & additional magazine. Gun has desert brown finish
w/fancy grips overall in very nice, lightly handled condition. 800.00 1,200.00
151 Ruger All Weather 77/17 17 HRM Rifle
#703-44343; 17 HMR 24" Matte SS bbl w/threaded muzzle &
Ruger X17 Thumbhole stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly used
condition. 700.00 - 900.00
152 Ruger Model Ninety Six 17HRM
#620-43714; 17HMR. 18" bbl lever action & in very nice lightly
handled condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
153 Smith & Wesson 57 41 Mag Revolver
#N884732; 41 Mag w/8 3/8" bbl, blued finish, case colored trigger,
hammer and checkered grips. Comes in presentation case & in fine
lightly handled condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
154 Browning Citori 20 ga O/U Shotgun
#11598RN163; 20 ga. 28" bbls w/3" chamber FULL/MOD. Gun is
in very nice, lightly used condition w/a tight action. 1,250.00 1,500.00
155 Ruger No 1 SS in 405 Winchester Rifle
#133-99190; 405 WIN. 24" bbl w/SS finish & grey laminate stock.
Gun is in very nice lightly used condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
156 Smith & Wesson Model 17-3 22 cal Revolver
#1K81248; 22LR. w/5 7/8" bbl blued metal case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun has Pachmayr add on grips as well as original grips
in box. Box is plain non matching box & revolver is in nice, lightly
handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00
157 Winchester Model 52 Utah Centennial Rifle
#100UT0361; 22LR std Utah commemorative w/threaded muzzle,
walnut stock & has scope mount attached. Overall gun is in good
used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
158 Early Production Ruger No 1 222 cal Rifle
#6618; 222 cal. 26" bbl checkered walnut stock & in very fine, like
new condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
159 Smith & Wesson 25-2 45 cal Revolver
#N458228; 45 cal. Bbl is marked model of 1955, 6.5" bbl
commercial blue case colored trigger & hammer, Gun comes in a
wooden case with accessories & is in excellent lightly handled
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
160 Remington Wingmaster 870 Lightweight 410 ga Pump
#T906019H; 410 ga 25" vent rib bbl w/MOD choke. Overall gun is
in very nice, lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
161 Winchester 70XTR Sporter Varmit 223 Rifle
#G1636238; 223 cal. w/24" blued steel bbl, checkered walnut stock
& raised cheek piece. Includes scope rings & base & gun is in very
fine lightly used condition. 650.00 - 850.00
162 Smith & Wesson Model 41 22 cal Target Pistol
#BMC0989; 22 cal. w/attached 7" bbl & also includes additional 5
1/2" bbl, 2 additional magazines, plus paperwork & accessories.
Overall gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition. 800.00 1,000.00
163 Ruger No.1 in 375 H&H Magnum
#132-15596; 375 H&H. 24" bbl w/iron sights, checkered walnut
stock & hand guard is glass bedded. Overall gun is in nice, lightly
used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
164 Browning BPS 410 Field Grade Shotgun
#13138MY121; 410 ga. 26"bbl, w/INV chokes. Gun is in NIB
condition with paperwork and choke tubes. 700.00 - 900.00
165 Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 44 Mag Revolver
#N646238; 44 Mag. 5 7/8" w/blued finish wood grips, case colored
trigger & hammer, wood grips In very fine lightly handled condition
& comes in wooden presentation case. 800.00 - 1,000.00
166 Browning BPS 28 ga Pump Shotgun
#18184MM121; 28 ga. 26"bbls w/INV chokes & in like new
condition. Gun includes additional choke tubes & paperwork in box.
700.00 - 900.00
167 Winchester 70 Feather Weight 7mm-08 Rifle
#35CZY03619; 7mm-08. 22"bbl w/feather weight stock, TALLEY
rings and bases. In like new condition. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
168 Smith & Wesson 686-5 7 shot 357 Revolver
#CEL8741; 357mag. 6" bbl SS finish & 7 shot cylinder, very nice
lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
169 Ruger No 1 Rifle 218 BEE
#132-94210; 218BEE. 26"bbl with iron sites, checkered walnut
stock & attached 3-9x Tasco scope. Gun is very nice like new
condition in desirable& scarce caliber. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
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170 Remington Model Four in 7mm Express (280 cal)
#A4061072; 7mm Express which is new name for 280 cal. 22" bbl
w/blued finish & checkered walnut stock. Gun is in nice lightly used
condition & comes w/one magazine marked 7mm EXP.REM.
Overall a nice example of a scarce caliber. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
171 Smith & Wesson 617-4 10 Shot 22 cal Revolver
#CEM8423; 22LR, 10 shot cyl. 6"bbl, w/SS finish & is in very nice
lightly handled condition w/original box. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
172 Belgium Browning Pigeon Grade Superposed
#8369 S3; 12ga. 30"bbls, choked FULL/MOD, Bbl retains good
original blue. Pigeon grade engraved receiver, mechanically good,
checkered walnut stock with Browning recoil pad. LOP approx
14.5" overall a nice Pigeon Grade Superposed. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
173 Browning Super Posed Diana Grade Shotgun
#7789 S69; 12ga. Belgium manf 26.5"bbls, choked skeet/skeet,
bores are good, has a wide Broadway style rib, Diana grade
engraving singed Grio.C Mechanically gun is crisp with lever right
of center, however receiver shows rust along wood edges from salt
wood exposure, see photos. Wood is checkered w/Browning recoil
pad, a good restoration or high grade field gun. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
174 Smith & Wesson Model 629-6 Revolver
#CUK2083; 44 Magnum. 6 3/8" SS bbl. & checkered S&W grips.
This gun is built on the 629 Classic frame & is in very nice, lightly
handled condition & comes w/original box. 750.00 - 900.00
175 Pre War Winchester Model 70
#16358; 30-06. 1938 production w/checkered walnut stock & metal
butt plate. Bolt does not appear to have any electropenciled
number attached, the bore is bright, wood is very good & receiver is
drilled. Gun may have been professionally refinished at one time
but overall a very fine Model 70. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
176 Ruger No 1 1976 Production 270 cal Rifle
#130-28156; 270 cal. 22" bbl w/1976 markings, iron sights & scope
rings attached. Gun has checkered walnut stock & is in very fine,
lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
177 NIB Colt Trooper MKIII 22 cal Revolver
#Y43447; 22LR 6"bbl, w/nickel finish, rubber grips & gun is in very
fine, lightly handled grips w/original box. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
178 SAKO Vixen 222 cal Rifle
#149865; 222 cal. w/24" blued heavy bbl, checkered walnut stock
& SAKO rings & bases. Gun is in very nice lightly used condition.
800.00 - 1,200.00
179 Browning A5 Magnum Twenty
#69X27483; 20 ga 28" vent rib bbl Belgium mfg w/good original
blue, gold trigger & checkered walnut stock. 1 rib section has a
slight bend(see photo) otherwise gun is very clean. 800.00 1,200.00

LOT #
180 Smith & Wesson 17-3 22cal Revolver
#8K1195; 22 cal, 6"bbl w/blued finished, case colored trigger &
hammer & gun is in very nice lightly used condition. 650.00 800.00
181 Restored Savage 1899 Take Down Rifle
#241703; 300 SAV. 24" take down bbl w/scope blocks attached,
restored metal and wood, overall in nice condition. 1,000.00 1,500.00
182 Custom Winchester 1886 45-70 cal. Rifle
#3357; 45-70 cal marked 26" bbl Gun has nice commercial blue
finish & Lyman receiver sight w/checkered straight grip stock &
cheek piece for left handed shooter. Deluxe style sling swivels &
has modern leather sling. Overall in very nice custom config.
2,000.00 - 2,500.00
183 Colt Gunsite Government Model 45 Pistol
#71N04617; 45 ACP. 5" bbl. w/special SS matte Gunsite slide & on
blued Colt frame. Gun has pachmayr grips & is in very nice, lightly
used condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
184 Savage Model 99 Take Down rifle in 250-3000
#354150; 250-3000. 22" Take down bbl w/strong original blue &
case colored lever w/nice original checkered walnut stock. Topped
w/6x scope & overall a very nice 250-3000 cal Savage. 800.00 1,200.00
185 Remington 700 African Plains 375 H&H Mag.
#B6434209; 375 H&H mag w/24"bbl, laminate wood stock & in
very nice lightly handled condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
186 Colt Govt Model Series 70 45ACP Pistol
#39251B70; 45ACP. Standard config, in good lightly used condition
w/Pachmayr rubber grips. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
187 Savage 99 250-3000 Rifle
#533512; 250-3000 cal. 24"bbl, blued metal w/case colored lever,
checkered walnut stock, receiver has been drilled & gun has
attached Lyman tang sight. Overall in very nice, lightly used
condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
188 Ruger No 1 Rifle in 30-06
#131-31284; 30-06. 26" bbl w/checkered walnut stock,Gun is in
nice lightly used condition & topped w/early 6x Redfield scope.
800.00 - 1,000.00
189 Kimber Rim Fire Target 1911
#K114862; 22 cal. 1911 style& in very nice lightly handled
condition. 600.00 - 800.00
190 Savage Model 99 C 308 cal Rifle
#A854833; 308 cal. 22" bbl w/good original blue, case colored
lever, checkered pistol grip stock, aluminum Savage butt plate &
overall in nice used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
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191 Remington 742 Woodsmaster 30-06 Rifle
#B7460761; 30-06 cal. 22" bbl w/checkered walnut stock, bbl has a
few small nicks & butt stock has some chips where wood & metal
meet. Otherwise gun is in very nice used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

204 Smith & Wesson Model 39-2 9mm Pistol
#A292688; 9mm w/blued finish & wood grips in std config. Gun is
in nice, lightly used condition w/one additional magazine. 600.00 800.00

192 Colt Python 357 Mag w/ 4"bbl
#V80032; 357 Mag 4"bbl, w/blued finished, Colt grips & is in very
nice lightly handled condition. 2,500.00 - 3,000.00

205 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Shotgun
#38099; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. Gun has good original blue &
clean walnut stock, in very nice, used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

193 Savage Model 99 358 cal Rifle
#917789; 358 WIN w/22" bbl, strong original blue finish, case
colored lever, checkered walnut stock & oversized White Line recoil
pad has been added. Topped w/Redfield scope & overall gun is in
very nice condition. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

206 Remington Mohawk Model 600 243 cal Carbine
#A6519901; 243 cal. 18 1/2" bbl w/dog leg bolt, checkered stock &
gun is in good used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

194 Ruger No. 1 Rifle in 338 WIN Mag
#132-00259; 338 IWN Mag. w/26" ported bbl & checkered walnut
stock. Gun is in nice lightly used condition & topped w/Burris 3-9x
rifle scope. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
195 Colt Trooper MKII 22cal Revolver
#Y14089; 22LR, 6"bbl w/blued finish & holster wear on edges,
otherwise good used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

207 Smith & Wesson Model 681 357 Magnum Revolver
#AHU4716; 357 Mag. 4" bb w/SS finish & wrap around Pachmayr
grips. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00
208 Ruger No 1 Rifle in 45-70 w/scope
#131-13726; 45-70 22" bbl w/iron sights, checkered pistol grip
stock & topped w/Leupold VXii scope. Wood appears to be
replacement front & back as metal to wood fit is not great, but gun
is in good solid condition. 700.00 - 900.00

196 Remington 11-87 Premier 12 ga Shotgun
#PC317772; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/REM choke system & is in
very nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

209 Winchester Model 42 410 ga Pump Shotgun
#143283; 410 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/good original blue & light
edgewear. Plain walnut stock is in good shape w/scratches &
marks. Overall gun is in good used condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

197 Remington Model 700 SS 338 RUM Rifle
#S6358508; 338 RUM. w/26" SS bbl, laminate gray checkered
stock & TALLEY rings. In very nice, lightly handled condition.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

210 Flatgate Ruger Single Six w/Aluminum Frame
#203490; 22 cal. Light weight mode w/Flatgate,4 3/4" bbl. plastic
grips, aluminum receiver & alloy cylinder. Gun is in fair used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

198 Ruger Security Six 357 Mag Revolver
#151-67065; 357 mag. w/4" bbl, blued finish & in very nice, lightly
handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00

211 Early Ruger No 1 Rifle in 243 cal.
#7397; 243 cal. 26" bbl w/checkered walnut stock & rubber butt
pad. Gun has mixed marks & edge wear on metal & stock is solid
but has scratches & marks from use. Topped w/Redfield 4-12x
scope & is in good used condition for an early production Ruger No
1. 700.00 - 900.00

199 Ruger No 3 Carbine in 223 cal.
#132-32686; 223 cal. 22" bbl. w/checkered walnut stock & has
attached Bushnell scope. Gun has good original blue & stock has
few small marks w/one small chip at butt plate, otherwise a very
nice No 3 Ruger. 650.00 - 800.00
200 Ruger 77/22 22 Mag Rifle
#701-28737; 22 Mag w/ blued metal, checkered walnut stock & in
very good lightly used condition. Gun is topped with a Simons 3X9
scope. 700.00 - 900.00
201 Smith & Wesson Model 66-2 357 Mag Revolver
#AHW5453; 357 Mag. 5 7/8" bbl w/SS finish & wood grips. Gun is
in very nice, lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00
202 Winchester Model 50 12 ga SKEET Shotgun
#177855A; 12 ga. Gun has WS-1 26" bbl w/Simmons vent rib &
checkered stock is in nice used condition. 350.00 - 450.00
203 Browning A-Bolt 22cal Rifle
#07716PR136; 22 cal w/checkered walnut stock with rosewood
ends, blued metal & in like new condition. 650.00 - 850.00

212 Winchester Model 12 16 ga w/Simmons vent rib
#813132; 16 ga 28" bbl w/FULL choke, strong blue finish & few
marks on left side of receiver. Gun is mechanically crisp & has
clean plain walnut stock set w/few marks, overall a very nice Model
12 16 ga. 700.00 - 900.00
213 Smith & Wesson 19-4 Nickel Finished 357 Mag Rev
#50K0676; 357 Mag. 4" bbl, nickel finish w/case colored trigger
and hammer. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 800.00 1,200.00
214 Internal Revolving 410 ga Shotgun
#21-3630; 410 ga for 2 3/4 or 3" shells w/24" bbl. & 5 shot
revolving cylinder. Gun is in like new condition & in double or single
action. 600.00 - 800.00
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215 W German mfg Weatherby Mark V 30-06 Rifle w/Scope
#P37632; 30-06. West Germany mfg rifle w/26" bbl & topped
w/Bushnell scope. Gun has custom Weatherby floor plate & dark
finished Weatherby stock. Some mixed marks & scratches on bbl
but overall a good used Germany Weatherby. 800.00 - 1,200.00
216 Early Ruger Bear Cat 22 cal Revolver
#G528; 22 cal. w/early bbl markings & is in nice, lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
217 1976 Mfg Ruger No 1 in 458 WIN Mag
#130-19440; 458 WIN Mag. 24" ported bbl w/iron sights & 1976
markings on bbl. Gun has checkered walnut stock w/recoil pad
added & Weaver scope attached, in lightly used condition. 1,500.00
- 2,000.00
218 Belgium Browning BAR 30-06 Rifle
#137PP27034; 30-06. Belgium made w/22" bbl & has some light
marks & scratches on wood. Topped w/Bushnell scope & has one
larger scratch on bbl., otherwise gun is in good used condition.
650.00 - 800.00
219 Smith & Wesson 25-5 45 Colt Revolver
#N659349; 45 cal. 5 7/8 blued bbl, case colored, target sized
trigger and hammer, & in very fine, like new condition. 800.00 1,000.00
220 Browning Citori 12 ga O/U
#24791PT153; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/INV chokes, single selective
trigger, checkered stock & mechanically gun is crisp. Includes 2
additional INV choke tubes & is a very nice, lightly handled
browning Citori. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
221 Early mfg Ruger No. 1 Rifle in 7mm Magnum
#2724; 7mm Mag. 26" bbl w/checkered walnut stock & attached
scope rings. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition & a very nice
early production Ruger No 1. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00
222 Ruger Standard Model 22 cal Pistol
#14-56112; 22 cal. Blued w/6" bbl. & comes in original box. Gun is
like new condition 400.00 - 500.00
223 Remington Premier 11-87 12 ga Trap Gun
#PC855197; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/REM choke system &
Premier engraved receiver. Gun comes w/unattached high comb
trap stock & conventional butt stock. Overall gun is in very nice,
lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00
224 Winchester Model 70 270 cal DBM Rifle
#G2175812; 270 cal. w/custom fancy walnut stock set, detachable
box magazine & comes w/attached Redfield 6-18x 5 Star scope.
Overall gun is in nice lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
225 Earl Ruger Single Six 22 cal Revolver
#210911; 22 cal. w/early bbl markings, 4 3/4" bbl. & gun has been
updated w/transfer bar safety & has brown hard plastic grips w/light
holster wear on edges. Gun is in good used condition. 300.00 400.00

LOT #
226 Browning Light Twelve A5 Shotgun
#02360PM211; 12 ga. 26" bbl. w/vent rib, gold trigger, checkered
walnut stock & gun is in very nice lightly used condition. 700.00 900.00
227 Winchester Extreme Weather SS Model 70 Rifle
#35EZX03118; 25-06 Extreme Weather SS edition w/22" fluted bbl,
composite stock & Leupold rings & bases. Gun is in very nice,
lightly handled condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
228 Thompson Center Association 20th Anniv Pistol
#TCA20-21; 22 cal. w/gold logo on receiver & in very nice lightly
handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00
229 Winchester Model 12 Featherwieght 12 ga Shotgun
1814362F; 12 ga. FULL choke w/30" bbl & light wear on edges.
Gun has recoil pad added & overall is in good used condition.
400.00 - 600.00
230 Winchester model 70 7mm WSM Rifle
#G2422945; 7mm Short Mag w/ 24" matte SS bbl. custom walnut
stock & is in nice lightly used condition w/few marks on the wood,
includes scope rings & bases. 800.00 - 1,000.00
231 Smith & Wesson Model 59 9mm Pistol
#A251705; 9mm. in nice, lightly used condition w/Pachmyr wrap
around grips & comes w/original grips. 500.00 - 600.00
232 Remington Model 1100LW 28 ga Shotgun
#M339077J; 28 ga. 25" SKEET choked bbl. In good used condition
w/some small scratches & marks but overall good. 800.00 1,000.00
233 Weatherby Vanguard 240 WBY Mag Rifle
#VB099689; 240 WBY. 24" bbl, TALLEY rings and bases, H&S
precision stock, very fine like new condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
234 SIG Sauer Model P226 9mm Pistol
#U460364; 9mm. Std config. w/4 1/8" bbl. Gun is in very nice,
lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00
235 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Pump
# 1333667;12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. Good original blue w/light
wear on edges & stock is clean, gun is mechanically good. 400.00 500.00
236 Winchester Model 70 7mm WSM SS Rifle
#G2489174; 7mm Short Magnum w/24" matte SS bbl & composite
stock. Includes a Redfield 5 Star 4-12x rifle scope. Overall gun is in
very nice, lightly used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
237 Smith & Wesson 59 9mm Pistol
#A369078; 9mm. std config. Gun is in good lightly used condition,
absent magazine. 500.00 - 700.00
238 Winchester Super X Model 1 SKEET Gun
#M70759; 12 ga. 26" SKEET choked bbl. w/adj comb & butt on
stock. Gun has some light scratches & marks overall, but in good
used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
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239 Winchester Model 70 SA DBM 308 cal Rifle
#G2107302; 308 cal. 24" blued bbl. w/detachable box magazine &
composite stock & scope rings & bases attached. Gun is in nice
used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

251 Winchester Model 70 264 WIN Mag Rifle
#G1187682; 264 WIN Mag w/24" bbl & blued finish. Gun has
checkered walnut stock, is in good used condition & topped
w/Redfield 4-12x scope. 800.00 - 1,000.00

240 Smith & Wesson Model 629-1 44 Magnum
#AY3541; 44 magnum w/8 1/4" SS bbl & checkered grips. Gun is
in like new condition & comes in a non matching S&W box. 800.00
- 1,200.00

252 Smith & Wesson Model 19-3 357 Mag Revolver
#2K62890; 357 Mag. 4" bbl w/blue metal & case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun is in nice lightly handled condition. 650.00 - 800.00

241 Remington Woodsmaster Model 742 243 cal Rifle
#B7131852; 243 cal. Gun has strong original blue & high grade
checkered stock w/few small marks in wood, but overall a clean
Model 742. 500.00 - 700.00
242 Ruger M77 Tang Safety 243 cal Rifle
#70-01031; 243 cal. 22" bbl w/early markings, topped w/Bosch &
Lomb 2.5-8x scope & has checkered walnut stock. Gun is in very
nice, lightly used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
243 Smith & Wesson Model 645 45 ACP Pistol
#TAU2193; 45 ACP. SS finish w/4 3/4" bbl. & pachmayr grips. Gun
is in very nice, lightly used condition & includes an incorrect S&W
box. 700.00 - 900.00
244 Weatherby Vanguard 257 WBY Mag Rifle
#VB073346; 257 WBY Mag, w/24" blued bbl, composite WB stock
& in like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00
245 Savage 14 22-250 cal Rifle
#G397722; 22-250cal. 22"bbl w/detachable box magazine,
checkered walnut stock, ACCU trigger, scope ring and bases
included, in like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00

253 Benelli Super Black Eagle 12 ga. Shotgun
#U069113; 12 ga 26" vent rib ported bbl. Gun has 3 1/2" chamber
& composite stock, overall is in nice lightly used condition. 700.00 900.00
254 Ruger M77 Tang Safety 257 Rbts Rifle
#70-46117; 257 Rbts. Early production gun w/Tang Safety & early
bbl marks, 24" bbl w/blued metal & checkered stock. Gun is in nice,
lightly used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
255 Smith & Wesson Model 17-5 22 cal Masterpiece Rev.
#BAW6741; 22LR. 5 3/4" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer & checkered grips. Gun is in like new condition. 700.00 900.00
256 Winchester Model 12 20 ga w/Simmons vent rib
#1197688; 20 ga 26" bb w/MOD choke, Simmons ventilated rib,
checkered walnut stock, very strong blue finish & clean stock set.
Gun is mechanically crisp & an excellent 20 ga Model 12 shotgun.
700.00 - 900.00
257 Ruger 77/22 22LR
#700-63455; 22LR. w/blued metal, walnut stock & is in nice used
condition, topped with a BSA scope. 600.00 - 800.00

246 Colt Gold Cup Trophy 45 Pistol
#GCT16153; 45 ACP. SS in std config & in like new in box
condition w/paperwork & additional magazine. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

258 Smith & Wesson 629 44 Mag Revolver
#N870547; 44 mag. 5 7/8" stainless steel bbl w/rubber grips & in
nice lightly used condition. 650.00 - 900.00

247 Winchester Super X Model 1 12 ga Shotgun
#M19687; 12 ga. 2 3/4" chamber w/MOD 28" bbl. checkered
walnut stock & is in nice lightly used condition w/some marks on
butt stock. 500.00 - 700.00

259 Belgium Browning Light Twelve Shotgun
#G11492; 12ga, 27" field grade bbl, w/MOD choke. Gun retains
very good original blue with gold trigger, checkered walnut stock &
FN butt plate. Overall a very nice lightly handled original A5.
600.00 - 800.00

248 Winchester Model 70 30-06 Carbine
#G1078133; 30-06. 22" bbl w/iron sights & checkered walnut stock.
Wood has some light scratches & marks w/Super Grade floor plate.
Overall gun is in good used condition. 650.00 - 850.00
249 Smith & Wesson 50th Anniversary 44 Mag Revolver
#MGM1818; 44 Mag. 6.5" bbl w/Golden 50th Anniversary emblem
on right side of receiver. Gun is in like new condition, includes 50th
Anniversary wooden presentation box. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
250 Remington Model 700 Classic 30-06 Rifle
#C6507905; 30-06. 22" bbl. Std config & in very nice, like new
condition w/few small marks on bottom of butt stock. 700.00 900.00

260 Left Handed Remington Model 700 243 cal Rifle
#RR10285F; 243 cal. w/26" heavy weight bbl, Badger Ordinance
base & rings, TIMNEY trigger and H&S precision stock. Very fine
like new condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
261 Smith & Wesson 586-3 357 Mag Revolver
#BDT9012; 357 Mag. 4"bbl, blued finish, cased colored trigger and
hammer, rubber grip. Gun is in like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00
262 Left Handed Savage 220 20 ga Bolt Action Slug Gun
#J163644; 20 ga. 22" rifled bbl, ACCU trigger, detachable
magazine, scope rings & bases, Gun is in like new condition.
400.00 - 600.00
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263 Left Handed Varmit Special Remington 700 22-250cal
#E6619731; 22-250 cal w/26" heavy weight bbl, Varmit special
over molded stock & in like new condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
264 Smith & Wesson 686-4 357 mag Revolver
#CBN2046; 357 Mag, 4"bbls w/SS finish, rubber grips, 7 shot
cylinder & is in nice, lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

LOT #
276 Smith & Wesson Model 66-1 357 Magnum Revolver
#76K2700; 357 Mag. 2 1/2" bbl. SS finish w/checkered wood grips.
Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition w/holster. 700.00 900.00

265 Left Handed Savage Model 93R17 Rifle w/ Scope
#0245906; 17HMR w/ 21" bbl, topped w/ 6.5x20 scope & in nice
like new condition. 500.00 - 600.00

277 Belgium Browning Left Handed T-Bolt Rifle
#37961 X7; 22 cal Belgium made. Left handed gun w/some blue
loss on bbl along wood on both sides, otherwise in good used
condition & includes 2 additional magazines & original manual.
400.00 - 600.00

266 Left Handed Remington Model 700 223 REM
#RR71396G; 223 REM. 26" heavy weight bbl, TIMNEY trigger,
TALLEY rings and bases, H&S percision stock, very fine lightly
used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

278 Thompson Center ProHunter w/204 Ruger & 30-06 bbls
#S129267; SS w/28" fluted 204 Ruger & 28" fluted 30-06 bbls.
Both have matching synthetic stock & are in fine used condition.
700.00 - 900.00

267 Smith & Wesson 14-3 38 Spec Revolver
#6K90365; 38 spec 5 7/8"bbl w/blued finished ,case colored trigger
& hammer & is in very nice lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

279 Ruger GP100 357 Mag Revolver
#173-86625; 357 Mag. 4" stainless steel bbl, rubber grips & in
lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00

268 Left Handed Remington 700 308 cal
#RR71284G; 308cal. 26"bbl heavy weight bbl, badger ordinance
scope rings and base, Timney trigger H&S precision stock. Very
fine like new condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

280 CVA Stalker Rifle 35 WHELEN
#61-06-041537-12; 35 WHELEN w/24"bbl, in like new condition
w/scope rings attached. 400.00 - 500.00

269 Left Handed Texas Ranger Arms Magnum 270 Rifle
#2372; 270 cal. 22" bbl w/walnut stock & raised cheek piece. Gun
is in very nice, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 900.00
270 Smith & Wesson Air Weight Model 642-2 Revolver
#DCC6448; 38 spec. 1 7/8" bbl w/concealed hammer & rubber
grips. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition w/holster.
500.00 - 600.00
271 Left Handed Remington 870 Wingmaster 12 ga
#S365184M; 12 ga. left handed w/30" FULL choke bbl & synthetic
stock. Gun is in nice used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
272 Left Handed Mauser Model 3000 30-06 Rifle
#87596; 30-06. left handed action w/22" bbl & checkered walnut
stock w/some scratches & marks in wood. Overall gun is in good
used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
273 Smith & Wesson Flatgate 38 spec Revolver
#82098; 38 spec. 4" bbl w/blued finish & case colored hammer &
trigger. Gun has checkered S&W grips & is in very nice condition
on an early Flatgate Dbl Action revolver. Comes w/non matching
S&W box. 500.00 - 700.00
274 Left Handed 50 cal Cabelas Hawken BP Rifle
Black Powder. #A544929; 50 cal. Hawken style rifle w/left handed
lock. Gun is in fine like new condition w/ball starter. 250.00 350.00
275 Left Handed Savage Model 93 R17 17HMR Rifle
#0278353; 17HMR. w/heavy weight bbl, wood stock & left handed
action. 400.00 - 600.00

281 Weatherby Mark V w/ Christensen Arms 300 WBY bbl
#SB057203; 300 WBY Mag w/ Christensen Arms Fiber 26" bbl
w/threaded muzzle, composite Weatherby stock w/scope rings &
bases attached. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 800.00 1,200.00
282 Smith & Wesson Model 64 38 Spec Revolver
#D775222; 38 spec. 2" bbl. SS finish w/checkered walnut grips.
Gun is in good used condition & includes original box w/extra set of
MOP grips. 500.00 - 700.00
283 Ruger Mini 14 223 cal Rifle
#183-61346; 223 cal. in standard config & in like used condition.
700.00 - 900.00
284 Ithaca Model 37 NWTF Gun of the Year
#NWTF2000-1140; 12 ga. w/removable chokes, silver & gold
engraved receiver & fancy checkered walnut stock. Gun has been
used & has some small marks, but overall is in good used
condition. 650.00 - 850.00
285 Smith & Wesson Model 940-1 Centennial 9mm Rev.
#BRU5531; 9mm. 1 3/4" bbl. w/concealed hammer, rubber grips &
SS finish. Gun is in very fine lightly handled condition in original
box. 600.00 - 800.00
286 German Mfg Weatherby Mark V 300 Mag
#22098; 300 WB Mag, made in west Germany w/ 24" bbl & has
blued metal, w/ fancy gold engraved floor plate with Cape buffalo.
Gun has checkered Weatherby style stock & attached 3x9 scope,
overall gun is in good used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
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287 Beretta AL391 Sport 20 ga Shotgun
#AA034705; 20 ga. 28" bbl w/3" chamber, blued metal & checkered
walnut stock. Gun is in very nice used condition w/original box &
includes 4 additional choke tubes, wrench & manual. 700.00 900.00
288 H&R 676 22 Convertible Revolver
#AU104132; 22 cal. 5.5"bbl, 22 LR and 22 Mag cylinders, case
colored frame & is in very nice like new condition. 500.00 - 700.00
289 Browning BL22 Rifle
#72B95519; 22 cal. Std config & very, nice like new condition.
500.00 - 700.00
290 Beretta AL391 Urika 12 ga. Shotgun
#AA048291; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl w/3" chamber & removable
chokes. Gun is in used condition w/scratches & marks, includes
original hard case, choke tubes & manual. 400.00 - 500.00
291 Ruger New Model 41 Mag Blackhawk Revolver
#41-33426; 41 mag. 6.5" w/blued bbl & in nice lightly used
condition. 650.00 - 850.00
292 Weatherby Vanguard 270 Win w/scope
#V67736; 270 WIN. w/24" blued bbl, classic Weatherby wooden
stock. Overall gun is in nice used condition &, floor plate has faded
gray, includes a 3-15x50 scope. 650.00 - 850.00
293 Browning X Bolt 270 w/scope
#06676ZW354; 270 cal. Gun has synthetic stock & detachable
magazine w/Nikon Pro Staff 3-9 scope attached, overall is in very
nice, lightly used condition. 650.00 - 850.00
294 Hi Standard Model G 380 cal Pistol
#5183; 380 cal. 5" bbl w/blued finish & checkered plastic grips. Mfg
in 1947-1950 w/approx 7,000 produced. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
295 Browning BPS 12 ga Shotgun
#01561ZR121; 12 ga. w/3" chamber, 28"bbl & in very fine lightly
handled condition w/ INV style chokes. 500.00 - 700.00
296 Winchester Model 70 243 cal Ranger Rifle
#G2136529; 243 cal. 22" bbl. w/iron sights, plain walnut stock & in
very nice, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
297 Ruger Super Blackhawk 44 Mag Revolver
#82-22968; 44 Mag. 7.5" bbl. Gun has early bbl markings & is in
nice lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
298 Browning BPS 12 ga Shotgun
#10773MM121; 12 ga. 26"bbl w/INV chokes & in nice lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
299 Ruger M77 Mark II 30-06 Rifle
#784-15487; 30-06 22" bbl w/ iron sights, checkered walnut stock &
stock has a few scratches and marks, but gun is in good used
overall condition. 700.00 - 900.00

LOT #
300 Ruger Mark II 22cal Target Pistol
#214-49755; 22 cal. w/5.5" target bbl & in very nice lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
301 Browning Citori Feather XS 410 O/U
#22762MZ131; 410 ga. 28"bbls w/INV style chokes & is in NIB
condition. Includes additional choke tube and trigger shoes.
1,750.00 - 2,250.00
302 NIB Marlin 1894FG 41 Mag
#97040107; 41 mag. 20"bbl, checkered walnut stock. 1,250.00 1,500.00
303 NIB Browning Citori Feather XS 28 ga O/U
#66751MM131; 28ga. 28" bbl w/INV chokes & is in NIB condition.
1,750.00 - 2,250.00
304 NIB Stevens Model 555 20 ga O/U Shotgun
#19D11830; 20 ga. 26" bbls w/3" chamber & coin finished receiver,
single selective trigger & ejectors. Gun is in NIB condition &
includes 3 choke tubes. 400.00 - 600.00
305 NIB Browning Feather XS 20 ga O/U
#14486MZ131; 20ga. 28"bbls, w/ 2 3/8 chambers, INV chokes & is
in NIB condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
306 NIB Weatherby Mark V Back Country 6.5-300 WBY Mag
#WY024242; 6.5-300 Wby Mag. Gun is new in the box & made in
Wyoming w/26" fluted bbl & threaded muzzle. This is the Back
Country Edition w/light weight stock set, carbon fiber stock &
titanium receiver. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
307 NIB Browning Feather XS Citori 12 ga O/U
#04553MZ131; 12ga. 28"bbl ported w/INV chokes& is in NIB
condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
308 NIB Marlin 410 Lever Action Shotgun
#97024990; 410ga. 22"bbl & is in NIB condition. 1,000.00 1,250.00
309 Perazzi "Olympic Strips" Model MT-6 O/U
#101750; 12 ga w/31" bbls & removable choke tubes. Mechanically
gun locks up crisply w/tight action lever resting right of center. Gun
has wide ventilated rib, checkered stock w/raised comb, LOP of
approx. 14 1/4". Comes w/case & 3 additional choke tubes, overall
is in very nice, lightly used condition.
Estates notes show these guns were made for the 1976 Montreal
Olympics. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
310 Henry Golden Boy IA Wildland Fire Fighter Comm. 22
#GB371899; 22 cal. 1 of 25 produced honoring Iowa Wildland
Firefighters. Engraved & decorative receiver & stock set, gun is like
new in box condition 750.00 - 1,000.00
311 Beretta S682 4bbl SKEET Gun Set
#E54253B; Includes 12 ga 28" ported bbls, 28" 20 ga bbls, 28"
28ga bbls, 28" 410ga bbls. All bbls choked SKEET/SKEET. Gun
has adjustable comb & butt, checkered walnut stock & silver
receiver. Overall gun is in nice used condition & wood has some
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light scratches from use. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
312 NIB Browning XBolt Hells Canyon 300 WIN Mag Rifle
#JP79325YZ354; 300 WIN Mag. Gun has fluted bbl w/muzzle
break & Hells Canyon stock. Gun is NIB condition. 1,000.00 1,250.00
313 NIB Winchester Quail Feather Weight 410ga O/U
#QS410-253E; 410 ga. 25.5" bbls MOD/FULL. Gun has fancy
checkered straight grip walnut stock, engraved silver receiver, LOP
approx 14 1/8" & includes Winchester Quail Special Limited
Edition luggage case & is in NIB condition. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
314 NIB Marlin Model 1895 45-70 Rifle
#MR71344I; 45-70 w/checkered pistol grip stock, half magazine, &
22" bbl. Gun is in NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
315 NIB Winchester Quail Feather Weight O/U 28ga
#QS28-181E; 28 ga. Choked WC/WC. 25.5" bbl, w/high grade
checkered straight stock & LOP approx. 14 1/8". Gun has
engraved silver finished receiver & is NIB condition. 3,000.00 4,000.00
316 NIB Ruger No 1 in 300 WIN Mag
#131-28903; 300 WIN Mag. Gun has fancy checkered walnut stock
w/orignal box & scope rings are absent. Overall gun is in nice
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
317 Winchester 101 Skeet 410ga, 28ga, 20ga Set
#K259274; 20 ga 28" w/forearm wood choked SKEET/SKEET. . 28
ga 28" choked skeet/skeet (bbls are incorrectly marked 20ga, not
28ga, but are original factory bbls and not 20ga w/ inserts), 410 ga
28" bbl choked SKEET/SKEET. All bbls are ser # to match gun &
come w/ their own forearm. Gun and Bbl sets are in new condition.
3,000.00 - 4,000.00
318 NIB Remington Model 700 Classic in 300 SAV
#F6246971; 300 SAV. Std config & gun is in NIB condition. 800.00
- 1,000.00
319 Winchester Model 5500 O/U w/Kolar bbl Inserts
#K545502E; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/engraved coin finished receiver,
single selective trigger & ejectors. Gun is also fit w/recoil reducing
stock & has set of 410, 28 & 20 ga Kolar Arms bbl inserts. Overall
gun is in nice used condition, forearm does have some cracks &
marks from use. Comes w/choke tubes for the original 12 ga bbls &
a heavy duty aluminum case. A good used 5500 w/desirable Kolar
Sub Gauge bbl inserts. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
320 NIB Marlin 1894 Classic 32-20 Lever Action Rifle
#10045284; 32-20 cal. 22"bbl, w/plain walnut stock. Gun has some
light scratches on wood from handling, otherwise NIB condition.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00
321 Krieghoff Model 32 O/U Trap Gun
#7671; comes w/set of 30 & 28" O/U vent rib bbls, removable
chokes in the 28" bbl & the 30" are choke FULL/FULL. Gun
includes additional tubes & comes w/aluminum case. Good original

LOT #
blue finish remains overall, bbls do have a few marks along the
breech, receiver has small scratches & marks from use & the nicely
checkered stock set is in good condition. The rubber butt pad has
deteriorated but overall a very nice Kreighoff Trap Gun. 5,000.00 7,000.00
322 NIB Ruger Gunsite Scout in 450 Bushmaster
680-94652; 450 Bushmaster std config w/walnut stock & gun is in
like new condition w/original box. NOTE: scope rings are absent
from the box. 800.00 - 1,000.00
323 Winchester Model 23 Classic 20 ga Double
#CL20-305E; 20 ga. 26" bbls w/3" chambers & choked
IMP/CYL/MOD. Gun has blued metal engraved receiver & golden
pheasant on bottom, single selective trigger, ejectors & high grade
checkered walnut stock set. LOP is approx. 14 3/8" & overall gun is
in excellent, lightly handled condition w/canvas Winchester luggage
case. 4,000.00 - 5,000.00
324 Ruger No.1 308 cal Single Shot 50 yr Anniv Rifle
#134-52019; 308 cal. 22" bbl. w/engraved & anniversary decorated
receiver & high grade checkered walnut stock. Gun is in like new
condition w/original box & include scope rings 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
325 Winchester Model 23 Heavy Duck Shotgun
#HD-76E; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/Briley chokes, 3" chambers, blued
metal, single selective trigger & ejectors. Gun has high grade
checkered walnut stock set & is in very nice, lightly handled
condition, complete w/luggage case & 6 additional Briley choke
tubes. 3,500.00 - 4,500.00
326 NIB Ruger 77/17 17HMR Rifle
#702-80670; 17HMR. 22"bbl w/blued finish, walnut stock & is NIB
without scope rings present. 800.00 - 1,000.00
327 SIACE 12ga Dbl Rifle
#45982; 12 ga w/24 1/4 " rifled bbls, blue exterior, iron express
style sights, silver finished receiver, double triggers & high grade,
walnut checkered stock. Mechanically gun is crisp & overall nice
example of the desirable double rifled 12 ga. 3,000.00 - 5,000.00
328 NIB Marlin 1894 Cowboy Limited 45 Colt
#99115137; 45 Colt. 24" oct bbl w/checkered walnut stock.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00
329 Antique LC Smith 10 ga Double
Antique. #121832; 10 ga. w/Damascus pattern 32" bbls w/good
bores & case colored receiver, dbl triggers, mechanically tight &
checkered walnut stock is original & in good condition. Overall a
fine original LC Smith 10 ga double. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
330 NIB Browning BL-22 High Grade Oct Bbl Rifle
#20459mX242; 22 cal. 24" oct bbl. w/coin finished engraved
receiver &checkered walnut stock. Gun is in NIB condition.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
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331 Marlin 1894 Classic 25-20 Rifle
#CL250569; 25-20 cal w/22"bbl, 1/2 magazine, walnut stock &s
sin in like NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

339 NIB Marlin 1894 CB 357 Mag Rifle
#99127298; 357 mag. 24" oct bbl. w/checkered walnut stock & gun
is in like new condition w/original box. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

332 Ithaca Grade 2 12 ga Pigeon Gun
#86893; 12 ga. 2 3/4" chambers & FULL chokes30" Krupp fluid
steel bbls. & good bores w/few areas of light pitting. Right bbl is
marked Pigeon gun & engraved case colored receiver, dbl triggers
& strong original blue on bbls. Mechanically gun is tight &
checkered walnut stock is in good condition. DAH is approx. 3 1/2"
& LOP is approx. 14". Overall gun is in nice original condition.
800.00 - 1,200.00

340 JP Sauer Drillings
#210871; rifled bbl is marked 8.8mm w/clean rifled 26" bbl. The 16
ga shotgun bbl is NITRO proofed w/good bores. Frame retains
some case colors in protected areas otherwise fading to silver. Bbls
are blue to grey spotted patina & checkered walnut stock set
w/horn butt. Mechanically gun is good & is a nice early Sauer
Drillings. 750.00 - 1,250.00

333 NIB BSA Classic 20 ga Dbl Bbl
#60-03-00 0704; 20 ga. 26" bbls w/3" chamber, removable choke
tubes, single selective trigger, ejectors, case colored receiver,
fancy checkered pistol grip stock & beaver tail forearm. Gun is in
NIB condition & includes removable chokes. 800.00 - 1,200.00
334 Fine Antique 20 ga Live Bird Parker Dbl
#112480; 20 ga. 27 3/4" twist bbls & 2 3/4" chambers, right bbl is
IMP CYL & left bbl is IMP MOD. bores are good w/nice twist
pattern on exterior, frame has case colors in protected areas
w/single hunter style trigger & mechanically gun is tight w/very
fancy elaborate engraved stock. The stock has an old recoil pad in
poor condition & gun has no safety on tang. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
335 NIB Marlin 39A 22 cal Rifle
#97301131; 22 LR. 24"bbl w/ checkered walnut stock. 750.00 1,000.00
336 Antique Parker Brothers D Grade 12 ga Double
Antique. #62283; 12 ga. 32" Damascus steel bbls. Bores are
frosted but good overall w/ 2 3/4" chambers & right bbl is choked
MOD CYL & left is choked IMP CYL. Gun has some case colors in
protected areas on receiver w/std D Grade engraving, dbl triggers,
fancy skeletonized butt plate & wood is original & in good condition
for age. Mechanically gun is good & is a fine antique Parker double
w/LOP approx. 14" & DAH approx 3 1/4" 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
337 NIB Winchester Model 94 30-30 Rifle
#5078646; 30-30. Std config. New Haven production, gun is NIB
condition w/high grade walnut stock. 700.00 - 900.00
338 Winchester Model 21 Heavy Duck Shotgun
#29388; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/3" chambers, gun has bright bores &
blued exterior w/some areas near breech fading to silver. Bottom of
receiver is also fading silver from handling & marked Duck forward
of trigger guard. Checkered walnut stock has red rubber
Winchester recoil pad overall in good condition w/some light marks
or scratches. LOP is approx. 13 1/2" & mechanically gun locks up
nicely. A good example of a Winchester Heavy Duck Model 21
double. 3,500.00 - 4,500.00

341 Winchester Model 94 45 Colt Trapper
#SRC6141649; 45 Colt. 16" bbl w/blued metal & 1894-1994
inscription. Gun is in like new in box condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
342 Charles Daly 12 ga w/JP Sauer Bbls
#99278; 12 ga. 28" bbls marked JP Sauer & Son w/fluid steel,
bright bores & 2 1/2" chambers. Right & left bbls are choked IMP
MOD. Receiver is case colored marked made in Prussia w/dbl
triggers w/extractor & mechanically gun is good. LOP is approx 14
3/8" & DAH is approx. 3" overall in nice original condition. 1,000.00
- 1,500.00
343 Auto Ordinance 1927 A3 22 cal Thompson Carbine
#T3366; 22LR. Auto Ordinance Prod from West Hurley, NY. Guns
in nice lightly used condition comes w/original box, includes 3 22cal
stick magazines & a 30 rd curbed magazine w/curbed adapter.
Overall nice used condition with some light scratches from use.
2,000.00 - 2,500.00
344 Auto Ordnance Thompson 45 cal to 22 cal Conv Unit
comes in original box & looks to be complete.
345 Belgium Browning Take Down 22 cal Rifle
#5T33542; 22 cal. Belgium mfg w/grooved receiver, checkered
walnut stock w/few scratches & marks. Overall in good used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
346 Winchester 63 22 cal Rifle
#66091; 22LR. 23" bb w/strong blued finished & a clean walnut
stock, overall very nice condition. 600.00 - 800.00
347 Remington Model 12C Rifle w/Nickel Receiver
#159774; 22 cal. 24" oct bbl. w/nickel receiver & butt plate. Original
walnut stock is good condition & original blue remains on bbl.
Overall a nice & scarce Model 12 w/nickel receiver. 1,000.00 1,500.00
348 1898 production 1890 Winchester in 22L
Antique. #58410; 22 Long. mfg 1898 w/24 1/2" oct bbl. Gun has a
spotted blue to grey patina & wood is original, in fair condition.
Could use com TLC but overall a good example of a rare antique
production 22 Long caliber 1890. 750.00 - 1,250.00
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349 Remington Apache 77 Nylon 22
#A2367763; 22 cal. Gun has green nylon stock w/black diamonds
& forearm. Topped w/Tasco scope & overall in very nice, lightly
used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
350 Winchester Model 61 22WRF Rifle
#151859; 22 WRF. 24" round bbl. Mfg in 1951 w/blue to brown
patina & is mechanically good. Gun has pistol grip walnut stock &
is overall in good original condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
351 Winchester 9422M 22 Mag Rifle
#F180370; 22 mag. St d Config, w/ plain straight walnut stock and
grooved receive. Gun is in very nice lightly used condition. 800.00 1,000.00
352 Savage Model 24B 22 Mag /410
#NSN-283; 22 Mag/410 ga w/24" bbl. & case colored receiver.
Metal is in very nice condition & butt stock has few small scratches
& marks, but overall a very nice 22 Magnum combo gun. 500.00 700.00
353 Winchester Model 1890 22 Long Pump Rifle
#325928; 22 Long. 24" oct bbl. w/fair bore & spotted grey to blue
patina, mechanically good & wood is solid w//typical scratches &
marks. Overall a nice Winchester in desirable caliber. 600.00 800.00
354 Winchester Model 63 22 LR Rifle
#51286; 22LR. 23" bbl w/good original blue & wear on edges.
Wood is solid w/small nicks or marks & overall a nice 22 automatic
Winchester. 600.00 - 800.00
355 Pre War Winchester Model 62 22 cal Pump Rifle
#18756; 22 cal. Mfg. 1935. bbl retains strong original blue finish &
receiver is fading to brown patina. Gun has attached Marbles tang
sight & wood appears original & in good condition. Overall a nice
Pre War Model 62. 600.00 - 800.00
356 Pre War Winchester Model 63 22 cal Rifle
#13643; 22LR. 23" bbl in std config w/nice walnut stock. Overall in
very nice, lightly used condition. Mfg in 1936 800.00 - 1,000.00
357 Savage Model 24C Camp Carbine w/case
#B525007; 22/20 ga. w/20" bbls & case colored receiver. Gun is in
very nice lightly used condition & includes the original camp
carbine take down case. Overall in very nice original condition.
500.00 - 700.00
358 Anschutz Model Exemplar XIV 22 Target Pistol
#1330097P; 22 cal. 14" target weight bbl. w/target sights & left
handed bolt. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition. 700.00 900.00
359 Unertl 10x long tube scope
#60076 10x with 1" tube, screw on caps & rings in very nice lightly
used condition.
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360 Unertl 20x Target Scope
Serial #62327 w/1" tube & good original blue, comes w/screw on
caps & has good optics. Overall in very good used condition.
361 Beretta Stampede Single Action Revolver
#B12117; 45LC. 5.5"bbl case colored frame, like NIB condition
w/crack in right grips. 600.00 - 800.00
362 Winchester Model 12 w/Solid Rib
#479679; 12 ga. 22" bbl w/solid rib & nickel steel. Gun has recoil
pad added & is mechanically good. A nice home defender style
Model 12. 400.00 - 500.00
363 Cimarron 32 WCF Single Action Revolver
#P19795; 32 WCF. w/4 3/4" bbl, blued finish, case colored frame &
is in NIB condition. 500.00 - 700.00
364 Cimarron 1873 44WCF Carbine
#W45196; 44-40. 20" oct bbl w/case colored frame in very fine,
lightly handled condition. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
365 Ruger 45cal Vaquero
#510-16701; 45LC. 5.5"bbl SS in nice lightly used condition.
500.00 - 700.00
366 Stoeger 12 ga Coach Gun
#A305247-13; 12 ga. 20" bbls. & is in nice, lightly used condition.
400.00 - 500.00
367 Cimarron Single Action Revolver 32WCF
#P14085; 32WCF. 5.5"bbl case colored frame, bbl has a few spots
from storage, but otherwise like new condition. 500.00 - 700.00
368 Hartford 1874 Sharps Rifle
#52133; 45-70 cal. 28" oct bbl. w/case colored receiver, dbl
triggers, long range rear sight. & checkered walnut stock. Gun is in
very fine, lightly handled/used condition. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00
369 Ruger New Model Single Six Bisley Convert Revolver
#264-09544; 22LR/22Mag cylinders, 6.5"bbl w/ Bisley style grips &
is in very nice, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00
370 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine
#2711353; 30-30. Std config w/spotted grey receiver & good blue
on bbl. & gun is mechanically good. Original sights are included,
but gun has been upgraded to modern fiber optic sights. Also
includes a side mount scope base, 500.00 - 700.00
371 Colt Black Box 1851 Navy Revolver
Black Powder #21775; blued & case colored finish w/wood grips &
square back trigger guard. Gun is new in box although serial
number on box does not correctly match number on gun. 500.00 700.00
372 Marlin Model 1894 357 Magnum Carbine
#21194501; 357 Mag. 18 1/2" carbine bbl w/blued metal & straight
walnut stock. Gun has some light spots mixed but overall is in good
used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
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373 Lyman 50 cal Plains Pistol
Black powder. #512413; 50 cal. & is like new condition w/box.
200.00 - 300.00
374 Winchester 1897 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#505118; 12 ga. 30" Take down bbl w/FULL choke & grey patina.
Gun has older recoil pad added. 200.00 - 300.00
375 Cimarron Single Action 44-40 Revolver
#P35855; 44WCF w/7 1/2" bbl & antique finish. Gun is in very nice,
lightly used condition in original box. 500.00 - 700.00
376 Winchester Model 94AE 30-30 Rifle
#5301931; 30-30 in std config & absent rear sight, otherwise in like
new condition. 500.00 - 600.00
377 Cimarron Single Action 44-40 Revolver
#P35878; 44WCF w/7 1/2" bbl & antique finish. Gun is in very nice,
lightly used condition in original box. 500.00 - 700.00
378 TC 50 cal BP Treehawk rifle w/real tree camo
Black Powder #R16393; 50 cal. has a bright bore, Real Tree camo
finish overall w/ a little bit of light rust around nipple, otherwise in
very nice lightly used condition. 300.00 - 500.00
379 Ruger Vaquero Bisley 357 Mag Revolver
#58-01335; 357 Mag. 5 1/2" blued bbl w/case colored frame &
black grips. Gun is in very nice condition w/original box. 600.00 800.00
380 Thompson Center 50 cal Hawken BP Rifle
Black Powder. #K151708; 50 cal, bore is fair, could use a more
through cleaning, otherwise good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
381 Ruger New Single Six 17HMR Revolver
#264-30843; 17HMR. 6 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & wood grips. Gun
is in like new condition w/box. 600.00 - 800.00
382 Winchester 1897 Riot Gun
#300661; 12 ga w/ bbl shortened to 20". Gun has good original
blue to gray metal, early stock is solid with metal butt plate & is in
nice overall condition (missing front bead) 500.00 - 750.00
383 Ruger Vaquero 357 Mag Revolver
#57-85608; 357mag. 4 3/4"bbl case colored frame, with Bisley
grips. Like new condition in original box. 600.00 - 800.00
384 Uberti 45 Colt Henry Rifle
#21913; 45 LC. 1860 Henry reproduction 24" bbl brass frame,
cased colored lever and hammer. Gun is in nice lightly used
condition. 700.00 - 900.00
385 Ruger Blackhawk Bisley 45cal Revolver
#48-11972; 45LC. 7.5"bbl, Bisley grips, very nice lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
386 American Western Arms 38 Spec Lighting Pump Rifle
#L003064; 38 spec. w/24" oct bbl. in very nice, lightly used
condition as a modern copy of the Colt Lightening magazine rifle.
700.00 - 900.00
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387 Ruger Spec Edition 32-20 cal Vaquero
#58-91191; 32-20cal 5.5"bbl SS finish, black grips comes in black
spec edition box, includes on addition cylinder, in very nice lightly
used condition. 700.00 - 900.00
388 Winchester 1897 12ga Pump
#456015; 12 ga 30" FULL choked bbl w/blue to gray patina, wood
is solid & gun is in overall good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
389 NIB Ruger Bisley Single Six 22 Revolver
#268-24708; 22 cal. 4 3/4" SS bbl w/engraved cylinder, Ruger
Bisley style frame & white Ruger grips plus original wood grips in
box. Overall in very nice, like new condition. 500.00 - 600.00
390 Winchester Model 94 32 spec Carbine
#1787017; 32 spec. Brown to grey spotted patina & mechanically
gun is good w/metal butt plate. 500.00 - 700.00
391 Colt 3rd Generation 1851 Navy BP Revolver
Black Powder #20325; case colored frame, squared trigger guard
w/accessories in a Colt wooden presentation box. Also includes
original Colt box. 750.00 - 1,250.00
392 Winchester Model 94 SRC w/case colored frame
#3885962; 30-30 carbine config w/case colored saddle ring frame
& light engraving. Gun has some mixed spots on bbl, but otherwise
is in good used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
393 Pair of 22 cal Derringers
Butler #18913; 22 short & is a replica of the Colt Derringers, in
good used condition.
Italian EIG #2099; 22 cal dbl Derringer & is in good used
condition. Overall a good pair of modern copies of historical
Derringers. 300.00 - 500.00
394 Winchester Model 1897 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#99836; 12 ga. 30" take down bbl w/good refinished condition &
original stock. 300.00 - 500.00
395 22 Short 4 Aces Derringer
#5091; 22 short & in good used condition w/small wooden box. Mfg
in Illinois. 150.00 - 250.00
396 Winchester Model 94 "Antiqued Carbine"
#2830606; 30-30 w/antiqued case colored receiver & overall in
good used condition as a modern production gun. 600.00 - 800.00
397 SA Uberti Cattleman 357 Revolver
#B4294; 357 cal 7 1/2" bbl. Gun has case colored frame & has
some holster wear on edges, otherwise gun is in good used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
398 Winchester Buffalo Bill Comm. Rifle
#WC94828; 30-30. Std carbine config absent box & is in good used
condition w/some light spots. 650.00 - 800.00
399 Ruger Vaquero 44 Mag Single Action Revolver
#55-30675; 44 Magnum. 7 1/2" bbl w/nickel finish & stag grips.
Comes w/tooled pistol belt & is in very nice, lightly used condition.
700.00 - 900.00
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400 Antique Remington 10 ga Double
Antique. #101425; 10 ga. 32" Damascus pattern bbls w/some light
pitting but overall good. Good pattern remains on exterior of bbls &
mechanically gun is good & metal faded silver. Original stock is in
good conditionw/original butt plate & gun is a nice early Remington
10 ga. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
401 Fine Marlin 1893 32-40 cal Rifle
#343214; 32-40. 26" oct bbl w/good bore, good original blue & case
colored receiver w/light spots mixed on metal. Original walnut stock
is in nice condition & overall a high condition 1893 Marlin. 1,250.00
- 1,500.00
402 Smith & Wesson 44 cal. SA American Revolver
Antique. #11323; 44 cal. bbl has been shortened to 4 3/4".
Mechanically gun is good w/blue to grey spotted patina & grips
appear original. A good example of a popular Western revolver
circa 1872-1874. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
403 Winchester 1894 SRC in rare 25-35 cal
#351331; 25-35 cal. Mfg in 1906. Std Saddle Ring config w/good
bore & spotted grey patina. Mechanically gun is good & has gum
wood stock. A good example of a rare Saddle Ring cal. 1,000.00 1,250.00
404 Antique Spanish Copy of S&W Frontier DA Rev.
Antique. #99B Spanish copy of the Smith & Wesson Frontier 45 cal
dbl action w/5" bbl. & Spanish markings on bbl. Mechanically gun is
good & a nice copy of a famous Western revolver. 600.00 - 800.00
405 Winchester Model 1886 33 WCF Rifle
#145270; 33WCF. 24" round bbl w/blue to grey patina & bbl
retaining good original blue. Gun has clean straight grip walnut
stock w/rubber butt plate. Mechanically gun is good & overall is a
nice original 86 Winchester, mfg in 1908. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
406 Merwin Hulbert Large Frame Open Top SA Revolver
Antique. #7747; unmarked cal. 7" bbl Open Top w/fluted cylinder &
bores & cylinder are bright. Original nickel is faded grey but w/good
legible bbl markings. Gun has hard plastic grips, mechanically gun
is in good condition & is a nice example of an early Open Top
single action revolver. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
407 Antique Marlin 1881 Rifle w/dbl Set Triggers
Antique. #5667; 40 cal. 23" oct bbl w/ bbl & magazine tube
retaining good original blue, has bright bore & clean walnut stock.
Mechanically gun is tight w/blue to grey metal on frame w/double
set trigger & overall gun is in very nice original condition. 1,750.00 2,250.00
408 Exceptional Cased 1849 Colt Percussion Revolver
Antique #97472; gun has a 4" bbl & gun retains strong original
blue on bbl w/light edge wear. The case colored frame still shows
colors in protected areas & cylinder scene is excellent. Silver plated
trigger guard & grip strap are very fine w/very good original walnut
grips. All numbers are matching & mechanically gun is tight. The
bore is bright w/strong rifling, gun has clean bbl markings &
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includes a walnut case, powder flask, bullet mold & cap box, all in
fine condition. The case does have some damage & repair to the
top along the hinged side. Mfg 1854 & overall a very nice high
condition, investment grade Colt. 4,000.00 - 5,000.00
409 Antique Marlin 1893 Rifle 38-55cal
Antique. #107124; 38-55cal. w/25" oct bbl. blue to gray exterior,
mechanically gun is good & wood is in nice condition. Overall in
nice example of an early production of a 1893 Marlin. 800.00 1,250.00
410 Factory Engraved Colt 1862 Pocket Navy Conversion
Antique. #17614E; w/4 3/8" oct bbl. & engraved frame, bbl, trigger
guard & back strap along w/higher grade walnut grips. All visible
numbers are matching including wedge, & gun has grey patina
w/some original blue in protected areas. Bore is fair & mechanically
gun is good, the trigger guard retains some of the silver plate in
protected areas. Gun has clean single bbl line address & is Circa
1875 w/approx. 4,000 mfg. A nice example of a rare factory
engraved cartridge conversion Colt. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
411 Rare Semi Deluxe 1894 Winchester Rifle
#283702; 32 Spec, 1/2 round 1/2 oct 26" take down bbl, half
magazine shotgun style butt plate, with a plain checkered pistol
grip stock, see letter. Mechanically good, gray to blue patina,
includes vintage Lyman tang sight, overall good original condition
on a interesting special order Winchester Rifle. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
412 2 London Flintlock Superposed Springtooth Pistols
Antiques. Both marked Wooley Deakin & Co on left side, guns are
approx 40 cal. Superposed w/4 1/2" bbls. They have basic walnut
handles & each has spring tooth bayonet which is operated by
pulling the trigger guard to the rear. One pistol is missing the top
plate screw in the flint hammer & both have a spotted brown to
grey patina, but overall are nice examples of interesting & early
English handguns. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
413 Antique Rare Winchester 44WCF Musket
#370993; 44WCF. Standard config. 27.5" bbl and full length stock
set. Gun has clean bore, grayed to plum patina, stock is solid,
metal cleaning rod is in butt stock, overall good condition. 2,000.00
- 2,500.00
414 Tru Lock & Sons Irish Dbl Bbl Pistol
Antique. approx. 68 cal smooth bore 6" bbls. Center rib is marked
Tru Lock & Sons, Dawson St Dublin. Gun has ornately engraved
locks & hammers w/safetys, checkered walnut stock & swivel ram
rod. Overall in very good original condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
415 Ornate Wittener Collath Action Drillings
Antique #11817; 16 ga. /7.5mm. bores are bright & bbls are 27 1/2"
w/spotted grey exterior. Gun has a very ornate engraved receiver
w/game scenes, horn trigger guard & checkered walnut butt stock.
Wood is solid w/some light damage & repair right side of receiver.
Overall a fine example of a high grade Collath patent Drillings.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
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416 Fine W. Bond marked London Pepperbox
Antique. #NSN: 32 cal Pepperbox w/3" bbls & case colored bbls,
engraved frame & hammer. Gun has metal butt, wood grips
marked W. Bond London & overall in very nice condition. 1,000.00
- 1,500.00
417 Civil War Spencer SRC
Antique. #27413; 22" bbl in std config w/lightly spotted grey patina
& mechanically is good w/good bore. Gun has clean walnut stock
set & magazine tube is clean & in good condition w/small inspector
initials on bottom of hand guard & butt stock, clean markings on top
of receiver & overall a very nice Spencer Carbine. 2,000.00 2,500.00
418 Cased Set of Nock Dueling Pistols
Black Powder. 60 cal. smooth bore guns w/8" oct bbls. Bbls have
gold straps w/inlay marked H. Nock London & 1 is gold filled . Gun
has finely checkered walnut grips, original ram rods & guns are in
good condition for age & comes in a form fit case w/1 loading tool.
Case is in fair condition w/some damage & repair from age, but
overall a nice set of High End Percussion Duelers. 2,000.00 3,000.00
419 Remington Whitmore Combination Gun
Antique. #1300; 10 ga. 28" bbls & right bbl has a 45-70(?) rifled bbl
insert installed. Original plain walnut stock w/metal butt plate,
brown to grey patina metal & the extractor is absent on the rifled
bbl. Otherwise an attractive Remington Whitmore w/desirable rifled
bbl insert. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
420 Early American Eagle Head Pommel Sword
overall length is approx 33 1/2" w/ 28" curved blade. Blade is
etched w/patriotic motif & stamped GG on right side of blade. The
handle appears to be bone & scabbard is in poor condition &
currently broken into 2 pieces. Overall an interesting example of a
Pre Civil War US sword.
421 Antique Civil War Smith SRC
Antique. #16451; std config. & mechanically gun is good w/original
walnut stock set. Metal is grey to browned patina w/clear markings
on frame & muzzle does have some dents from use, otherwise a
nice Civil War Carbine. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
422 Inspector marked 1860 Colt Army Revolver
Antique. #68556; 1862 production in std config w/all visible
numbers matching & mechanically good w/tight action. Gun retains
good cylinder scene w/numerous inspectors initials on gun. Grips
have visible inspector cartouches on both sides & overall a very
nice Military inspected Colt 1860 Army. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
423 Anschutz Dbl Rifle Drillings
#40721; bbls are 24" in length & top rifle bbls are 8x57 rimmed,
bottom bbl is 16 ga. w/NITRO proofs & bright bores. Top rib is
marked UDO Anschutz, Zella Mehlis w/iron sights & claw
mountings. Gun has very ornate game engraved receiver, exposed
hammers, cartridge trap in butt stock & horn butt plate. Forearm is
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a later replacement, but otherwise a very nice & desirable Anschutz
Dbl Rifle Drillings. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
424 Colt Civil War Era Perc. Rev Shoulder Stock
serial #83111; Brass construction w/walnut stock & in very good
condition. A rare Colt accessory. 1,000.00 - 2,000.00
425 Winchester 1886 Take Down Rifle in 33 WCF
#153405; 33 WCF. 1914 production w/24" take down bbl & good
bore. Brown to grey patina receiver & mechanically gun is in nice,
original condition. 1,500.00 - 1,750.00
426 Civil War production 1851 Colt Navy Revolver
Antique. #172878; 1863 production. 36 cal. w/7 1/2" oct bbl. Gun
retains some visible cylinder scene & has matching wedge & is
mechanically good. Spotted grey patina w/ original walnut grips
appear to have 6 tally marks carved into bottom edge. Overall a
nice example of a Civil War production 1851 Colt Navy revolver.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
427 English Pepperbox Style Improved Revolver
Antique. 36 cal. 4 3/4" bbl marked Improved Revolver. Revolving
cylinder w/pepperbox style hammer, spotted grey metal, checkered
walnut grips & compartment in the butt stock. Overall in good
antique condition. 600.00 - 800.00
428 Manhattan Arms Navy Belt Pistol
Black Powder. #52120; 36 cal. 6" oct bbl. w/blue to grey finish &
light spots mixed. Gun has good cylinder scene, is mechanically
crisp & has original grips. Overall gun is in nice original condition.
1,000.00 - 1,200.00
429 Colt Open Top 22 cal Pistol
Antique. #13980; 22 cal. std config w/brass frame,2 1/2" bbl. &
mechanically gun is ok. 400.00 - 500.00
430 Colt 1860 Army Revolver
Antique. #191665; 44 cal std config w/clear bbl markings & visible
numbers matching although wedge no longer has visible number.
Grips are solid, but has repair visible on right grip. Overall a good
example of an 1860 Army Colt mfg in 1871. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
431 American Arms Co Boston Spur Trigger Revolver
Antique. # 18198; 32 cal. has unique ring extractor on cylinder,
nickel finish w/spur trigger & hard rubber grips. Right grip has
repaired crack otherwise in very nice original condition. 400.00 500.00
432 English R.B. Rodda & Co Superposed Perc. Pistol
Antique. approx 60 cal w/7" superposed bbls & swiveling ram rod.
Locks & bbl marked R.B. Rodda & Co London & Calcutta. Gun has
spotted grey patina & checkered wood grips, overall in good
condition. 650.00 - 850.00
433 Connecticut Arms 41 Rim Fire Bull Dog Derringer
Antique. #NSN; 41 rim fire w/4" bbl & mix of blue & silver finish,
original grips & is mechanically good. 600.00 - 800.00
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434 Manhattan 36 cal Perc. Revolver
Black Powder. #8777; 36 cal w/6 1/2" bbl. & grey to brown patina.
Gun has original wood grips & mechanically is good w/some
original finish in protected areas. A nice Civil War era Percussion
revolver. 700.00 - 900.00
435 Remington Elliot 32 Rim Fire Derringer
Antique. #16726; 32 Rim fire w/4 bbl design, ring trigger & wood
grips. Gun has blue to grey patina, Circa 1863-1888 & a nice
example of a rare Remington 32 cal Derringer. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
436 French CARON marked 70 cal Percussion Pistol
Black Powder. 70 cal. w/8" oct bbl & 1" across at flats w/bright
rifled bore. The bbl flat is marked CARON in Paris(?) & decorative
lock hammer trigger guard, etc w/unique swiveling storage
compartment on butt. Gun has clean grade patina, fluted stock is in
very nice condition & swiveling ram rod. A very attractive early
French belt pistol. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
437 Antique Remington Rider Pocket Revolver
Antique. #424; 31 cal percussion. Circa 1860-1873 w/original hard
rubber grips & mechanically gun is ok. Bbl markings are partially
visible & this is a good example of a scarce Remington Pocket
revolver. 500.00 - 700.00
438 Rare American Arms Co 32/22 Swivel Bbl Derringer
Antique. #2886; Circa 1870 w/approx. 3,000 mfg. This unique
swivel bbl has 2 calibers 22 & 32. The brass frame retains some
original silver plate & gun has original wood grips. Overall gun is in
nice condition on extremely rare American Derringer. 1,000.00 1,500.00
439 Merwin Hulbert Small Frame Dbl Action Engraved Rev
Antique. #11487; 32 cal. w/nickel finish & is fully engraved. Gun
has folding hammer & MOP grips. Mechanically gun is good & is in
good overall condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
440 Allen & Wheelock Side Hammer Pocket Revolver
Antique. 32 cal. 4" bbl w/spotted blue to grey patina & gun has
initials carved in bottom of the left grips & 12 tally marks on right
grip. A good example of a Civil War era percussion revolver.
600.00 - 800.00
441 Brevete Pin Fire Revolver
Antique. 32 cal 3 1/2" bbl w/ornate frame & cylinder, bone/ivory
grips & in good original condition. 650.00 - 800.00
442 Elgin 17 Jewel Glass Back Pocket Watch w/Stand
serial #21350440 17 jewel pocket watch, size 16 w/glass back in
nice condition, recently serviced & runs excellent. Includes watch
stand, leather pocket case & gold colored FAB w/faux jewels.
443 Antique Folding Trigger European Revolver
Antique. 32 cal. marked w/Crown/U proofs & has folding trigger
w/checkered walnut grips. Mechanically gun is good & is in very
good original condition. 300.00 - 500.00
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444 Belgium 4 bbl Ring Trigger Pepper Box
Antique. 38 cal bbls w/Damascus pattern, liege proofs, ring trigger
& wood grips. Gun is in nice original condition. 650.00 - 850.00
445 Antique Allen & Wheelock Single Bbl Perc. Pistol
Antique. #738; 38 cal bbl approx. 3" w/grey to brown patina &
ivory/bone grips. Gun is in fair overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00
446 1908 Marbles Game Getter
#7989; 22/410 ga w/12" bbls & 410 bore is partially rifled. Gun has
good original blue & original hard plastic grips w/rear peep sight,
rear sight has 1 broken leaf, otherwise gun is in good original
condition. Transfers as a modern pistol & is not NFA registered due
to partially rifled bore. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
447 H&R "Handi Gun" 410 Pistol
#10783; 410-12mm. 8" bbl. w/approx 2" of rifling at the muzzle.
Original case colored frame has mixed spots & walnut grip has spur
in good condition. Gun transfers as modern pistol w/out NFA
registration due to rifled bbl. Mfg circa 1920's. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
448 Antique Frank Wesson 1870 Med. Frame Pocket Rifle
Antique. #1086; 32 rim fire. 20" oct bbl w/good bore & rollover style
action. Gun is in good original condition w/out shoulder stock.
750.00 - 1,250.00
449 Marbles Model 1921 Game Getter Pistol
#11394; 22LR/410. 12" bbls w/410 bbl rifled at the muzzle end.
Gun has good original blue & mixed spots, overall in good original
condition. Transfers as modern pistol as gun is not NFA registered
due to the partially rifled bore. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
450 Rare Crescent Arms 410 ga "Ever-Ready" Pistol
#2207; 410 ga. 12" bbl w/approx 2-3" of rifling at muzzle. Spotted
grey to blue patina & is mechanically good w/unique saw handle
style grips & metal spur. These guns were made in the early 1930's
w/somewhat limited production. Transfers as a modern pistol & is a
non NFA registered due to rifled bore. 750.00 - 1,250.00
451 Antique Frank Wesson 1870 Med. Frame Pocket Rifle
Antique. #210; 32 cal. w/10" round to oct bbl & bore is slightly
pitted. Gun has target front sight & repaired rear sight w/brass
frame & wood grips. Overall gun is in good condition
w/replacement shoulder stock. 500.00 - 750.00
452 Stevens Tip Up 410 ga Pistol
#A5070; 410 ga. & bbl is rifled at muzzle & has 8" bbl, wood grips
& blued finish & in fair overall condition. Tranfers as modern pistol
& is not NFA registered due to partialy rifled bbl. 650.00 - 850.00
453 WWII P-08 Black Widow Luger
#6501; 9mm. All visible numbers matching coded 42 and marked
BYF on toggle. Black plastic grip and black plastic based
magazine, w/fxo markings. Overall very nice original condition.
From the Hurley Estate Collection 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
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454 US M1C Sniper Rifle
#3761740; 30-06. M1 rifle in the MC Sniper config w/Griffin &
Howe side mount scope & Lyman Alaskan scope. Gun has nice
parkerized finish & is import marked on bbl, includes M2 Cone flash
hider, leather cheek piece & sling. Bbl is marked SA7-45 gun has
boxed SA/NFR cartouche along side crossed cannons. The scope
base is serial numbered to match the rifle. The removable rings are
blued & not parkerized, overall a good looking representative M1C
Sniper rifle. From the Hurley Estate Collection 3,000.00 - 5,000.00
455 ac coded German P38 Pistol
#4261; 9mm. Std config & marked ac 43 for Walther production
w/light holster wear & includes war time magazine. Overall in good
original condition w/a few small spots. From the Hurley Estate
Collection 700.00 - 900.00
456 Matching WWII K98 Mauser Rifle
#27132d; 8mm. std config w/matching bolt, floor plate & other
visible numbers are matching & gun is byf /44 coded. Gun has
laminate wooden stock, visible cartouche bright bore & blue to
grey patina. Overall a very attractive matching K98 rifle. From the
Hurley Estate Collection 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
457 Fine US Colt 1911 A1 45 Pistol
#733405; 45 ACP. Colt mfg w/nice parkerized finish, boxed RS
proof & checkered plastic grips. Overall gun is in very nice
condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
458 Rare Japanese Type 2 Paratroop Rifle
#6916; 7.7 cal. w/matching bolt & mum has been defaced,
otherwise in very good original condition w/anti aircraft sight, clean
stock & good original blue. A nice desirable matching paratroop
rifle. Note: there is a visible crack at wrist but stock remains solid.
From the Hurley Estate Collection 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
459 Matching 1936 dated German Luger Pistol
#7635; 9mm. 1936 chamber dated & coded S/42 on toggle. Gun
retains good original blue & has holster wear on edges w/grip
straps having brown patina. The trigger, safety, take down &
extractor all retain original straw colors w/checkered walnut grips &
a matching aluminum base magazine. Overall a nice example of an
early war matching Luger pistol. From the Hurley Estate Collection
1,750.00 - 2,250.00
460 Matching German G43 Semi Automatic Rifle
#8236; 8mm std config w/matching bolt & includes sliding dust
cover w/ scope rail milled in right side. Gun has bake lite style hand
guard & laminate stock w/ visible cartouches in stock & period
leather sling. Overall in very nice GI bring back condition. From the
Hurley Estate Collection 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
461 cyq marked German P38 Pistol
#1073n; 9mm. std config w/cyq marked designating Spreewerke
production. Comes w/war time magazine & has light holster wear
on edges, otherwise in nice original condition. From the Hurley
Estate Collection 700.00 - 900.00

LOT #
462 German G33/40 Mountain Rifle
#4041b; 8mm in std config. w/non matching G33/40 bolt, laminate
stock & period leather sling. Gun has grey patina & is overall in
nice condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection 1,000.00 1,500.00
463 Ithaca 1911A1 Army 45 Pistol
#2638810; 45 ACP. Std config w/parkerized finish & holster wear
on edges. Mechanically gun is good w/cross cannon cartouche &
FJA inspector marks. Comes w/1942 dated Sears leather holster.
1,750.00 - 2,250.00
464 NSDAP Marked 22 Training Rifle
#245797; 22LR made by GUSTLOFF WERKE. Military style trainer
w/military stock, bayonet lug, etc. Gun has matching bolt, period
Military sling & SAd NSDAP stock stamp on left side. Overall gun is
in very nice original condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
465 Colt Commando 38 cal Revolver
#33322; 38 spec w/4" bbl & GHD & ordnance bomb cartouche on
left side of frame. Gun is in very nice lightly used condition
w/approx. 50,000 of these mfg during WWII. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
466 Quality Hardware M1 Carbine
#1589666; 30 cal carbine in std config w/Rockola bbl, early high
wood stock w/ I-cut oiler slot & large crossed cannon cartouche.
Gun has flat bolt & 2 rivet hand guard w/original sling & period
muzzle cover. Overall a nice early Quality Hardware mfg M1
Carbine. From the Hurley Estate Collection 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
467 German P08 Black Widow Luger
#5043; 9mm. all visible numbers are matching & chamber is
marked 41 & byf marked toggle. Std Nazi proof marked & P08
marking on left side of frame. War time P08 magazine w/hard
plastic grips & some light holster wear on edges & left side of frame
is toning brown, otherwise a nice & desirable War time Luger. From
the Hurley Estate Collection 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
468 Springfield M1 Garand
#1949013; 30-06. std config w/ early Winchester marked bbl & ME
of 2, TE approx 3. Gun has parkerized finish, walnut stock &
overall is in very nice surplus condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
469 WWII byf 44 code P38 Pistol
#3996F; 9mm. Std config coded byf 44 for Mauser production
w/German proofs & war time magazines. Gun has light edgewear
from holster but otherwise in nice original condition. From the
Hurley Estate Collection 700.00 - 900.00
470 Springfield 1898 Krag Rifle & Bayonet
#421892; 30-40 Krag, Std config, has good bore & a clean 1902
Cartouche in the stock, has a blue to browned patina, overall nice
condition, completed w/ a 1900 dated bayonet w/metal scabbard.
700.00 - 900.00
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471 Walther PP WWII era Pistol
#179459P; 32 cal. w/Eagle N proof & commercial blue finish & light
holster wear on edges. Gun has hard plastic Walther grips & a
Walther banner magazine. Mechanically gun is good & overall a
very nice German PP pistol. From the Hurley Estate Collection
1,000.00 - 1,250.00
472 US 03-A3 Smith Corona Military Rifle
#4781554; 30-06. bbl marked SC9-43 w/parkerized metal, walnut
stock with FJA & cross cannon cartouche on left side. Overall gun
is in very nice surplus condition with some slight discoloration on
butt stock from a recoil pad. 1,100.00 - 1,400.00
473 WWII Nazi marked HI Power Pistol
#73773A; 9mm w/very good war time finish, Nazi marked frame
slide & bb & checkered wood grips Overall in very nice condition &
includes a nice Nazi marked holster. From the Hurley Estate
Collection 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
474 Rock-Ola M1 Carbine
#4600295; 30 cal carbine/. Rock-Ola marked bbl & in good surplus
condition with a Blue Sky import mark on bbl. 800.00 - 1,200.00
475 Nazi Marked Mauser HSc Pistol
#814391; 32 cal. w/waffenampt 135 Eagle on left side of trigger,
good original blue finish and walnut grips. Overall very nice original
condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
476 Japanese Type 99 Military Rifle
#68590; 7.7 cal. Gun has non matching bolt & mono pod w/mum
defaced. Overall gun is in very nice original condition w/clean wood
& good original finish. Appears to have vintage sling attached in
good condition as well & comes w/nice clean bayonet & scabbard.
500.00 - 700.00
477 Matching 1937 German Luger
#6266V; 9mm. All numbers are matching including magazine. 1937
dated frame w/ S/42 marked toggle, blue to gray on edges from
holster wear. Checkered grips E. E. G. carved in left grip. Overall
nice condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection 1,750.00 2,250.00
478 WWII Bring Back K98 Matching Rifle
#2430AB; 8mm. A matching gun on all visible serial numbers w/dot
over 1943 marked receiver w/blue to grey even patina. Stock has a
clear eagle/swastika over H cartouche, original sling is in poor
condition. Stock has a slight bubble in the laminate left side below
the bolt removal lever. Otherwise an exceptional matching WWII
German rifle. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
479 Walther PPK RZM Marked Pistol
#836681; 32cal. Crown/N markings on right side & left side of
frame is w/circled RZM marking. One piece plastic wrap around
grips are in good condition for age, original blue w/grayed holster
wear on edges, but overall a nice RZM marked Walther PPK. From
the Hurley Estate Collection 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

LOT #
480 US Smith Corona 03-A3 Military Rifle
#4755403; 30-06. SC 6-43 bbl w/bright bore & parkerized finish.
Walnut stock has crossed cannon cartouche on left slide w/leather
sling. Overall gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 1,250.00 1,500.00
481 Walther Produced German P38 Pistol
#2057k; 9mm. w/matching numbers, coded ac44. w/war time
magazine & in very nice condition. From the Hurley Estate
Collection 800.00 - 1,200.00
482 Russian Model 91-30 Sniper Rifle
#TB3906; 7.62x54R. receiver is dated 1943. Gun is import marked
& bolt is non matching w/940 dated Russian scope attached,
overall gun is in good surplus condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
483 Nazi Marked German 38H Sauer Pistol
#281936; 32 cal. blued finish w/ light holster wear on edges, has
German military Waffenampt 37 on upper bow of trigger guard left
side & Eagle N proof on right side. Overall in very nice original
condition & includes period leather holster. From the Hurley Estate
Collection 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
484 Rare Matching WWI German GEW98 Mauser
#6394aa; 8mm. w/matching bolt, floor plate, butt plate, 1916
Danzig marked receiver, good bore, has lightly pitted plum blue
exterior, stock is good overall w/visible cartouches on right side.
Overall a nice example of a rare matching WWI Mauser. 1,000.00 1,500.00
485 Nazi Marked Polish P35 Radom Pistol
#C4466; 9mm. Gun has Nazi marked slide & frame w/hard plastic
grips. The frame retains good blue & slide is lightly fading
presumably from holster wear to brown patina. Overall a very nice
early war Nazi Radom pistol. From the Hurley Estate Collection
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
486 Matching WWII K98 Mauser
#999K; 8mm. Std config. All visible numbers are matching & byf44
coded. Gun has dark to grey spotted patina on metal & stock has
numerous cartouches, stock is numbered but does not appear to
match metal. Overall a good bring back K98 rifle. 1,250.00 1,750.00
487 Nazi marked Tangent Sight FN High Power Pistol
#130034; 9 mm. Nazi marked frame, slide & bbl. Gun is early
model w/Rear tangent sight, the grip strap is not cut for shoulder
stock & has blue spotted patina w/holster wear on edges. Gun
comes w/1 additional magazines & is a nice example of an early
war Nazi marked High Power. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
488 Remington Military Finish Model 11 Riot Gun
701494; 12 ga. 20" CYL marked bbl w/parkerized finish & receiver
is stamped Military Finish w/US & ordnance bomb. Gun has plain
walnut stock showing arsenal repair to forearm & butt pad has been
added. Overall in good surplus condition. 600.00 - 900.00
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489 US Remington Rand 1911A1 45 Pistol
#1482894; 45 ACP. Std config w/fja cartouche, even parkerization
& one light spot of pits forward ejection port on slide. Otherwise in
very nice condition. 1,200.00 - 1,400.00
490 WWII German SS M40 Helmet
helmet w/liner & chin strap, single SS decal on right side which is
partially scratched through & helmet code stamp is 1359 & ET64,
overall in nice condition
491 WWII German P38 Pistol
#3934b; 9mm. coded byf 43 (Mauser production). Gun is in very
nice original condition w/light holster wear on edges, overall a very
nice P38. 800.00 - 1,000.00
492 WWII Police SS Officers Sword
KREBS maker marked 31 3/4" blade, in very nice condition with
knot SS ruins on the outside of the handguard and the face of the
scabbard. Overall very nice condition. Scabbard has few spots with
marks or worn paint. From the Hurley Estate Collection
493 Nazi Marked WWII Hi Power Pistol
#42513b; 9mm. Gun has Nazi marked slide, frame bbl & magazine
w/blue to grey patina & checkered wood grips. Overall gun is in
nice war time production finish. From the Hurley Estate Collection
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
494 GI Bring back Luftwaffe Helmet
Single decal Luftwaffe helmet, inside the liner it is addressed to
Soldiers mother in Hokah, MN. Helmet is in good condition &
overall an interesting solider send back. From the Hurley Estate
Collection
495 Antique Simson & Co Military Revolver
Antique. #6441; 11mm. 5 1/2" oct to round bbl w/checkered wood
grips, blued finish & light spots overall. Mechanically gun is ok & a
good example of an early Military revolver. 500.00 - 700.00
496 Original Potato Masher Grenade
Deactivated & in nice condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
497 Double sided Nazi RAD Banner
measures approx 42x50" & is double sided w/decorative fringe on 3
side, overall in good condition for age. From the Hurley Estate
Collection
498 WWII German M40 Steel Helmet
Single decal with liner and chin strap, in good original condition.
From the Hurley Estate Collection
499 Regimental Berlin District Double Sided Banner
measures approx. 4 1/2 ft by 50", double sided w/fringe on 3 sides.
Overall in good condition w/3/52 marking designating SA Berlin
District group. Comes w/letter of authenticity from Craig Gottlieb
Militaria. From the Hurley Estate Collection

LOT #
500 Amnesty Registered WWII German MP40
#95580; 9mm. std config. code fxo 41 (C.G. Haenel maker)
beneath MP 40 markings. All visible numbers are matching & gun
has numerous German waffenamts. Original blue finish has some
light spots & marks, folding stock is in good working order,
magazine is in fair condition & marked MP38u.40. Gun has an
original muzzle cap & good bore. Overall a very good example of
an original WWII bring back MP40. Gun was Amnesty registered &
has been with the same family until this point.
NATIONAL FIREARMS ACT MG REQUIRING BATF
TRANSFERING BEFORE TAKING POSSESSION. FULLY
TRANSFERABLE, CURRENTLY ON FORM 4 WITH AUCTION
COMPANY. 17,500.00 - 22,500.00
501 WWII German Gas Mask & Can
in nice overall condition w/waffenampt stamp on mask.
502 WWI German Steel Helmet
helmet is in nice condition, appears to have been upgraded w/a
WWII liner for use during both World Wars.
503 WWII Nazi Police Shako
Maker marked inside and in nice condition. From the Hurley Estate
Collection
504 WWII German Radio
Bakelite construction & measures approx. 9 1/2" x 9 1/2", an
important item in German households for propaganda.
505 WWII German Army Helmet with Liner
M40 Style with liner and chin strap in fair condition. From the
Hurley Estate Collection
506 Large WWII Nazi Trolly Eagle
measures just over 2 ft in length w/makers mark on back & in nice
condition.
507 Dummy WWII MG 34 Machine Gun
non-gun. Receiver is marked dot 1945 w/aluminum receiver, bake
lite stock, includes original bbl, original leather sling & post war
style bi pod. Overall an attractive MG 34 Dummy Gun. From the
Hurley Estate Collection 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
508 WWII German Luftwaffe Paratrooper Smock
overall in nice original condition & the Luftwaffe Uniform Eagle has
been removed & zippers, buttons & snaps all appear original & in
good condition. A fantastic example of an extremely desirable
German combat uniform. See photo & information prior to bidding.
From the Hurley Estate Collection. 4,000.00 - 6,000.00
509 FG42 Replica Paratrooper Machine Gun
non-firing replica of the rare & desirable FG42 Paratrooper rifle.
Overall in good condition & may be missing a small button on
selector switch. From the Hurley Estate Collection 1,500.00 2,000.00
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510 WWII German Paratroopers Bandoleer
camo pattern w/dozen individual pouches & in good overall
condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
511 WWII German Splinter Camo Paratrooper Helmet Cover
overall in good condition for age.
512 WWII German SS Dagger
Klaas maker marked blade, guard has "I" which designates the
Nordost SS Group. Good original condition. From the Hurley
Estate Collection
513 WWI Artillery Luger w/ Shoulder Stock/Holster
#5672; 9mm. All visible numbers matching including magazine w/
1916 dated DWM toggle, blued metal & straw colored trigger,
safety & take down. Comes w/ original holster w/ take down tool &
cleaning rod. Shoulder stock is not number but cartouche is visible.
Holster/stock in overall good condition. Good example of a WWI
Artillery Luger w/ Accessories. Should Strap on holster may be a
replacement. From the Hurley Estate Collection 2,500.00 3,500.00
514 Rare WWII Nazi Railway Police Dagger
Maker marked blade, in nice original condition. From the Hurley
Estate Collection
515 WWII German SS Police-Band Overcoat
Wool overcoat w/band members shoulder boards, original & in
good overall condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection 1,000.00
- 1,500.00
516 WWII Nazi RAD Dagger
Maker marked blade, with stag handles, in very nice overall
condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
517 Canadian Inglis MKI* High Power w/shoulder stock
#5CH962; 9mm. Parkerized finish w/mixed wear & light rust spots.
Gun has tangent rear sight & grooved back strap for 1945 dated
shoulder holster. Shoulder holster is Canadian mfg & in good
condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
518 WWII German Naval Dagger
Eickhorn marked with an etched blade, handle does have visible
age crack, but otherwise in nice original condition. From the Hurley
Estate Collection
519 WWII SS Wool Overcoat
appears to be in good overall condition, collar tabs have been
removed. From the Hurley Estate Collection
520 WWII Luftwaffe Chained Dagger
Holler marked blade, aluminum leather and wire wrapped handle,
leather wrapped scabbard with chain in very nice condition. From
the Hurley Estate Collection
521 Mauser Red 9 C96 Pistol
#25777; 9mm. Standard config, all visible numbers are matching,
with original Red 9 grips. Blue to gray patina, holster wear on
edges, overall very nice original condition. Includes shoulder stock

LOT #
holster with scabbard. Scabbard has had repair and may be a mix
of original and later leather. From the Hurley Estate Collection
2,000.00 - 3,000.00
522 German SA Dagger with Large Eagle
Ritter marked blade has a Wf mark on guard symbolized Westfalen
SA group, good condition with a early black style scabbard. From
the Hurley Estate Collection
523 Rare Nazi Diplomatic Visor Hat
From the Hurley Estate Collection
524 WWII Nazi NSSK Flyers Dagger
Standard Config with a nice makers marked blade, leather wrapped
scabbard and handle. In good original condition. From the Hurley
Estate Collection
525 Early FN Hi Power Tangent Sight Pistol
#19819; 9mm. Belgium mfg & tangent sight w/grooved back strap
for shoulder stock. Gun has blued finish & is in nice original
condition w/some light spots on metal on both sides, but overall a
nice early production High Power pistol. Includes a refinished
shoulder stock. From the Hurley Estate Collection 1,500.00 2,000.00
526 WWII German SS Dagger
Standard Config, maker marked blade, the guard has 249711 and
III which designate spree SS group. Good original condition. From
the Hurley Estate Collection
527 WWII German Police Gorget
in fair overall condition for age, complete & displays good
528 WWII Nazi SA Dagger
Wagner marked blade, initials B.O. which designates the
Bayerische Ostmark SA Group has early black scabbard, in good
overall condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
529 Luger Snail Drum Magazine
magazine #190310 in nice condition. From the Hurley Estate
Collection
530 WWII Nazi Red Cross Officers Dagger
Very nice original condition with scabbard and frog. From the
Hurley Estate Collection
531 German SS Fur & Leather Hat
From the Hurley Estate Collection
532 HACO maker marked SA German Dagger
B on the guard designating Berlin-Brandenberg SA group, in good
original condition with scabbard. From the Hurley Estate Collection
533 Matching 1940 dated WWII German Luger
#4277; 1940 chamber dated & 42 code on toggle. All numbers are
matching including aluminum base magazine. Gun has strong
original blue w/light holster wear on edges, overall a very fine early
war Luger. From the Hurley Estate Collection 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
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534 WWII Staghorn Nazi Police Dress Bayonet
PAWECO maker marked, stag handle grips with eagle head
pommel, unit markings on guard, with leather scabbard and frog. In
very nice condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
535 German Ring & Pendant
WWII German Men's Ring w/Swastika & Oak leaves. Pendant is
dbl sided approx. 10x 10 1/2" for the workers party.
536 WWII Luftwaffe 2nd Model Dagger
Maker marked blade in nice condition with scabbard. From the
Hurley Estate Collection
537 WWII Remington Rand 1911-A1 w/holster
#2403135; 45- ACP std config w/darkened overall patina, clear
crossed cannon cartouche & FJA inspector initials. Left grip has 3
tally marks on the bottom & comes w/1943 dated Graton & Knight
leather holster. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
538 WWII German SA Dagger
Grafrath maker marked blade, guard is mark Nm which designates
the Nordark SA group. In good overall condition. From the Hurley
Estate Collection
539 Olive Green 1942 Nazi Pith Hat
1942 dated liner, olive drab finish, good condition. From the Hurley
Estate Collection
540 WWII Hitler Youth Knife
Tiger marked blade RZM marked with blood and honor inscription.
In good condition and original scabbard has leather wrap. From the
Hurley Estate Collection
541 WWII Luftwaffe Visor Hat
1938 maker marked inside. From the Hurley Estate Collection
542 WWII German Luftwaffe Boot Knife
6 3/4" Blade, wooden handle with scabbard, in very nice condition.
From the Hurley Estate Collection
543 WWII German Panzer M43 Hat
in good overall condition
544 WWII German Luftwaffe Gravity Knife
In good overall condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
545 WWII Nazi Pith Hat
1942 dated inside liner, tan in color & overall in good condition.
From the Hurley Estate Collection
546 Fine WWII German K98 Bayonet w/matching scabbard
serial #2303 matching number on blade & scabbard "crs/40". in
very nice overall condition w/dated & marked frog.
547 German WWII SS aluminum Belt Buckle
RZM & SS markings on back.
548 British Sykes Commando Knife
guard is marked Sheffield & NATO 1977 on other & nice original
commando knife.

LOT #
549 Dummy MP40 Sub MG
has some original parts as seen in photos, plus a dummy non
functioning aluminum bolt & solid receiver section. It very much has
the look & feel of an MP40 & includes 3 non marked/after market
magazines, mag loader & distressed mag case. Overall an
attractive Dummy MP40 display gun.
550 Nazi Labor Corps Gorget
measures approx. 5 1/2" tall by 5" wide & is in nice condition
w/chain. From the Hurley Estate Collection
551 Mauser 1896 Broom Handle Pistol
#810509; 30 cal. 5 1/4 " bbl, Mauser banner on left side, blue to
browned finish, with holster wear on edges & in overall good
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
552 Rare German Cross in Gold
overall in good condition for age & the black Swastika does show
some small chips & marks from age. but overall a very good
example of one of the most desirable German Military awards.
From the Hurley Estate Collection
553 Smith & Wesson Victory Model Revolver
#V387741; 38 spec. 5" bbl w/parkerized finish, case colored trigger
& hammer. US Property & GHD markings on frame & gun is in nice
used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
554 WWII German Iron Cross 1st Class
From the Hurley Estate Collection
555 1915 dated German Luger w/Holster & Matching Mag
#4582; 9mm. All visible numbers matching including magazine
w/1915 chamber date & DWM toggle. Straw colored parts are
fading silver & gun retains good blue, but holster wear on edges
w/Imperial proof marks. Overall gun is in good original condition &
includes brown 1915 Luger holster w/SS skull & cross bones
attached to flap. A nice early WWI Luger. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
556 German Cross in Gold Cloth Patch
this is the cloth uniform patch w/metal 1941 wreath, part of it is
stained & discolored, but a very good example of a scarce German
award. From the Hurley Estate Collection
557 German P38 Pistol
#8154E; 9mm cyq coded & lightly import marked on left side. Bbl
& slide are also proofed w/Police or military markings from another
country designating post war re-issued. Gun has some holster wear
but overall in good condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
700.00 - 900.00
558 WWII Nazi Submariners Badge
maker marked on back, see photo. From the Hurley Estate
Collection
559 WWII Remington Rand 1911-A1 Pistol
#2407170; 45ACP. Cross Cannon Cartouche along with FJA
inspector initials, has a brown overall patina & mechanically in nice
condition. Includes leather military holster. From the Hurley Estate
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Collection 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
560 Lot of WWII German SS Patches
including 2 Eagles, 2 Edelweiss & Panzer uniform insignia. From
the Hurley Estate Collection
561 WWII SVW 45 P38 Pistol
#737K; 9mm w/metal grips & no visible import marks. Gun is in
very good surplus condition. 600.00 - 800.00
562 German SS Sports Badge
the reverse is marked RZM MO11. From the Hurley Estate
Collection
563 byf 43 coded German P38 Pistol
#9448o; 9mm. std config byf coded for Mauser production w/good
original blue & light holster wear on edges. Includes war time
magazine & overall a nice war time P38. From the Hurley Estate
Collection 700.00 - 900.00
564 lot of WWII German SS Items
includes a set of collar tabs, uniform & hat Eagle patches, insignia,
HOHENSTEAUFEN cuff title & Deaths Head pin. From the Hurley
Estate Collection.
565 Commercial Crown/N DWM Luger
#59995; 9mm. Visible numbers match, no markings on the
chamber 7 toggle is marked DWM, wood based non numbered
magazine & checkered walnut grips w/straw colored trigger, safety
& takedown. Overall in very nice original condition. From the Hurley
Estate Collection 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

LOT #
572 Large Double Sided Hitler Youth Banner
measures approx. 5 ft by 4ft & is in good condition, slightly stained
& has 22/334 Unit markings on upper corner. From the Hurley
Estate Collection
573 Mauser Model 1921 32cal Semi Auto pistol & holster
#308020; 32 cal. std config. Stamped Germany on back, has wood
wrap around grips & good original blue. Gun comes w/military style
holster & is in good overall condition w/few small marks from age
&/or holster wear. 400.00 - 700.00
574 70"x35" German Battle Flag
overall in nice condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
575 1912 DWM German Luger w/matching Magazine
#7030; 9mm. All visible numbers are matching w/1912 chamber
date & DWM toggle. Gun has Imperial proof marks on right side,
matching serial number on original wood bottom magazine, holster
wear on edges & straw color remaining on trigger, safety & take
down latch. Overall a nice original Pre WWI matching Luger pistol.
1,750.00 - 2,250.00
576 NSBO Double Sided Banner w/hangers
measures approx. 46"X52" w/fringe on 3 sides & comes w/original
silver pole hangers attached. From the Hurley Estate Collection
577 Colt Commando 38 Spec Military Revolver
#42599; 38 spec. Std military config w/4" bbl, parkerized finish &
hard plastic grips. Gun is in very nice overall condition & approx.
50,000 of these were mfg from 1942-1945. 800.00 - 1,000.00

566 WWII German Paratrooper Badge
From the Hurley Estate Collection

578 NSDAP Double Sided Flag
measures approx. 29"x55". From the Hurley Estate Collection

567 Commercial Colt 1911 45 Pistol
#C112068; 45 ACP. early slide with FEB. 14. 1911 Patent date,
diamond checkered walnut grips, and dual toned magazine. Gun
appears to be in very fine refinished condition. Good example of a
scarce Commercial Colt. From the Hurley Estate Collection
1,500.00 - 2,500.00

579 Double dated Police Luger w/Safety
#2444; 9mm & dbl chamber dated 1920/1918. All visible numbers
are matching & gun has the additional safety added which was
typical of a Police issued Luger w/checkered wood grips & non
matching aluminum based magazine. Gun has deep blue finish &
is overall a good example of a double date Police Luger. From the
Hurley Estate Collection 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

568 German 1939 Iron Cross w/Envelope
From the Hurley Estate Collection
569 DWM 30cal American Eagle Luger
#46042; 30 cal. w/grip safety. American Eagle marked frame w/
DWM toggle original blue & straw colors w/ some holster wear &
spots mixed overall. Mechanically gun has weak action spring, but
is in overall nice condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
570 Pair of SS Panzer Collar Tabs
From the Hurley Estate Collection
571 SVW 45 Marked P38 Pistol
#7484I; 9mm w/matching numbers & the French star proof on right
side of frame. Overall in very nice original condition. From the
Hurley Estate Collection 700.00 - 900.00

580 Large Naval Battle Flag
measures approx. 60"x95" & is in good condition w/Kreigs Marine
stamps. From the Hurley Estate Collection
581 1917 dated DWM German Luger
#2351; 9mm. all visible numbers are matching w/1917 chamber
date DWM toggle, checkered wood grips & unmarked wood base
magazine. Gun has blue to grey patina w/holster wear on edges &
left grip has small chip near safety latch. Overall a good WWI
Luger. From the Hurley Estate Collection 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
582 Double Sided MUNCHEN Nazi Banner w/Hangers
measures approx. 46"x53" & has original ring hangers w/decorative
fringe on 3 sides. From the Hurley Estate Collection
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583 Single Sided German Panzer/Vehicle ID Flag
measures approx. 75"x35". From the Hurley Estate Collection
584 US International Harvester M1 Garand Rifle
#5020482; 30-06. bbl is dated SA1-51. Gun has TE of approx. 2.5
& ME of approx. 1. Gun has blued style finish, walnut stock & in
good surplus condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
585 WWII German K98 Rifle
#7918d; 8mm. Receiver is marked w/script CE/41 & the bolt is
mismatched but bbl bands, floor plate & other parts match guns
serial number. The stock has visible cartouches Eagle/H
designating Army issue. Stock may have been lightly sanded at
one time but overall a nice example of a war time K98 Mauser rifle.
800.00 - 1,200.00

LOT #
593 Japanese Rising Sun Admiral Flag
has some damage & measures approx. 52x31". From the Hurley
Estate Collection
594 Japanese Type 26 Military Revolver
#33666; 9mm Nambu. Standard Config in very nice original
condition with a lanyard attached. From the Hurley Estate
Collection 800.00 - 1,000.00
595 Japanese Katana Sword and Scabbard
27.5" blade overall approx 38" with visible temper line, shark skin
wrapped handled, has a leather wrapped scabbard and a signed
tang. Overall very nice condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
596 WWII Japanese Uniform and Pants
Private First Class & is in good condition for age

586 US 03A4 Style Sniper Rifle
#3900719(?); 30-06 bbl marked RA 5-44. Gun has scant style
walnut stock , a reproduction scope mount & 330 Weaver scope
w/tapered post reticle. Overall in nice condition & a good
representation of a WWII Sniper. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

597 Matching WWII Type 14 Nambu Pistol
#6096; 8mm. All matching including magazine, dated 17.4 which
translates to April 1942. Overall very nice original condition.
Includes period leather holster. From the Hurley Estate Collection
1,000.00 - 1,200.00

587 US Springfield 1903 Mark I Military Rifle
#1127957; 30-06. bbl is marked SA6-42 & receiver has cut out for
Pedersen device. Overall gun is in good surplus condition. 800.00 1,200.00

598 WWII Japanese Military Dagger
9" blade, scabbard and dagger are in very nice original condition.
From the Hurley Estate Collection

588 WWII Russian 91-30 Sniper Rifle
#93120; 7.62x54R. 1934 dated receiver in Sniper config w/Sniper
scope & mount w/good optics. Gun is import marked on receiver &
overall is in good condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
589 German WWII K98 Sniper Rifle
#2191; 8mm. Gun is marked bcd/4 on receiver & has mismatched
bolt. Gun appears to have been re-blued but also in rusty condition
on most metal surfaces but does have an original Sniper Scope rail
mounted to left side of receiver. Good bones of a long rail sniper
rifle. 800.00 - 1,200.00
590 Romanian PSL-54C Sniper Rifle
#KR1870; 7.62x54R. std config. w/optics, skeletonized stock & 3
additional magazines in pouch. Gun is in very nice surplus
condition. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
591 Early Japanese Naval Officers Sword
26.5" blade, 36 1/4" overall, blade has distinct temper line, has a
shark skin wrapped handle. Decorative scabbard and signed tang
overall very nice condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection
592 Japanese Type 14 Small Trigger Guard Nambu Pistol
#64621:8mm Nambu. Date 14.7 translates to July of 1939. Strong
original blue, straw colored trigger, safety and extractor, original
grips and nice non matching magazine w/ lanyard, & in very nice
original condition. Includes period leather holster. From the Hurley
Estate Collection 800.00 - 1,200.00

599 Japanese Samurai Blade w/marked handle
Blade approx 29" w/6" tang which is marked w/Japanese
characters. Blade has visible temper line w/some small nicks &
light rust spots& could use little TLC w/decorative round guard &
ray skin wrapped handle. Comes w/a newer scabbard but
otherwise an early Japanese blade.
600 Japanese WWII Type 14 Nambu
#20601; 8mm Nambu. std config, dated 19.3 (March 1944)
w/wooden grips , blue finish w/light holster wear & non matching
magazine. Gun is in nice bring back condition although magazine
button spring does not function. 600.00 - 800.00
601 small Japanese GI signed Souvenir Flag
measures approx 28x23" & is from the 39th Military Police. From
the Hurley Estate Collection
602 Vintage Vietnam Boonies Hat
camo w/4 vents, snap up side & in good condition, could be
reshaped, but nice early war Scout style Boonies hat.
603 Vietnam Era Randall Knife & Sheath
overall length 10 3/4" & has 6" curve blade marked Gordon S
Brown & Randall made Orlando Fla on opposite. Has leather
handle,leather sheath which Heiser marked & comes w/sharpening
stone & pouch. Overall a very nice Vietnam era Randall knife.
604 Dummy US M60 Machine Gun
has an original bbl & bipod, original stock sets, has dummy
aluminum receiver, absent numerous other parts, but displays
good
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605 M60 Parts Lot
includes: bbl, bipod in carrying case; butt stock; other small parts
& pieces.
606 Randall Knife & Sheath
overall approx. 9 1/2" w/ 4 7/8" push dagger style blade. Has
Randall made sheath & is in very fine condition.
607 Large Randall Ivory(?) Bowie Knife
12" overall length & 7 1/8" Bowie style blade. Handle appears to
be whale or mastodon(?) ivory & handle is age cracked on top
(visible in photos). Has Randall sheath w/elephant style hide &
appears to be in like new condition.
608 WWII Winchester M1 Carbine
#5816331; 30 cal carbine w/Inland marked bbl. parkerized finish,
lightly import marked at bbl & hand guard is replacement. 700.00 900.00
609 Dummy Thompson Model 1928 A1 Sub Machine Gun
Dummy aluminum receiver w/original finned bbl CUTTS
compensator. Gun has removable butt stock & the trigger grouping
is serial # AO55641 750.00 - 1,250.00
610 1938 dated K98 German Rifle
#8373; 8mm w/mis matched bolt & coded S/237 & 1938 dated.
Gun has electro pencil on bolt, import marked at muzzle & is in
good surplus condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
611 WWII dated M1 Garand Rifle
#3225264; Springfield mfg & 6-45 dated. Gun is in fair surplus
condition w/grey to brown patina w/no visible import marks. 700.00
- 900.00
612 Inland Division US M1 Carbine
#212261; 30 cal carbine. Gun has Rockola marked bbl , is lightly
import marked at muzzle & is in good surplus condition. 700.00 900.00
613 Ithaca Model 37 Trench Gun
#1007483; 20" bbl w/MOD choke, ventilated hand guard & bayonet
lug attached which appears to be a contemporary piece. Gun has
parkerized metal, has No 4 is stamped on each side of butt stock &
is in good overall condition. 700.00 - 900.00
614 WWII Turkish Mauser Military rifle
#213205; 8mm. Std config w/import marks & in fair surplus
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
615 Inland M1-A1 Paratrooper Carbine
#6336591; 30 cal carbine, has inland 8-43 marked bbl, & gun has a
nice reproduction paratrooper stock w/ no visible import marks.
Overall gun is in nice condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
616 Japanese Type 99 WWII Rifle & Bayonet
#71069; 7.7 cal & gun has matching bolt & unground mum. Comes
w/nice bayonet & scabbard, stock has typical scratches & marks
from use. Overall a nice matching & non-defaced Japanese rifle.
500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
617 Winchester M1 Garand Tanker
#1379842; 30-06. Winchester mfg & has after market bbl?, metal
is parkerized but you can see pitting in original frame w/walnut
stock. Otherwise gun is in good rebuilt condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
618 Model 1896 Swedish Mauser & Bayonet
#296085; 6.5x55. Receiver is marked Karl Gustaf dated 1912
w/matching bolt & gun is lightly import marked at muzzle. In nice
surplus condition & includes bayonet. 500.00 - 600.00
619 WWII German K98 Military Rifle
#9900k; 8mm. w/non matching bolt, receiver. is marked byf42,
metal has light rust spots in most areas, bore is fair, stock is well
used but solid & gun has no visible import marks. 500.00 - 600.00
620 Steyr Mfg K98 German Mauser
#8653; 8mm. w/non matching bolt, receiver is marked 660
designating Steyr production & dated 1940. Gun has blue to grey
patina & is non import marked, stock is in good condition overall. A
good WWIII K98. 750.00 - 1,000.00
621 Eddystone 1917 US Military Rifle
#471412; 30-06 bbl is marked R9-18. Gun has parkerized metal,
walnut stock with various cartouches & is in good surplus condition.
500.00 - 700.00
622 Dummy M1A1 Tommy Gun
dummy aluminum receiver by IMI & includes a commercial older
military stock set & smooth bbl w/CUTTS compensator. Pieces &
parts are loose, but does not include small trigger parts or rear
sight.
623 1941 Johnson Automatic Parts Rifle
#B0477; 30-06 cal. Mainly a complete rifle, but appears to be
missing the trigger grip & rear of receiver. The bolts & bbl have
different serial numbers, comes with an additional forearm. Good
parts on a scarce, nearly complete, Johnson Rifle. 1,500.00 2,500.00
624 Inland Division M1A1 Paratrooper Carbine
#232032; w/GM12-42 bbl,early L-style flip sight push button safety
& flat bolt. Gun is fit w/nice reproduction M1A1 Paratrooper stock &
includes reproduction Paratrooper jump pouch. Overall in nice
condition. From the Hurley Estate Collection 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
625 Thompson 50 round drum Magazine & Stock Set
includes newer mfg. 50 round drum & forearm & butt stock for
Thompson
626 NIB Auto Ordinance 50 round Drum
627 NIB Kel Tec RFB 7.62 NATO Bull Pup Rifle
#T1P36; 7.62 Nato/308 cal. Has unique Bull Pup design w/flip up
sights & is like new in box condition & includes manual, paperwork
etc. Also includes 12 additional metal military surplus magazines.
1,750.00 - 2,250.00
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628 Springfield M1A Rile
#10286; Springfield Armory in std config w/flash hider & bayonet
lug. Gun has original GI stock & includes bayonet, service manual,
Springfield scope mount, 5, 20 & 30 round mags, mag pouch,
camo synthetic stock, cleaning kit & other small accessories.
Overall in very nice lightly handled condition. From the Hurley
Estate Collection 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
629 Vietnam Bring back SKS w/capture papers
#11324622; 7.62x39 Chinese SKS in fair condition w/some light
pitting on mixed metal surface & visible numbers are matching.
Comes w/original Vietnamese capture papers, dated 1972.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
630 Fine Boer War Webley Greener Army Model Rev.
#12032; 455/476 cal. 6" bbl marked WG Army Model & bbl rib is
marked ARMY & NAVY C.S.L. Overall in very nice condition
w/nickel finish having typical small spots, mechanically gun is
strong & rear grip strap in engraved PRESENTED TO BRO CAPT.
LAYBOURN BY THE NORTH STAFF MEMBERS OF THE JGF
ON HIS DEPARTURE TO THE TRANSVAAL WAR FEB 1900.
Also includes original holster marked 1899 London & overall a very
fine & historic Webley Greener. 3,000.00 - 5,000.00
631 Japanese Type 44 Cavalry Carbine
#22889; 6.5 cal in std config w/folding bayonet. Gun has non
matching bolt & metal is greyed w/light pitting, mum is present &
wood is solid. A good example of a scarce Japanese Cavalry
Carbine. 500.00 - 700.00
632 WWI German Artillery Luger
#4260; 9mm. 1917 dated DWM toggle & visible numbers appear to
match although gun has been refinished & some markings are
difficult to read. Newer grips & replacement mag & comes
w/reproduction shoulder stock holster. Gun is in fair condition as
refinished on a rare Luger model. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
633 Japanese Type 38 Carbine
#196396; 6.5 cal in std carbine config. bolt is non matching, gun
retains good original blue, mum is ground,bore is bright & wood is
very clean. Overall a nice example of a Type 38 carbine. 400.00 600.00

LOT #
636 German Luger Pistol 9mm
#8178; 9mm. numbers are mixed & has 1940 dated receiver. Gun
has war time magazine & gun has been re-blued w/new grips. A
good usable Luger pistol. 600.00 - 800.00
637 Stevens US Property marked 12 ga Single Shot
#NSN-238; 12 ga. Gun has built in adj. POLY choke & case
colored receiver w/US Property marked butt stock. Bore is good,
wood has scratches & marks from use w/large US Property on left
side. Guns like this were typically used for Trap Shooting & Arial
Gunnery Training in WWII & this is a nice example. 400.00 600.00
638 1937 dated German Luger
#2331; 9mm. Import marked & all visible numbers are matching.
Gun has 1937 chamber dated & S/42 toggle w/Nazi proof marks
visible on right side of frame. Includes one additional magazine, a
new set of wood grips & overall in nice surplus WWII German
Luger. 800.00 - 1,200.00
639 US Marked Winchester Winder Musket
#133314; 22 short. Gun has bright bore, 28" bbl., US property
marked & retains good blue on bbl w/some fade on receiver, walnut
stock is in good condition & overall is a nice Winder musket.
700.00 - 900.00
640 Star 9mm Super Model Pistol
#5467; 9mm Largo. Import marked w/mixed spots & blue to brown
patina. Includes nylon holster & is overall in fair surplus condition.
300.00 - 400.00
641 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Trench Gun
#291759; 12 ga. Original cylinder bore but gun appears to have
after market bayonet lug, heat shield & bayonet. Gun has various
US marks which may or may not be original. Overall a good mock
up of a desirable Winchester shot gun. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
642 1927 dated Russian Nagant Revolver
#31266; Model 1895 in 7.62 cal & receiver is marked CCCP &
dated 1927. Gun is import marked on bbl & is in nice surplus
condition, includes holster & 4 boxes of surplus ammo. 400.00 500.00

634 Japanese Type 14 Nambu Pistol
#73427; 8mm Nambu. Std config w/greyed patina & dated 18.4.
Gun is in fair condition & magazine is not matching. 400.00 500.00

643 Springfield 1903 Military Rifle with Bayonet
#1369384; 30-06 cal. Bbl is marked SA 11-30, w/parkerized finish,
walnut C stock & stock does appear to have a crack & repair at
wrist. Otherwise good looking & rare 30's era 03 Springfield which
includes SA 1908 Bayonet. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

635 Winchester M1 Garand Rifle
#2534414; 30-06. w/National Match 4-63 dated bbl. & left side of
receiver has some electropenciled marks which have been blacked
out. Gun has early locking bar rear sight, & NM bbl has TE 1 ME
1/2. Solid overall condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

644 US Remington Rand 1911 45 Pistol
#X3168; 45 ACP. Remington Rand slide on what appears to be
arsenal refinished frame w/commercial style blue, wood grips & is
absent magazine. 500.00 - 700.00
645 Japanese Type 99 Last Ditch Rifle & Bayonet
#41545; 7.7 cal. w/numerous last ditch features, includes last ditch
bayonet & bamboo scabbard. Bolt is mismatched . 500.00 - 600.00
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646 Rock-ola US M1 Carbine
#1716209; 30 cal carbine. Gun has after market bbl, with a
Rock-ola receiver, absent magazine, but overall in good surplus
condition. 750.00 - 900.00
647 Springfield 1898 Krag Military Rifle
#243861; 30-40 Krag w/std config w/clear 1900 cartouche & lightly
spotted patina. Overall in good surplus condition. 500.00 - 700.00
648 British No 4 MK I* Long Branch Rifle
#87L7973; 303 cal. 1945 dated & gun has non-matching bolt, in fair
surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00
649 Japanese WWII Type 99 Military Rifle
#72908; 7.7 cal. std config & mum has been ground w/anti aircraft
rear sight. Gun has non matching bolt but overall is in nice surplus
condition. 350.00 - 500.00

LOT #
660 Century Arms M14S Military Rifle
#C-0718; 7.62 (308cal) w/parkerized metal & in good condition but
absent magazine. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
661 Chinese SKS Rifle w/Scope
#150499; 7.62x39. Gun has B Square mount & Red Star scope, in
good surplus condition. 400.00 - 500.00
662 New Palmetto State Armory PA15 Rifle
#SCD466198; 5.56 cal in new condition. 600.00 - 800.00
663 Smith & Wesson 916A Police Riot Gun
#339B84; 12ga. has 20"CYL bore with full magazine tube, nice
lightly used condition. 500.00 - 800.00
664 Chinese AK Hunter Rifle
#124178; 7.62x39. Sporting style config w/one additional 10 rd
magazine. 700.00 - 900.00

650 Iver Johnson 22 cal US Carbine
#029938; 22 cal. in M1 carbine config. Gun is in nice, lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

665 1950 dated Russian SKS Carbine
#W01845; 7.62x39. 1950 dated receiver & visible numbers are
matching, overall in good surplus condition. 500.00 - 700.00

651 British Jungle Carbine
#R7896; 303 cal in std config. w/correct bolt, rear sight import
marked on bbl & overall in good surplus condition. 400.00 - 600.00

666 Beretta CX4 Storm 9mm Carbine
#CX17932; 9mm. Std carbine config & in nice, lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

652 Russian 91-30 Mosin Nagant Rifle
#9130308428; 7.62x54R. 1943 dated w/matching bolt & in nice
surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00

667 DPMS Model A-15 223 cal Rifle
#FH221037; 223 cal. 17 1/2" bbl w/flash hider & Nc* Holographic
sight. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

653 French MAS 1936-51 Rifle
#F37702; 7.5 French cal. Gun is in very nice surplus condition.
400.00 - 500.00

668 Federal Arms FA 91 308 cal Rifle
#009958; 308 cal. semi auto CETME copy. 700.00 - 900.00

654 A.O. Niedner marked 1903 Target Rifle
#3219381; 308 cal (?) w/23" heavy weight Niedner marked bbl,
approx 1 1/4" in diameter. Gun has Lyman rear receiver sight &
walnut stock w/target style metal butt pad & is in nice overall
condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00
655 DRACO 7.62x39 Pistol
#DC-4675-10; 7.62x39. Romanian mfg DRACO pistol in good
condition, absent magazine. 400.00 - 600.00
656 Universal M1 Carbine Pistol
#363377; 30 cal carbine & in good lightly used condition. 500.00 700.00
657 Chinese AK47 Pistol
#DJ 8249; 7.62x39 Chinese mfg AK style pistol. 700.00 - 900.00
658 Benelli Nova Tactical Shotgun
#Z220185; 12 ga. 18 1/2" bbl with tactical style sights & is in nice
lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
659 Russian SKS Carbine
#NP719; 7.62x39. All visible numbers appear matching & gun is
import marked at bbl. Overall gun is in very nice surplus condition.
500.00 - 700.00

669 WWI French Model M16 Lebel Rifle
Antique. #NSN; std config. Gun has been nicely re-blued w/sanded
stock.
670 YUGO SKS w/ Drum Mag
#I-329813; 7.62x39. YUGO MODEL M59/66, has attached drum
magazine, import marked & is in fair surplus condition. 500.00 700.00
671 Surplus British No 4 MK #1
#S146A66; 303 British, blue to brown spotted metal, receiver &
stock are marked R.H41, stock has seen heavy use, but remains
solid. 400.00 - 500.00
672 Swiss Model 1911 Straight Pull Rifle
#431224; 7.5x55 Overall gun is in very nice surplus condition
although front sight is absent but includes muzzle cover. 500.00 700.00
673 Springfield Krag Sporter Rifle w/Scope
#153426 30-40. in Nice sporter condition w/side mount Maverick
3-9x scope, commercial style blue & is in nice used condition.
500.00 - 600.00
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674 Remington Mfg. Model 1891 Mosin Nagant Rifle
#38713; 7.62x54R. w/mis matched bolt , has darker bore & 1918
dated Remington receiver. Bolt has slightly bent handle & gun
needs replacement spring as will not properly cock. Wood is solid &
overall a fair example of Remington mfg WWI Russian rifle. 400.00
- 600.00
675 Springfield 1899 Sporter Carbine
#228254; 30-40 22" bbl. w/peep sight attached on bolt. Gun has
commercial blue & butt pad, in nice sporter condition. 400.00 600.00
676 Springfield Model 1898 Krag Sporter
#307331; 30-40 Krag w/sporterized stock, otherwise in good
condition, as bbl is uncut. 300.00 - 400.00
677 WWI Steyr M95 Military Rifle
#4938N; 8x56R w/30" bbl., good original blue, fair bore & solid
walnut stock. Overall a nice Military Steyr. 500.00 - 700.00
678 Mossberg 500A Home Defense Shotgun
#L203366; 12ga 18.5" cyl bore & in nice lightly used condition.
250.00 - 350.00
679 Dummy PPSH WWII Sub Gun
no bbl or internal parts, just has dummy crudely welded receiver
holding pieces together. Good display item although rear sight was
epoxied but is broken off
680 Cobray M11/9 Pistol
#94-0054757; 9mm. Comes w/faux suppressor & 2 plastic Cobray
marked magazines. Gun transfers as a pistol & is in good used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
681 Pair of Surplus US Military Helmets w/liners
both are complete w/liners, chin straps, etc & are in nice surplus
condition.
682 Case of 7.5x55 Swiss Surplus Ammo
480 rds in new, unopened case.
683 40 rds of Hornady 7.5x55 Swiss
684 Pair of Scandinavian Knives
Largest has a 10" blade, wooden handle & leather sheath, the
other has a bone reindeer carved sheath & handle marked blade is
approx. 6" in length.
685 Middle Eastern Tri Tipped Dagger
overall length is approx. 17" w/ metal sheath & the blade splits into
3 distinct blades approx. 5" from the tip. Dagger has metal handle
& overall a unique edged weapon.
686 WWII Kern 25x 1940 dated Machine Gun Scope
these scopes used during WWII on MG11 machine guns w/43"
chrome tube & overall in nice condition w/good optics.

LOT #
687 Winchester Model 100 308 cal Carbine
#167392; 308 cal. 18 1/2" carbine bbl w/correct carbine stock w/bbl
band & topped w/2-7x Tasco scope. Overall gun is in very nice,
used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
688 Winchester Model 88 308 cal Rifle
#37474; 308 cal. std config & metal appears to have been
refinished at one time. Checkered stock is in good condition
w/recoil pad added. A Pre-64 Model 88 600.00 - 800.00
689 Antique Simson & Co Co Combination
Antique. #4338 16 ga x 38 cal 26 3/4" bbls marked Simson & Co
w/heavily engraved receiver & cocking indicators. Bores are bright
& gun has checkered stock, gun is in good overall condition for
age. 800.00 - 1,200.00
690 Antique Flobert Boys Combo Gun
Antique. 9mm shot x 22 cal w/24" bbls, good bores & spotted grey
patina. Gun has vintage Tang sight & checkered stock, overall in
good condition for age. 450.00 - 600.00
691 Antique Collath Dbl Bbl Shotgun
#173278; 12ga 29 1/2" bbls & mechanically good w/good bores.
Gun has nicely checkered walnut stock & horn trigger guard, bbls
retain some good blue& receiver is greyed patina. Overall a nice
Antique Collath dbl. 700.00 - 900.00
692 Antique Pieper Belgium small bore Martini
Antique. #NSN; 22 cal 24" w/good bore & blue to brown patina.
Mechanically gun is good & overall is in nice, original condition.
450.00 - 600.00
693 Antique Engraved Union Arm Dbl Bbl
Antique. #6942; 12ga. 28" Damascus pattern bbls w/good bores.
Gun has engraved locks & mechanically is ok w/greyed patina on
metal. Overall a example of an early American dbl. 500.00 - 700.00
694 Winchester 100 308 cal Rifle
#136600; 308 cal. standard config w/checkered walnut stock & is in
good used condition w/ a Tasco scope attached. 500.00 - 700.00
695 Marlin Model 36A -DL 30-30 Rifle
#D11909; 30-30. 24" bbl. w/half magazine & plain pistol grip stock.
Stock has some scratches & marks from use, metal is good overall
w/some light edgewear. A nice early Marlin lever action. 600.00 800.00
696 Winchester 1873 32 WCF Rifle
Antique #479708; 32 WCF. 24" oct bbl. Gun has even blue to
brown patina & is mechanically good w/fair bore. Forearm has
some cracks & repairs, butt stock is solid & overall a good looking
1873. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
697 Scherping Boys Underlever Double Rifle
Antique. #3277 w/English style proofs & 27" rifled bores. Bores are
bright for straight wall rimmed cartridge & gun has raised rib
w/exposed hammers & half cock safety's. Gun has fancy checkered
walnut stock & metal butt plate. Overall an interesting small frame
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dbl rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
698 Winchester 1873 44-40 LA Rifle
Antique. #91417; 44-40. 24" round bbl w/spotted grey patina & fair
bore. Walnut stock is solid & overall an early 44 cal 1873. Mfg circa
1882. 1,500.00 - 1,750.00
699 Winchester Model 94 32 Spec Carbine
#1048637; 32 Spec. 20" bbl w/fading blue to grey patina & an early
style carbine butt stock w/inlaid 1894 Morgan silver dollar. Overall
gun is in good used condition mfg in 1928. 600.00 - 800.00
700 Winchester 94 30-30 Carbine
#1702953; 30-30. Std config. w/metal butt plate & walnut stock.
Gun has typical edgewear & marks on stock from use, but overall a
nice original carbine. 600.00 - 800.00
701 Rare Winchester Model 53 32 WCF Rifle
#973414; 32 WCF. 22" bbl. w/button magazine & plain walnut
stock. Bbl retains good original blue & receiver is fading to
grey/brown patina. Approx. 15,000 Model 53's were mfg. 1,250.00 1,500.00
702 Pre 64 Winchester 32 Spec Carbine
#2456395 32 spec std carbine config w/good original blue, metal
butt plate & clean walnut stock. Gun has few scratches on the bbl
but overall in good used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
703 Savage Model 1899 Take Down Rifle in 300 SAV
#251348; 300 SAV. 24" take down bbl w/blue to grey metal &
mechanically gun is good. Stock has cracked & repaired wrist,
otherwise in nice condition. 400.00 - 600.00
704 Antique Collath Dbl Bbl 16 ga
Antique. #4205; 16 ga. w/Damascus pattern bbls & bores are fair
w/light pitting. Fancy engraved game scene receiver & gold
decorative Code of Arms in upper tang. Gun has checkered walnut
butt stock & metal butt plate w/shell trap & overall in good
condition. 650.00 - 850.00
705 Marlin Model 336 RC 30-30 Carbine
#C4954; 30-30. w/20" bbl, blue to gray metal, few small spots, rear
sight is absent. Good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
706 G.F. Stender Needle Fire 16 ga Combo Gun
Antique. 16 ga w/30" bbls, right bore is rifled & left bore is smooth
both are bright. Underlever runs the action & the interior trigger
guard marked STENDER patent. The exposed hammers run the
needle fire system & gun has fancy horn finger rest, metal butt
plate on a carved walnut stock. Gun has a partial cleaning rod
underneath & it resembles a period percussion gun. Overall a very
interesting Needle Fire Design. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
707 Marlin Model 93 30-30 Carbine
#A2243; 30-30. 20" carbine bbl, plain wood stock with carbine butt
plate, case colors in protect areas receiver & lever, blue bbl is
fading gray, but overall a nice early Marlin Carbine. 800.00 1,000.00

LOT #
708 Walter Paul European Drillings
Antique. #NSN; 16 ga. Nitro proofed shotgun bbls over 8.3x72
rifled bore. All bores are bright & bbls have greyed patina. Case
colored frame is worn silver & gun has checkered walnut stock,
horn butt plate & overall is in very good antique condition. 750.00 1,250.00
709 Savage Model 99 DL 243 cal Rifle
#B045462; 243 cal. 22" bbl Gun retains strong original blue &
case colored lever & checkered walnut stock w/raised comb.
Topped w/Weaver style scope w/few light marks on wood from use,
but otherwise a very clean Savage. 700.00 - 900.00
710 Marlin Model 336SC 30-30 Carbine
#J45680; 30-30. 20" bbl. w/plain pistol grip stock. Gun has some
light spots but overall in lightly used condition. 650.00 - 850.00
711 Savage Model 1899 303 cal Carbine
#261352; 303 cal. 20" carbine bbl & correct carbine butt stock
w/metal plate. Gun has greyed patina to metal & forearm screw
hole has been repaired, but a good example of a hard to find
Savage carbine. 500.00 - 700.00
712 Savage Model 99A 308 cal Carbine
#B750789; 308 cal. 20" carbine bbl & carbine stock w/metal butt
plate. Gun has few mixed spots & marks on metal w/Williams
receiver sight, overall in good used condition. 700.00 - 900.00
713 Savage Model 1899 Take Down in 22 High Power
#167133; 22 High Power w/20" take down bbl spotted grey to blue
patina & plain straight grip stock w/plastic Savage butt plate &
vintage Lyman tang sight. Gun is in fair overall condition in a
desirable caliber. 600.00 - 800.00
714 Antique 1889 Marlin in 32-20 cal.
#64530; 32-20. 24" oct bbl. w/brown to grey patina & wood is solid.
700.00 - 900.00
715 Savage Model 1899 Takedown in 303 cal
#259283; 303 SAV 22" take down bbl metal appears to have been
refinished at one time, forearm has a chip on front left corner & gun
has vintage Lyman Tang sight. Wood is solid but has visible crack
starting along upper tang of wirst. 500.00 - 700.00
716 Winchester Model 94 30WCF Carbine
#1248265; 30WCF. Std carbine config w/light edgewear & overall
in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
717 VP Haefner Side by Side Combination Gun
Antique. #1775; 16 ga next to rifled 44 cal bore. Shotgun bbl is
Damascus & bbl rib marked in gold w/makers name & location.
Ornate receiver is engraved w/game motif & gun has case colors in
protected areas w/ walnut checkered stock, shell trap in the butt &
metal butt plate. Overall gun is in good condition for age. 800.00 1,200.00
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718 Winchester Model 94 30WCF Carbine
#1283721; 30WCF. Std carbine config w/metal butt plate. Gun is in
good used condition w/Williams receiver sight attached. 500.00 700.00

727 Antique Marlin 1889 32-20 Rifle
Antique. #75744; 32-20 w/24" oct bbl & blue to brown patina.
Mechanically trigger spring is broken, otherwise a good example of
an antique LA Marlin. 650.00 - 850.00

719 Antique 9mm Stalking Rifle
Antique. 9mm. 23" oct bbl w/good rifling & greyed exterior. Aside
from some proof marks, gun has no other markings. Gun features
off set hammer on right side, pop up peep sight on tang, dbl set
triggers, ornate wood finger rest & cheek piece w/metal butt plate.
Gun has mixed scratches & marks but good overall for age & an
interesting antique Stalking rifle. 500.00 - 700.00

728 Antique American Arms Co Boston Side Swinger 12 ga
Antique. #317; 12 ga. 27 1/2" bbls. Bores are fair & above serial
number on frame is marked FOX Patent Jan 4 1870. Checkered
walnut stock is original & good for age w/decorative horn butt plate.
Overall in good antique condition. 450.00 - 650.00

720 Marlin 1893 32-40 LA Rifle
#228689; 32-40. 26" oct bbl w/blue to brown spotted patina &
overall in good original condition. 700.00 - 900.00
721 Marlin 1893 w/half round half oct bbl
#176049; 30-30 w/good bore & 26" half round & half oct bbl. Metal
is blue to grey spotted patina & mechanically gun is good. 700.00 900.00
722 Antique Harrington & Richardson Dbl Bbl 10 ga.
Antique. #938; 10 ga. 29" bbls center rib Harrington & Richardson
Worchester Mass. Bores are pitted but exterior has a fair twist
pattern w/mixed spots overall. Guns water table is marked Anson
& Deeley's w/1876 patent date. Mechanically gun is good w/dbl
trigger & extractor, stock appears original & is solid w/typical
scratches & marks w/H&R hard rubber butt plate. Overall a fine
example of a very early American Box Lock dbl. 600.00 - 800.00
723 Standard Arms Model M Slide Action 30 cal. Pump
#8107; 30 cal in std config. w/spotted grey to blue patina & fancy
brass forearm pump & brass butt plate. Original walnut stock is in
good condition & overall a decent example of an early American
Hunting rifle. 750.00 - 1,000.00
724 Antique Pin Fire Combination Gun
Antique. #8030; w/pin fire rifled 20 ga bore on right & 20 ga smooth
bore on left 24" bbls w/unique lever to remove bbls. Otherwise
under lever action to operate, gun has ornate game scene receiver
& frame, checkered walnut stock w/bullet trap in butt stock. Overall
in good condition for age on a unique Pin Fire lever action dbl.
750.00 - 1,250.00
725 Winchester 1907 351 SLR
#24926; 351 SLR, blue to spotted brown receiver, wrist does have
crack & repair, fair overall condition. 400.00 - 500.00
726 3 Trigger Hild.Hadamar Hammerless Drillings
Antique. 16 ga/44 cal. bores are fair each w/light pitting, heavily
engraved & decorated receiver w/Imperial German style proofs.
Mechanically good & gun has heavy checkered walnut stock, metal
appears to be refinished & gun has unique 3 trigger system.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00

729 Winchester Model 1892 32 WCF Rifle
#110719; 32 WCF. 24" oct bbl & bbl is heavily rusted w/pits &
marks throughout. Frame has more of a silver patina, wood is solid
but sanded & gun is fair overall. 500.00 - 700.00
730 W.W. Greener 12 ga Pigeon Grade Nitro Proof Dbl
#47926; 12 ga. grade F 30" bbls w/good bores. Early Nitro proof
marks & bbl rib is engraved w/Pigeon & marked WW GREENER
ST MARY'S SQUARE BIRMINGHAM ENGLAND, GREENER'S
WROUGHT STEEL INDESTRUCTABLE BY GUN POWDER. Gun
has straight grip checkered walnut stock which has been broken &
repaired at wrist. LOP is approx 14 1/2" to old White Line
replacement butt pad. Mechanically gun locks up tight & is a good
example of an early Nitro proofed Greener. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
731 Parker Trojan DBL BBL 12 Ga
#199431; 12 ga. w/28" Trojan steel bbls, bright bores, case colored
receiver, blued bbls, mechanically tight, & checkered walnut stock.
Gun is in very nice, professionally restored condition w/ approx
LOP 14 1/8" 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
732 LEFEVER Nitro special 20ga Dbl Bbl
#214681; 20 ga. w/28" bbls, good bores, spotted brown patina on
metal, mechanically good & wood appears original. Gun is in
overall good condition for age. 400.00 - 600.00
733 Early Winchester 1894 Rifle in 32-40 cal
#298104; 32-40 cal. 1904 production w/25 1/2" oct bbl. Gun has
spotted brown patina & is mechanically good. 700.00 - 900.00
734 Ithaca Hammerless Damascus Bbl 16 ga Dbl
#71399; 16 ga. No 1 1/2 size frame, case colored w/dbl
triggers,Damascus pattern 30" bbls, original wood & ejectors.
Mechanically gun locks up tight & forearm does have visible age
rack but overall a very nice 16 ga Ithaca double. 600.00 - 800.00
735 Parker GH 12 ga Double Shotgun
#84350; 12 ga 30" bbls choked FULL/FULL w/good bores. Gun
has silver patina w/some brown spotting on the bbls. & std G style
engraving on receiver, forearm is original & butt stock appears to
be a later replacement. Mechanically gun is tight & is in good
condition. 600.00 - 800.00
736 D.R.G.M. German Drillings
#1857; 16 ga shotgun/9mm rifled bore w/various imperial proof
marks & bores are good w/elaborately engraved receiver marked
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D.R.G.M. 200945. Gun has cocking indicators w/dbl triggers &
checkered walnut stock, stock does show breaks & repairs at wrist.
Overall in good condition & an interesting early German Drillings
w/bbls are marked Ermil Kerner. 700.00 - 900.00
737 30 cal Single Shot Stalking Rifle
Antique. # NSN; 30 cal. BUG proofed w/25 1/2" oct bbl & is rifled
w/good bore. Gun has stag engraved receiver, dbl set triggers,
metal butt plate & walnut stock. Overall in fair condition w/light
spots mixed. 400.00 - 600.00
738 Thomas Turner English Single Shot Rifle
Antique. marked 380 ga. 26" oct bbl w/rifled bore & wood is fair.
Bbl marked Thomas Turner Fisher Street Birmingham. Metal is
spotted grey condition w/unique tip up action where button beneath
frame is pushed up to open action. An interesting early English
rifle. 400.00 - 600.00
739 Marlin Model 1893 25-36 cal Short Rifle
#191879; 25-36M w/21" oct bbl w/blue to brown patina & nickeled
lever, forearm cap & butt plate. Mechanically gun is good & in good
overall condition. 700.00 - 900.00
740 Winchester Model 92 25-20 cal Rifle
#915071; 25-20. 1922 production w/24" oct bbl. Bbl & magazine
tube retain good original blue & receiver is fading silver.
Mechanically gun is good & overall in good used condition. 700.00
- 900.00
741 Antique Dbl Bbl Combination Gun
Antique. #30146; 16 ga./rifled 43 cal (43 Spanish?) 27 1/2" bbls
w/under lever action & bores are fair, shotgun bbls are pitted. Gun
has English style proofs, silver patina, checkered walnut stock & in
good antique condtion. 700.00 - 900.00

LOT #
745 LeFever H Grade 16 ga Double
#70871; 16 ga. 26" bbls w/good bores. Gun has single trigger
w/cocking indicators & extractor. Original checkered walnut stock &
early rubber recoil pad attached. Mechanically gun is good & LOP
is approx. 13 1/2". 750.00 - 1,250.00
746 Winchester Model 94 30WCF SRC
#1034873; 30WCF w/saddle ring frame. Gun is in fair re-blued
condition & is mechanically good. 500.00 - 700.00
747 Tobin GB Richards 12 ga Double
#8818; 12 ga. GB Richards store brand name on Tobin mfg dbl
w/30" bbls w/good bores & some light pitting. Gun has spotted
grey to brown patina w/some visible case colors on locks. Wood
appears to be original & is solid w/mixed scratches & marks.
Overall in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
748 Dreyse Combination Gun
Antique. #28504; right bbl is 45-70(?), left is 16 ga. Bores are fair
w/some light pitting & is under lever action w/exposed hammers.
Gun has heavy period repair at the wrist w/checked walnut stock &
raised cheek piece w/metal butt plate. Bbl flat marked F.V. Dreyse
Sommerea & overall an interesting combination gun. 600.00 800.00
749 J. Harder Lock Haven PA Perc. Rifle
Black powder. Approx. 50 cal smooth bore w/approx 33" oct bbl.
Top flat marked J. Harder Lock Haven PA. Gun has walnut stock
w/raised cheek piece & inlays on both sides. Overall in good
condition & well marked by a Pennsylvania gunsmith. 400.00 600.00

742 Savage 99 300SAV
#436628; 300 SAV, 24"bbl. Receiver is fading gray w/ mixed
spots, case colors remain on lever, also w/ some mixed spots. Gun
has checkered pistol grip stock & receiver is drilled for a scope,
Overall gun is in useable condition. 400.00 - 600.00

750 E Clark Percussion Rifle
Black Powder. 40 cal w/30" oct bbl, rifled bore & bbl measures
approx. 7/8" across bbl flats. Lock & bbl are marked E. Clark & gun
has period adj rear peep sight w/silver patina furniture. Stock has
visible break & glue repair forward of trigger guard. Otherwise an
attractive early percussion rifle w/special Target style rear sight.
700.00 - 900.00

743 Early Philadelphia Fox 3 digit Serial # Dbl 12 ga
#270; 12 ga. 30" fluid steel bbls w/good bores. Spotted grey patina
& well worn pistol grip stock which appears original & has newer
recoil pad added. LOP approx 13 7/8". Mechanically gun is ok &
has 1904 patent date on the water table. A good example of a very
early 3 digit Philadelphia Arms Co Fox double. 600.00 - 1,000.00

751 Civil War Sharps and Hankins Navy Carbine
Antique. #7517; Standard Config, but absent leather shroud on bbl.
mechanically good, bore is fair, walnut stock may be a
replacement. The action lever on the bottom also shows signs of
an early break & repair. Otherwise a scarce Civil War Carbine.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

744 Antique F.C. Meacham Arms Co Drillings
Antique. #727; Made in Belgium. 12 ga/ single 30 cal rifled bbl on
top. Rifled bbl shows some repair which appears to never being
completed when soldering into position. Receiver shows some
case colors in protected areas, gun has flip up sight, dbl triggers &
decorative butt plate. Aside from incomplete repair on rifle bbl, gun
is in good condition. 400.00 - 600.00

752 Soldier/Unit marked Rem Rolling Block 50 cal Rifle
Antique. #NSN; 50 cal 36" bbl w/good bore & metal is in the white
w/spotted grey to brown patina. Rear sight has very fine adjustment
w/windage & wood is solid. Left side of the rifle has small plaque
reads "Walter H Allen Co. F. 7th REGT" & overall good original
condition & could benefit from some TLC, but a nice example of a
Soldier Remington Rolling Block. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
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753 1817 US Flintlock "Common Rifle"
Antique. mfg by S.North & has 1827 dated lock w/36" round bbl &
54 cal. rifled bore & altered to approx. 60 cal. smooth bore bbl. Gun
is absent center bbl band, has metal patch box in stock, iron
mountings. Wood is fair for age & may have been converted to
percussion & converted back to flintlock at one time. Still a fair
example of an early US firearms. S North produced approx. 7,200
of this model. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

763 Ruger 223 Ranch Rifle
#195-73479; 223 cal. std config & has bbl shroud added. Gun is in
very nice, lightly used condition. 700.00 - 850.00

754 Civil War Savage 1861 Musket
Antique. Savage mfg 18961 musket in 58 cal w/41" bbl. & is 1863
dated w/1863 & VP eagle head proofs on bbl. NJ cartouche on
wood & stamped on bbl. Metal is in the white w/light spots & wood
is original in good condition. Savage mfg approx. 25,000 1861
muskets & this is a nice example. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

765 Savage Model 24 22/20 ga Combo Gun
#F555966; 22/20 ga w/24" bbls, synthetic stock & is in very nice
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

755 Springfield 1829 marked Perc Conversion Musket
Antique. 70 cal. 42" bbl w/3 bbl bands. Lock marked Springfield
1829 & is a percussion conversion w/metal in the white & mixed
grey spots but in fair condition Walnut stock w/faint cartouches,
stock could use some TLC & appears dry but in good condition.
Gun has period leather sling & w/some TLC a very nice early
Percussion Conversion Musket. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
756 W.Clauberg Heavy Cavalry Saber
approx. 36" blade & 41 1/2" overall w/brass guard & wire wrapped
handle. Scabbard is dented in numerous spots &leather belt
hangers remain. Overall a fair import Civil War era cavalry sword.
757 USN Naval Officers Sword
engraved w/CC Brado & the blade has original edging but also
spots of rust. Sword has ray skin wrapped handle & brass guard.
Blade measures 31" & overall in fair condition.
758 Civil War era Cavalry Style Sword
34" curved blade marked w/initials J.D.L. w/wood handle & wire
wrapped, overall in fair condition.
759 Antique Husqvarna Rolling Block Military Rifle
Antique. #2100; 37" bbl. w/50 cal bore & overall gun is in fair
surplus condition. 600.00 - 800.00
760 50 cal Springfield Trapdoor Rifle
Antique. #165; 32 1/2" bbl & lock is marked US Springfield 1863.
Stock has been broken & repaired at wrist, but otherwise in good
overall condition. 500.00 - 700.00
761 US Springfield Model 1873 Trapdoor w/Bayonet
Antique. #263284; 45-70. Std config w/spotted grey to brown
patina & wood is solid w/SWP 1884 cartouche. Gun includes
bayonet & scabbard, overall is in good condition.
762 Model 1873 Trapdoor Trowel Bayonet
Includes wooden handle with is chipped on the end & is a good
example of a rare trapdoor bayonet.

764 Winchester Flatband Model 94 30 WCF Carbine
#1526861; 30 WCF w/flatband which designates WWII era
production. Front sight insider is absent & gun has good original
blue w/edges fading silver & recoil pad has been added. Overall
gun is in good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

766 Belgium Browning 22 Semi Automatic Rifle
#5T17062; 22 cal Belgium mfg w/blue to brown patina & light
edgewear. Gun has Simmons scope attached & is in good used
condition. 400.00 - 600.00
767 Ithaca DPS Police Special Model 37
#ULT-870023858; 12 ga. light weight receiver w/20" Police Special
bbl. Overall gun is in nice used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
768 Browning BAR 7mm Rifle
#137NY66646; 7mm mag. w/blued bbl, checkered walnut stock,
right side of receiver has some light rust spots. Gun is topped with
Nikon 3x9 scope & overall in nice lightly used condition. 700.00 900.00
769 Remington 870 20 ga w/Thumbhole Stock
#AB953656U; 20 ga. 20" smooth bore slug bbl w/iron sights &
composite thumbhole stock. Gun is in like new condition. 350.00 500.00
770 Ruger 10-22 Michigan Issue w/Laminate stock
#253--19746; 22 cal. w/green laminate stock & state of Michigan
engraved on top of receiver. 400.00 - 500.00
771 Mossberg Model 500C 20 ga Pump
#R576018; 20 ga. 22" vent rib bbl w/ACCU choke system. Wooden
stock set is in very nice lightly used condition. A good Youth sized
20 ga. 250.00 - 350.00
772 Ruger 10-22 Rifle w/scope & Custom Stock
#127-93054; 22 cal. w/Butler Creek 22 cal bbl & Tasco 3-9x scope
& synthetic stock w/folding bi pod. They are in good used condition.
400.00 - 500.00
773 Mossberg Model 505 410 Youth Shotgun
#V0689214; 410 ga. 20" bbl w/MOD choke & youth dimensions.
Gun is in like new condition.
774 Marlin Model 336A 30-30 Lever Action
#94014740; 30-30. 20" bbl. & in very nice, lightly used condition.
500.00 - 700.00
775 SS Ruger 10-22 Rifle w/scope
#126-93862; 22 cal. w/midway bbl, laminate stock & raised cheek
piece. Tasco scope attached & gun is in nice lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
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776 Springfield Model 67 by Savage Arms 410 ga Pump
#B268658; 410 ga. 26" bbl & in nice, lightly used condition. 400.00
- 500.00
777 Remington 7400 243 cal Rifle
#8257840; 243 cal. 22" bbl w/ light spots on receiver and bbl in
mixed areas, topped with a 4x Balfor scope, with tapered post
reticle. Some TLC is needed, but overall is in good used condition.
400.00 - 500.00
778 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Shotgun
#72221; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl & checkered walnut stock. Gun is in
nice, lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
779 Ruger M77 270 Cal Carbine
#79-74698; 270 cal. w/20" carbine bbl. Gun has early bbl markings
& early tang safety w/some scratches & marks on wood & metal,
topped w/3x9 scope. 500.00 - 700.00
780 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Pump
#56908; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/strong original blue & clean
walnut stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 300.00 400.00
781 Ruger 10-22 w/Thumbhole stock & Nikon scope
#242-09831; 22 cal. w/Butler Creek heavy weight SS bbl,
thumbhole stock & Nikon 3-9x scope attached. Gun is in very nice,
lightly used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
782 Browning BLR 22-250 cal Rifle
#01872NY227; 22-250 cal. w/20" bbl, right side of receiver, bbl &
lever having some visible rust spots, otherwise gun is in fine used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
788 Belgium Browning T-Bolt 22 w/Marbles Scope
#9028X6; 22 LR. Belgium mfg w/22" bbl & plain pistol grip walnut
stock. Gun has few small marks on wood & is topped w/4x Marbles
scope & has tapered post reticle. Overall in very nice used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
789 Marlin Model 57 22 Magnum Rifle
#NSN-224; 22 Mag. 24" bbl. Lever action w/blued metal, vintage
Tasco scope attached & plain pistol grip walnut stock. Gun is in
nice original condition w/few scratches or marks. 500.00 - 700.00
790 Thompson Center 357 REM Max Encore
#G9096; 357 REM Max 18 1/4" bbl. w/BSA Red Dot & youth sized
stock. Gun is in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
791 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#78860; 12 ga. FULL choke 28" bbl w/strong original blue & clean
walnut stock. w/jeweled bolt & shell carrier. Gun is in very nice
overall condition. 400.00 - 500.00
792 Thompson Center Encore w/BP & 6.5 Creedmor bbls
#MAL3070; SS Encore w/28" fluted 6.5 Creedmor ProHunter bbl. &
209X50 Magnum black powder bbl. Both have matching
camouflage stock sets & are in very nice used condition. 750.00 900.00
793 Remington 552 Speedmaster 22 Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal semi auto w/few small marks on receiver but overall
in nice original condition. 300.00 - 400.00
794 Smith & Wesson Model 3000 12 ga Shotgun
#FB77226; 12 ga 28" bbl w/MOD choke, 3" chamber & vent rib.
Gun is in nice, used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

783 Winchester Model 1903 22 Auto Rifle
#43899; 22 Auto. Std config. w/spotted brown & has grey receiver.
bbl appears to be refinished one at one time & wood is clean. Mfg
circa 1908. 400.00 - 600.00

795 Savage 24 22/410 Combo Gun
#NSN-287 22/410 Std config w/ original case colors on receiver &
some scratches and marks. Overall gun is in good used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

784 Winchester 12 16 ga Pump Shotgun
#913731; 16 ga. 28" Take Down bbl, w/FULL choke. Gun retains
very strong original blue, clean walnut stock w/added recoil pad &
overall is in very nice condition. 400.00 - 600.00

796 Marlin Glenfield Model 30A 30-30 Carbine
#24025029; 30-30. 20" bbls w/blued metal, wooden stock &
pressed checkering design. Overall in very nice, lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

785 Stevens Favorite 1915 22LR Rifle
#V680; 22LR w/bright bore, blue to gray patina, mechanically good,
stock and metal appear to have been refinished. Gun is in overall
good condition. 300.00 - 400.00

797 Ruger 44 Mag Carbine
#102-18794; 44 Mag, 1976 production with comm. marked bbl & in
nice lightly used condition w/ sling. 800.00 - 1,200.00

786 Marlin Model 336 30-30 Carbine
#24010016; 30-30 carbine in std config & in good used condition.
400.00 - 600.00
787 TC Encore 224 VALKYRIE & 50 cal BP bbls
#P2962; fit w/custom EA Brown SS bbl chambered in 224
VALKYRIE. Gun has pistol grip & adj stock. Gun includes 209x50
BP bbl. & is in overall very nice used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

798 Browning 22 cal Take Down Rifle
#03192PW146; 22 cal. Std config, butt plate and right side of bbl
near muzzle have some surface rust, otherwise gun is in nice
clean, used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
799 BSA 17HMR Single Shot Rifle
#NSN-234; BSA Martini small action w/custom 24" bbl marked 17
HRM which is presumed supposed to be 17HMR. Gun has Lyman
target sight w/hooded front & maple stock. Gun is in nice used
condition. 400.00 - 600.00
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800 Winchester Model 50 Featherweight w/Vent rib
#178701A; 12 ga. Gun has 26" WS-1 choked bbl w/vent rib & light
weight receiver & checkered stock. Gun has some light edgewear,
but overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

813 Winchester Golden Spike Commemorative Carbine
#GS42281; 30-30 in std comm. config. & gun does have some
mixed spots on bbl & butt plate from age/handling. Absent box.
500.00 - 700.00

801 Winchester Model 490 22 cal Semi Auto
#J028681; 22LR. semi auto std config & in nice, lightly used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

814 Winchester Model 40 Semi Auto 12 ga.
#3843; 12 ga w/FULL choke & 30" bbl. Metal is grey & wood is
replacement, but a fair example of a rare early Semi Automatic
Winchester shotgun. 300.00 - 400.00

802 Remington Model 760 Game Master in 30-06
#385347; 30-06. 22" bbl. Gun is in good condition w/wear on edges
of receiver stock is solid but well worn & has metal butt plate.
Topped w/Banner Light Site Scope on tip off mounts & overall in
good used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
803 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Shotgun
#195272; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. Gun has checkered walnut
stock & is in very nice, lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
804 Remington Model 12 22 Pump
#164340; 22 cal. std config w/blue to grey metal & some spots.
Butt plate is a replacement & initials BC are carved in left side of
receiver. 300.00 - 400.00
805 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Simmons Vent Rib
#51764; 12 ga. w/factory vent rib, attached POLY choke system
w/strong blue finish & clean walnut stock. Overall gun is in very
nice condition. 500.00 - 700.00
806 SS Ruger 10-22 Rifle with Scope
#252-17659; 22LR. SS w/3x9 Simmons Scope. In very nice
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
807 Winchester Model 12 Custom Trap Shotgun
#322030; 12 ga. 32" FULL choke bbl w/Simmons vent rib. Metal
has been refinished & has custom walnut trap style stock & adj
butt. Overall in nice refinished condition. 500.00 - 700.00
808 Winchester Model 90 22LR Pump
#457806; 22LR. w/new Numrich Arms oct bbl., re-blued metal &
new stock. In good condition as refinished. 500.00 - 700.00
809 Ithaca Model 37 20 ga w/vent rib
#371323948; 20 ga w/FULL choke & 28" bbl & vent rib Metal is
blue to grey w/some spots on right side of bbl & some small
scratches & marks on wood w/visible repair at wrist behind trigger
guard, otherwise in good used condition. 350.00 - 500.00

815 Remington Score Master Model 511 22 Rifle
#NSN-258; 22 cal. 25" bbl. w/5 round magazine, case colored bolt
& in very nice, original condition. 250.00 - 350.00
816 Remington 572 22 Pump Rifle
#NSN-285; 22 cal. std config & is in good used condition w/ a few
scratches from use. 300.00 - 400.00
817 Winchester Model 77 22 Semi Auto Rifle
#158106; 22 cal. semi auto w/magazine. Gun is in very nice, lightly
used condition. 200.00 - 300.00
818 Remington Nylon 66 22 Rifle
#2490462; 22 cal in std config, metal has some spots and
scratches, stock is solid & overall gun is in good used condition.
300.00 - 400.00
819 Ruger 10-22 w/Laminate Stock
#239-54719; 22 cal. SS, absent sights & has laminate stock set
attached. Gun is in nice lightly used condition 400.00 - 500.00
820 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Vent Rib
#163160A; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/vent rib. Gun has some
light scratches & marks on receiver, otherwise in good used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
821 Stevens Crackshot 25 Rimfire Rifle
Antique. #784; 25 Rim fire w/good bore & is in fair overall
condition. 200.00 - 300.00
822 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Shotgun
#65132; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/strong original blue & nice
checkered walnut stock. Overall a nice, lightly used Model 50.
300.00 - 400.00
823 Fine Remington Model 511 Score Master 22
#NSN-263; 22 cal. w/5 round magazine, excellent original finish on
wood & metal. A very nice Remington 22. 300.00 - 400.00

810 Henry Arms Silver Boy 17HMR Rifle
#SB004076V; 17HMR w/ silver finish, oct bbl & in very fine lightly
handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00

824 Winchester Model 20 410 ga Single Shot
#1680; 410 ga. in good refinished condition, bbl markings are faint.
300.00 - 400.00

811 Mossberg 500C 20 ga Pump
#R958109; 20 ga. 26"bbl with ACCU choke system & in like new
condition. 250.00 - 350.00

825 Anschutz Model 1451 22 cal Youth Target Rifle
#1451460; 22 cal. Single shot target rifle w/youth sized stock
dimensions, front & rear target sights & is in good used condition.
500.00 - 600.00

812 Savage 93R17 17HMR Rifle
#0292577; 17HMR. w/scope & in nice lightly handled condition.
400.00 - 500.00
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826 Anschutz Achiever ST 22 Target Rifle
#1404871; 22 cal. Single shot target rifle w/youth sized dimension
& target sights, in good used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

838 Marlin Papoose 22 cal Rifle
#14387670; 22 cal. Take down in nice lightly used condition &
comes w/the original take down case 400.00 - 500.00

827 Custom Mauser Action in 6mm REM cal.
#331177; 6mm REM. Mauser style action is stamped made in W.
Germany w/ 24" bbl chambered for 6mm REM. Gun has Weaver
K10 scope attached & sporter stock. Overall gun is in nice Sporter
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

839 Ruger American 30-06 Rifle w/scope
#690-04353; 30-06.22" bbl w/threaded muzzle. Gun is topped
w/tactical style 10x scope & is in good used condition. 500.00 700.00

828 Remington Model 31L 20 ga Pump
582911; 20 ga. 26" CYL marked bbl w/light weight receiver, blue to
grey metal & butt plate is absent. Stock appears to have been
shortened, but a good light weight 20 ga action. 200.00 - 300.00
829 Ruger 10-22 Rifle w/Scope
#247-49914; 22 cal. std config w/BSA scope & camo sling. 300.00
- 400.00
830 Marlin Model 336CS 30-30 Rifle
#17151949; 30-30. 20" bbl w/plain pistol grip stock & cross bolt
safety. Stock has some light scratches & marks, but otherwise in
good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
831 Remington Model 550-1 22 cal Rifle
#NSN-246; 22 cal. std config & in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 200.00 - 300.00
832 Stevens Favorite 25 Rim Fire Rifle
#720; 25 Rim Fire w/good bore & blued patina. Stock appears to
be a replacement but overall is in good condition. 200.00 - 300.00
833 Mauser 3000 Rifle in 375 H&H Mag
#93815; 375 H&H mag. 26" bbl, made in West Germany, original
blue w/ spots fading gray from use. Topped w/Burris Scope & has
a laminate wood stock, overall in fair, used condition. 500.00 700.00
834 Browning Citori Lightening Field 20ga O/U
#18341NY763; 20ga. 24" bbls w/3" chambered INV chokes Gun is
used w/some light marks& comes w/ original box. 750.00 1,250.00
835 Remington Model 1100 12 ga Magnum
#L763592V; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/3" chamber. Gun has
light spots mixed on metal & wood is solid w/small marks & light
cracks visible at wrist. 400.00 - 600.00
836 Browning Light Weight 81 22-250 cal Rifle
#04053MX341; 22-250cal. 20"bbl. w/checkered walnut stock. Gun
is in very good used condition although bolt shows some
discoloration & gun has some scratches on left side of hand guard.
600.00 - 900.00
837 Remington 870 Magnum 12 ga Shotgun
#W722676M; 12 ga. 28" REM choke bbl in very nice, lightly
handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00

840 Like New Browning Semi Auto 22 cal Take Down Rifle
#02480MT212; 22 cal. Grade 1 w/fancy walnut checkered stock.
Comes in original box & is in very nice, lightly handled condition.
600.00 - 800.00
841 Smith & Wesson Model 1000 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
#FS57775; 12 ga. w/28" bbl ,vent rib, 2 3/4" chamber, MOD choke
& checkered stock. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 500.00
842 NIB Henry Golden Boy 22 Rifle
#GB269516; 22 cal. w/oct bbl & brass receiver. Gun is in new in
box condition. 400.00 - 500.00
843 Miroku Charles Daly 20ga Superposed
#S331857; 20 ga. 26"bbl IMPMOD/MOD w/ single trigger, extractor
& metal is blue to browned patina w/ gray on edges of receiver.
Gun has checkered walnut stock & is in nice condition w/ white line
recoil pad. 500.00 - 700.00
844 New Traditions Pursuit 50 cal BP Rifle
Black powder. #027654; 50 cal. synthetic camo stock & nickel
finish w/scope 300.00 - 400.00
845 Remington 870 Wingmaster 12 ga Shotgun
#S224443V; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/MOD choke . Gun has the nickel
finished shell carrier & bolt, early forearm & checkered butt stock
w/raised comb. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 600.00 800.00
846 Thompson Center 50 cal Triumph BP Rifle
Black powder. #30700; 50 cal w/camo synthetic stock, has matte
SS finish & includes original box & is in lightly used condition.
300.00 - 400.00
847 Winchester 70 Sporter Magnum 300 WIN Mag DBM
#G2088029; 300 WIN Mag w/24" ported & blued bbl., detachable
box magazine, synthetic stock & Bausch & Lomb 2.5x scope.
800.00 - 1,000.00
848 Mossberg Model 500A 12 ga Sporting Combo
#K487527; 12 ga. w/bird & smooth bore slug bbls. Includes 2
additional choke tubes & is in like new in the box condition. 250.00
- 350.00
849 Custom 270 cal English Sporting Rifle
#2711; receiver is marked Made in England w/270 stamped bbl &
custom walnut stock. Gun is in good used condition. 300.00 500.00
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850 Remington Model 11-87 Premier Upland Special
#PC694212; Premier engraved receiver & has a 23 1/2" Upland
Special bbl. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition & comes
w/additional choke tubes, original box, manual, etc. Gun has camo
synthetic stock attached, but also includes the original straight grip
walnut stock set in excellent, unused condition. 600.00 - 800.00
851 Savage Model 112 220 Swift Scoped Rifle
#F226888; 220 Swift w/heavy weight 26" bbl synthetic stock &
topped w/Weaver K12 rifle scope. Overall in nice used condition.
500.00 - 600.00
852 Savage Model 63M 22 Magnum w/box
#NSN-240; 22 Mag. Single Shot bolt action w/full length
Mannlicher stock. Gun is in very nice lightly used condition
w/original box. 300.00 - 500.00
853 Ithaca Deer Slayer 12 ga Rifled Slug Gun
#870013859; 12 ga. w/rifled 25" bbl & iron sights. Gun has
checkered stock w/recoil pad, wood has some scratches & marks,
but overall gun is in very good used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
854 Winchester Model 70 270 Short Mag Rifle w/box
#G2406674; 270 Short magnum w/blued finish & composite stock.
Gun is in nice lightly handled condition w/original box. 600.00 800.00
855 Winchester Model XPR 7mm-08 Rifle
#357ZT13538; 7mm-08. Gun has black finish w/composite stock &
is in like new condition. 400.00 - 500.00
856 NIB Stevens Model 320 12 ga. Shotgun
#218138H; 12 ga. Field Grade w/vent rib bbl & is in new in box
condition. 250.00 - 350.00
857 Remington Model 700 in 243 WIN w/scope
#RR37682J; 243 cal w/20" bbl., Simmons scope & composite
stock. Gun is in like new condition. 500.00 - 700.00
858 Leupold 2-7x VXII Slug Gun Scope
in nice used condition w/scope rings attached.
859 Ruger 10-22 Rifle w/22 short marked Bolt
#119-38137; 10-22 w/bolt marked 22 short which is presumed to
be a custom piece for reliable feeding of 22 short ammunition.
Overall gun is in good condition. 300.00 - 400.00
860 Sightron 4-20x50 Rifle Scope
with tactical reticle, good used condition.
861 C. W. Olson Model 98 Sporter in 270
#7406d; 270 cal w/22" bbl marked C.W. Olson. Gun has synthetic
stock, BSA scope & is in good sporter condition. 500.00 - 700.00
862 ALHLON 8-34x56 Target Scope
with illuminated retical, nice very lightly used condition.

LOT #
863 New England Pardner 20 ga NWTF Turkey Gun
#NT363313; 20 ga. w/MOD choke, laminate stock & NWTF decor.
Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition. 150.00 - 250.00
864 Leupold Vari XIIc 3-9x SS Scope
scope is in nice used condition.
865 Custom Bench Rest Mauser Auction 270 Rifle
#EA00450; 270 cal. Mauser Action w/25" heavy weight bbl, bbl is
1" in diameter & has heavy checkered bench rest stock & raised
comb. Gun is in nice custom condition.
866 Leupold Vari XIII 6.5-20 Scope
Gloss black finish with parallax adjustment.
867 Austin & Halleck 50 cal BP Rifle
Black Powder. #101142; 50 cal. w/SS 27 1/2" oct to round bbl. &
composite stock. Gun has attached Red Dot scope. Gun is in good
used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
868 Sightron 4-20x50 Rifle Scope
with tactical reticle. Good used condition.
869 Savage 12 204 Ruger Rifle
#G310695; 204 Ruger w/26" heavy weight bbl, scope rings and
bases, ACCU trigger & leather sling included. 500.00 - 700.00
870 Leupold 12x Rifle Scope
blued finish w/ parallax adjustment & some scratches & marks, but
in good used condition.
871 Mossberg Model 500A 3 bbl Shotgun Set
#3K017114; 12 ga w/attached 24" smooth bore slug bbl plus 20"
CYL bore bbl & 28" vent rib ACCU choke bbl. Gun has composite
stock & is in good used condition. 250.00 - 350.00
872 Leupold 3x9 Vari-X II Rifle Scope
Gloss black, good used condition.
873 Marlin 512 Slugmaster Shotgun
#05468636; 12 ga, w/20" fully rifled bbl, iron sights & is in very nice
lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
874 Sightron SIII Series 6-24x50 Scope
Lightly used with original box.
875 Knight 50 cal Black Powder Rifle
Black Powder. #S99959; 50 cal. w/SS 23" bbl. & topped w/Nikon
Pro Staff 3-9x scope. Metal is somewhat tarnished, but overall in
good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
876 Zeiss Diavari 3-9x scope
in good used condition.
877 Remington Genesis BP 50 cal Rifle
Black powder. #009138; 50 cal. Inline & is in like new condition.
200.00 - 300.00
878 Sightron 4-20x50 Target Scope
Very nice, lightly used condition.
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879 Knight MK-85 50 cal BP
Black Powder #17654; 50 cal inline in nice lightly used condition.
300.00 - 400.00

893 Stoeger Condor 12 ga O/U Shotgun
#J523960-14; 12 ga. 28" bbls & is in good used condition. 300.00 400.00

880 Leupold Vari X III 3.5-10x Scope
gloss black finish w/standard reticle & in good used condition.

894 Bausch & Lomb Spotting Scope System
includes 3 different scopes & tri pod, all are in very good condition
w/original boxes.

881 Westernfield Model 550C 20 ga Pump Shotgun
#G399998; 20 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/FULL choke. Gun has few
small scratches & marks, but overall is in good used condition.
150.00 - 250.00
882 Vortex Viper 6.5-20x50 Rifle Scope
Nice lightly used condition.
883 Ithaca Model 37 w/Buck & Bird Bbl
#371421317; w/attached Deer Slayer 20" smooth bore bbl &
includes 30" FULL choke vent rib bird bbl. Gun has blued metal &
grey on edges w/typical scratches & marks from use on stock.
Overall in good used condition. 450.00 - 650.00
884 Leupold Vari XIII 6.5-20 Scope
Gloss black, includes parallax adjustment and target sized turrets.
885 Belgium Browning A5 w/bird & slug bbls
#5M16467; 12 ga Belgium mfg. 23" smooth bore slug bbl & 30"
bird bbl w/Simmons vent rib & MOD choke. Metal is blue to grey on
edges w/mixed spots & wood has scratches & marks. Overall a
solid A5. 600.00 - 800.00
886 Sightron 4-20x50 Rifle Scope
Tactical recticle, nice lightly used condition.
887 Ithaca 37 Feather Light 12 ga Shotgun
#371499115; 12 ga. 28"bbl w/MOD choke, butt stock has some
scratches & marks, but overall in good used condition. 300.00 500.00
888 Leupold Vari XIII 4.5-14x50 Rifle Scope
scope is like new in box condition
889 H&R Ultra Slug 12 ga w/Scope
#CBA282436; 12 ga. w/heavy 24" rifled slug bbl, thumbhole
laminate stock, Nikon Pro Staff 2-7x Slug scope. Gun is in very
nice lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
890 Leupold VX2 3-9x40SS Scope
Good used condition.
891 Winchester Super X Pump 12 ga Shotgun
#12AZY09755; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/INV chokes. In fair used condition
& has some rust spots on bbl. Gun could use some TLC. 200.00 300.00
892 Leupold 4-12 Vari X2 Rifle Scope
Matte black finish with parallax adjustment & in good used
condition.

895 Thompson Center Hawken 54 cal Rifle
Black powder. #60582; 54 cal. & gun is in excellent, lightly handled
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
896 High Standard H-D Military 22 cal Pistol
#180760; 22 cal. 4 1/4" bbl. w/blue to grey finish & mixed spots &
edgewear. Overall gun is in good, used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
897 Fausti Traditions 12 ga O/U
#B24690; 12 ga Field Hunter Model w/ 28" bbl, 3" chambers & is in
fair used condition w/ light spots on bbls. Gun would benefit from
some TLC. 350.00 - 450.00
898 High Standard Sport King 22 cal Pistol
#344380; 22 cal. 4 1/2" bbl. w/good original blue & few light marks,
but overall in good condition. 350.00 - 450.00
899 Remington Model 572 Fieldmaster
#A1480967; 22 cal w/scope attached & has some scratches &
marks on receiver, but overall in good used condition. 350.00 400.00
900 Hi Standard Dura-Matic 22 cal Pistol
#1551687; 22 cal. w/6.5" bbl & is in good used condition, includes
extra magazine. 250.00 - 350.00
901 Custom 1903 Springfield 30-06 Sporter
#1415757; 30-06. Sporterized condition & topped w/Weaver K4
Rifle scope. Has stock & cheek piece set up for left handed
shooter. 450.00 - 600.00
902 Colt Pre Woodsman Pistol 22 w/Holster
#2933; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl w/diamond checkered grips & gun is nice
re-blued condition & includes a vintage Heiser holster. 500.00 600.00
903 Custom VZ24 25-06 cal Rifle
#PU1390; 25-06 w/custom HEYEN 28" bbl & nice custom walnut
stock w/rosewood ends, jeweled bolt & topped w/Redfield 6-18x
scope. Overall a very nice sporterized rifle. 600.00 - 800.00
904 Hi Standard Model B 22 cal Pistol
#23513; 22 cal 6 3/4" bbl w/weak recoil spring, blue to gray patina
& edge wear. Gun is in fair overall condition &includes holster.
300.00 - 400.00
905 Ithaca M6 Super Single 20 ga Shotgun
#660955040; 20 ga. 28" bbl w/some light spots or marks, but
overall in good used condition. 200.00 - 300.00
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906 Savage Model 1907 32 cal Pocket Pistol
#219483; 32 cal. std config. w/good original blue & light wear on
edges, case colored trigger & clean magazine. Overall a nice early
Savage Pocket Pistol 500.00 - 600.00
907 Youth size Stevens Model 320 20 ga Pump
#172965E; 20 ga. Youth size w/22" bbl & youth dimension stock.
Gun is in like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00
908 Walther Model 4 32 cal Pistol
#216179; 32 cal. std config. w/crown over N proof, Walther grips &
blue to brown patina. A good early Walther handgun & interestingly
this model has ejection port of left side & overall is in nice
condition. 300.00 - 500.00
909 Remington Model 31 12 ga Pump
#107697; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/some typical edgewear on
receiver, overall in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
910 High Standard Model D-100 22 cal Dbl Derringer
#1963502; 22 cal. Std config & is in very nice, like new condition in
original box 400.00 - 600.00

LOT #
919 Early FN A5 Shotgun
#169254; 12 ga. Made in Belgium w/29" bbl & mixed spots on bbl
& receiver w/some light pits. Gun is the early style w/safety in
trigger guard & checkered pistol grip stock w/horn style butt plate in
fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00
920 Webley Mark IV War Finish 38 Revolver
#156250; 38 cal. std config w/war finish & is in overall nice
condition. 500.00 - 600.00
921 Winchester Model 12 Heavy Duck w/Solid Rib
#1400864; 12 ga 3" chamber w/attached 30" FULL choke bbl & 3"
chamber plus POLY choke muzzle. Blue is good w/typical
edgewear & red rubber Winchester pad, butt stock has scratches &
marks, but overall a good Heavy Duck Model 12. 500.00 - 600.00
922 CZ52 Military Pistol
#6774; 7.62 TOK. Std config w/import mark & is in nice surplus
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

911 Browning A-Bolt 22 cal Rifle w/scope
#06250PT136; 22 cal. std config w/checkered walnut stock &
mixed scratches in wood. Gun is absent magazine & topped
w/Leupold Vari XII 2-7x scope. 600.00 - 800.00

923 Winchester Super X Model 1 SKEET Gun
#M44684; 12 ga 26" vent rib bbl. w/removable chokes installed, bbl
rib is loose at the muzzle & blue is fading to grey w/some spots.
Wood is solid but well worn & butt stock has been shortened, gun
is in fair overall condition & comes w/1 additional choke tube.
300.00 - 400.00

912 High Standard 22 cal Model D-100 Derringer
#1567907; 22LR. std config & in nice lightly used condition. Gun
comes in original box, which box is in rougher condition. 300.00 400.00

924 Flatgate Smith & Wesson Model 36 Chiefs Spec Rev.
#383750; 38 spec. 1 3/4" bbl w w/blued finish & case colored
trigger & hammer. Gun has Flatgate fancy S&W grips & is in very
nice, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00

913 Winchester Model 55 22 Single Shot Rifle
#NSN-280; 22 cal. std config single shot self ejecting rifle in very
nice condition. The butt stock appears to have toe broken &
repaired but done almost w/out trace. 250.00 - 350.00

925 High Standard Model P100 Sport King Pump Rifle
#NSN-256; 22 cal. Pump action & in fair used condition w/Weaver
C4 scope. 200.00 - 300.00

914 AMT 45 ACP Back Up Pistol
#GBA01430; 45 ACP. std config & in nice lightly handled condition.
Gun comes in original box. 500.00 - 700.00

926 Colt Police Positive 38 spec Revolver
#773006; 38 spec. 4" bbl w/greyed patina & rubber Pachmayr
grips. Mechanically gun is good & overall gun is in fair used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

915 Winchester Model 77 22 cal Semi Auto Rifle
#110247; 22 cal w/tube magazine & in very nice, used condition.
200.00 - 300.00

927 Winchester Model 59 WIN LITE Shotgun
#7077; 12 ga. w/28" bbl. & gun is in nice overall condition, however
receiver has been drilled for a side mount scope. 300.00 - 400.00

916 High Standard Sport King 22 cal Pistol
#336664; 22 cal. w/ 4 3/8" bbl & is in nice lightly used condition,
with extra magazine. 300.00 - 400.00

928 Colt Cobra 38 Spec Revolver
#138302; 38 spec. 4"bbl Good original blue, light holster wear on
edges, and after market grips. 700.00 - 900.00

917 RHEINMETALL Semi Auto 20 ga Shotgun
#1791; 20 ga. Nitro proofed FULL choked 28" bbl. Metal is blue to
grey lightly spotted patina w/checkered walnut stock & horn butt
plate. A good example of an early German mfg Semi Auto Sporting
shotgun. 500.00 - 700.00

929 Stevens 22/410 Combo Tenite Stock
#NSN-286 22LR/410 ga. Bbl has some light spots mixed w/visible
case colors on receiver & Tenite stock is solid. 400.00 - 500.00

918 Ruger 22 cal Standard Model Pistol
#287363; 22 cal. 6" bbl. w/nice original blue finish in very good,
lightly handled original condition. 300.00 - 400.00

930 Ruger 22cal Standard Model Pistol
#13-25764; 22 cal. Std config. Gun has light holster wear, but
otherwise nice lightly used condition.
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931 CVA Hunter 7mm-08 Youth Rifle
#61-06-019320-15; 7mm-08 w/youth dimensions & topped
w/Vortex 3-9x50 Crossfire II rifle scope. In very nice, lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
932 Colt Single Action 45cal Revolver
#246581; 45 cal Colt 4.75" bbl, Gun is in good refinished condition,
w/plastic stag horn grips. Mechanically gun is good & includes one
additional cylinder. 800.00 - 1,200.00
933 Ranger Model 103 20 ga O/U Shotgun
#R3049; 20 ga. Marlin mfg w/Ranger store brand name & 28" bbl.
Good blue remains w/typical edgewear remaining, forearm does
have repaired crack on left side, otherwise checkered walnut stock
is in good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
934 Early Colt DA 38 cal Revolver
#123897; 38 Colt. 4 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & hard rubber grips.
Metal is blue to grey & mechanically action is crisp, overall a nice
early Colt double action revolver w/some Niter blue finish remaining
on trigger & hammer. 400.00 - 600.00
935 Ranger Model 103 12 ga O/U
R7902; 12 ga. Marlin made O/U w/Ranger brand name
attached,/30" bbls, good bores & good blue w/wear on bottom of
receiver from handling. Top bbl has matted finish & checkered
walnut stock is solid w/typical scratches & marks. Overall gun is in
good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
936 High Standard Sentinel MKI 22 Revolver
#S39214; 22 cal. 4" bbl w/blue finish & is in nice, used condition.
350.00 - 450.00
937 Winchester Model 37 Red Letter 410 ga
#NSN-265; 410 ga. 26" bbls w/greyed metal & wood is good.
200.00 - 300.00
938 Rough Colt Model 1903 32 ACP Pocket Pistol
#132409; 32 cal w/spotted grey/rusted condition & mechanically
operates, but a TLC or project gun. 150.00 - 250.00
939 Winchester Model 37 20 ga Single Shot
#NSN-264; 20 ga. 26" bbl w/MOD choke & some light spots on
metal. Wood is solid but has scratches & marks w/red rubber
Winchester recoil pad added. 200.00 - 300.00
940 NIB Ruger LCR 357 Magnum Revolver
#546-31344; 357 Magnum in std config & in like new in box
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
941 Marlin Model 336 30-30 Carbine
#26020952; 30-30. 20" bbl w/excellent original blue & checkered
pistol grip stock. Overall in very nice condition but is absent sling
swivel stud in butt. 600.00 - 800.00
942 Ruger LCP 380 cal Pistol
#371192760; 380 cal. w/original box & is in good used condition.
200.00 - 250.00

LOT #
943 Stoeger M3020 20 ga Shotgun
#1648041; 20 ga. 3" chamber w/28" vent rib bbl & camouflage
finish. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
944 Taurus PT111 G2 9mm Pistol
#TJU89595; 9mm. Std config in like new condition w/manual &
extra magazine. 300.00 - 400.00
945 New Mossberg Patriot 22-250 Rifle
#MPR120490; 22-250 w/22" fluted bbl & composite stock. Gun is in
like new condition. 400.00 - 500.00
946 Heritage Rough Rider 22 cal revolver
#R54249; 22 cal. gun is in lightly used condition & comes in
original box. 150.00 - 200.00
947 Remington Model 783 30-06 Rifle
#RM44748G; 30-06 in like new condition w/scope. 400.00 - 600.00
948 Colt 1911 22 LR Pistol
#R08903589; 22LR. Federal ordnance 1911 frame w/Colt 22LR
conversion unit attached. Gun has Colt marked magazine &
original conversion unit & bbl are in nice condition. 600.00 - 800.00
949 Cricket 22 Youth Rifle
#100709; 22 cal. w/SS bbl & composite stock, in like new
condition 150.00 - 250.00
950 Lorcin Model L380 380 cal Pistol
#406304; 380 cal. & in good used condition w/extra magazine.
150.00 - 250.00
951 Marlin Model 70HC 22 cal Rifle
#12503769; 22 cal Youth size in very nice, used condition. 200.00 300.00
952 Springfield 1903 Receiver
#1415997; complete action w/trigger group & bolt. Has attached
Lyman RS receiver sight. In good overall condition.
953 Remington Model 1100 LW 20 ga Shotgun
#M651862K; 20 ga 25" SKEET choke vent rib bbl. Stock has
scratches & marks from use w/blue loss on edges & metal. Gun is
in fair used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
954 GSG 1911 22 Pistol
#A498420; 22 cal. 1911A1 style in nice, lightly used condition.
300.00 - 400.00
955 Winchester Model 64 30 WCF Rifle
#1409312; 30 WCF. 24" bbl w/half magazine & pistol grip stock.
Receiver does have edgewear & mixed spots w/rust. Butt stock has
been sanded & altered w/recoil pad added. Mechanically gun is
good. 400.00 - 600.00
956 Remington Model RM380 Pistol
#RM064417C; 380 cal. in nice lightly used condition, comes in
original box w/one additional magazine. 400.00 - 500.00
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957 OMEGA 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
#0720S-121; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/3" chamber. Gun is in nice, lightly
used condition & includes additional choke tubes. 300.00 - 400.00

970 Smith & Wesson Model 37 Revolver
#3J4079; 38 spec. w/ 1 7/8" bbl Airweight Model in good used
condition w/holster wear on edges. 400.00 - 500.00

958 Smith & Wesson Model 17-3 22 cal Revolver
#K808662; 22LR. 5 7/8" bbl. w/case colored trigger & hammer,
holster wear on edges of blue & checkered grips. Gun is in good
used condition & comes w/holster. 500.00 - 600.00

971 Smith & Wesson Model 36 38 cal Revolver
#ACH5729; 38 Spec. 1 3/4" bbl. & gun has original blue w/holster
wear on edges & rubber Pachmayr grips. Gun is in good used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

959 Thompson Center Encore Endeavor 50 cal BP Rifle
Black Powder #S157958; 50 cal. w/SS bbl & composite stock. Gun
has Nikon BDC scope & is absent a couple of shock pads on left
side of stock, also missing the breech plug, otherwise gun is in
good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

972 Smith & Wesson Model 36 Nickel Finish Revolver
#J222723; 38 spec. 3" bbl. w/nickel finish & black after market
grips. Gun is in nice, lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00

960 Thompson Center Encore 50 cal mag Rifle
#22548; 50 cal. Has an attached 209x50 magnum BP bbl, bbl has
a few rust spots on top of bbl, good bore which could use some
TLC, has a plain walnut stock set and 3x9 Simmons scope. Will
need to transfer has a regular gun, as the Encore frames are
interchangeable. 400.00 - 500.00
961 Walther P22 Semi Auto Pistol
#WA182066; 22LR w/3 1/4" bbl. & SS slide. Includes one
additional magazine, nylon holster & is in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 250.00 - 350.00
962 Lot of 3 Shotgun Barrels
Remington 12 ga FULL choke bbl for Model 11 (?); Remington
1100 12 ga Magnum w/FULL choke; & BPS Browning 12 ga
w/broken lug. All bbls are used.
963 Llama Especial 22 cal Pistol
#181117; 22LR 33/4" bbl, wood grips, comes with one additional
magazine, resembles a tiny 1911 style gun. 400.00 - 500.00
964 Browning A5 20 ga barrel
26" w/vent rib & IMP cyl choke. Japanese mfg & in very nice, lightly
used condition.
965 Beretta 950B 22 cal Pistol
#650826; 22 cal. std config & in good used condition. Comes with
a non matching box 200.00 - 300.00
966 Pair of Remington Left Handed 870 bbls
20" Smooth bore slug bbl w/iron sights & 26" 12 ga vent rib IMP
CYL bbl. Both are used in good condition for Left Handed 870's
967 Astra Cub 22 Short Pistol
#161013; 22 short. Std config & gun is in nice used condition.
200.00 - 300.00
968 Ruger LCP 380 w/Crimson Trace Red Dot
#371-73053; 380 cal & in good used condition. 250.00 - 350.00
969 Beretta 21A 22 cal Pistol
#DAA353985; 22 cal. w/matte SS finish. Comes w/holster & one
additional magazine, in good used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

973 Remington Model RM380 Pistol
#RM059240C; 380 cal. std config & in nice, lightly used condition &
includes owners manual & 2 additional magazines. 300.00 - 400.00
974 Taurus PT738 380 cal Pistol
#82980C; 380 cal. Gun is in good used condition. 250.00 - 350.00
975 FMJ 45 cal Pistol
#FMJ3432; 45 cal in std config.
976 German ROHM 22 short Rifle
#869183; 22 short. Gun is in fair condition & the loading gate is
absent.
977 Antique Stevens Tip Up 22 cal Pistol
Antique. #13258; 22 cal. 8 1/4" bbl w/target sights & silver frame.
Gun is in fair used condition.
978 Vintage Wind Gage Receiver Lyman Site
Site base is marked SS, has a merit peep, in good condition.
979 Antique H&R Top Break Revolver
Antique. #1937; 38 short Top Break, in fair condition but with mixed
spots on both sides of frame & bbl.
980 H&R 22 cal Top Break Revolver
#10; 22 cal. 5" bbl w/nickel finish & overall in nice condition. 100.00
- 150.00
981 Antique Baker & Co American Drillings
Antique #265; 12 ga/rifled 44 cal bbl. bbls are 30" but muzzle may
have been shortened & shows poor repair. All bores are fair
w/visible pitting. W.H Baker & Co marked locks, butt stock is ill
fitting & appears to be a replacement. Overall in fair condition on
an early American Drillings. 400.00 - 600.00
982 Hunter Arms LC Smith Antique Double
Antique. #149669; 12 ga. 32" Damascus bbls w/exposed hammers
in fair condition although stock has been sanded. 350.00 - 500.00
983 Massive Manton Percussion Dbl 10 ga.
Black powder w/33" bbls & Platinum pressure plugs in breech. Gun
has period repair at wrist, top & bottom along with center butt
stock. & is dbl keyed. Overall an interesting large bore percussion
double. 750.00 - 1,250.00
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984 Antique Pieper Double Bbl 10 ga Shotgun
Antique. #4016; 10 ga laminate bbls w/liege proofs. Wood may be
replacement but otherwise in good antique condition. 400.00 600.00
985 AYA 12 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
#1245856; 12 ga. 2 3/4" chamber choked FULL/MOD w/30" bbl &
bright bore. Gun has single trigger & is in nice, used condition.
400.00 - 600.00
986 T Barker Antique 12 ga Double
Antique. #1202; 12 ga. locks are marked T Barker New York
w/good bore & bbls are laminated steel w/brown patina. Overall
gun is in good antique condition. 300.00 - 400.00
987 Monobloc Beretta 16 ga Dbl
#29597; 16 ga. w/NITRO proofed bbls & Beretta import mark(?) on
left bbl. Case colored frame, Greener style cross bolt, exposed
hammers & straight grip checkered stock. Mechanically gun is good
w/mixed scratches & marks on bbls & has metal Beretta butt plate.
Overall in very good, used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
988 Antique Van Wart Son & Co Perc. Double
Antique. 20 ga. percussion dbl w/35" bbls & center rib marked
LONDON FINE SILVER STEEL. Gun has platinum breech plugs &
gold bands at the breech, decorative locks are marked Vanwartson
& Co. w/straight grip checkered walnut stock & other metal is
brown patina. The rear bbl band that the stock key fits into is lose
from the gun & the right nipple is damaged, but otherwise a good
example of an antique English double. 500.00 - 700.00
989 Antique Belgium 16 ga Double
Antique. #48498; 16 ga. 29 1/2" bbl w/bright bore case colored
receiver & locks, full choke w/horse & rider engraved bbls. Gun has
some light spots but overall in nice antique condition. 400.00 600.00
990 Antique Kirkwood Boston Dbl 12 ga
Antique. #14; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/good bores & British style proofs,
center rib is marked M Kirkwood Boston. Gun has ornate lock
plates & frame, checkered walnut stock w/decorative butt plate &
mechanically gun is good. 500.00 - 700.00
991 American Arms Co Boston Side Swing 10 ga Dbl
Antique. #2633; 10 ga. w/Damascus pattern 32" bbls. Metal has
spotted grey to brown patina w/pitting visible in areas. Checkered
walnut stock is well worn but solid w/plain metal butt plate & gun is
in fair antique condition. 400.00 - 500.00
992 Antique Ethan Allen Hinge Breech Dbl Bbl 12 ga
Antique. #NSN; 12 ga. 26" bbls w/unique hinge mechanism action
& grey to spotted brown patina. Gun has checkered walnut stock
w/metal butt plate, trigger guard moves forward to operate the
ejectors. Overall a good example of an early American Breech
Loader. Note: stock does show some repair in areas. 500.00 700.00

LOT #
993 Antique 10 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Antique. #NSN; 10 ga. 32" bbls w/pitted bores & no real markings
on the gun. Gun has unique lever forward of trigger guard to open
action & unique lever on front of hand guard for disassembly.
Checkered walnut stock w/horn finger rest & gun is in fair antique
condition. 400.00 - 600.00
994 American Arms Co Boston Semi Hammerless Dbl
Antique. # 843; 12 ga. 30" bbls & bores are fair w/visible pitting &
unique semi hammerless design , well worn checkered walnut
stock & original hard rubber butt plate. A good example of an early
American double. 300.00 - 500.00
995 Antique 35 cal. Stalking Rifle
Antique. #569; 35 cal. 26" oct bbl. w/crown/BUG proof marks, rifle
bbl has darker bore & gun has dbl set triggers, checkered walnut
stock & greyed metal. Overall gun is in good antique condition.
400.00 - 600.00
996 US 1822 marked L.Pomeroy Musket
Black powder. converted to percussion w/42" bbl which is flared at
the muzzle. Stock has been cracked & repaired rear of hammer,
but overall good bones of an original US Pomeroy Contract
Flintlock Musket. 500.00 - 700.00
997 Civil War 1861 Watertown contract Musket
Antique. Std config & lock is marked 1863 US Watertown. Metal is
spotted grey to brown w/even patina, gun has light pitting on most
surfaces & wood is good. 500.00 - 600.00
998 Civil War Era Enfield Musket
Black Powder. 1860 Enfield marked lock w/39" bbl & grey spotted
patina. Wood is solid but well worn & a nice example of a foreign
contract Civil War musket. 650.00 - 850.00
999 US Springfield 1888 Ram Rod Bayonet Trap Door
Antique. #537838; 45-70. Std config w/good bore & blue to brown
patina. Clear 1892 SWP cartouche. Stock is good w/typical
scratches & marks. Butt stock 13 N.Y presumed for reserved for
NY troops pre WWI. A good example of the last Trap Door
Springfield model. 700.00 - 900.00
1000 Birmingham Marked Tower Musket
Antique. lock is crown 1862 Tower marked w/approx. 30" bbl.
Robert Hughs Birmingham cartouche in stock. Gun appears to
have been shortened at one time otherwise a fine example of a
Civil War era import musket. 500.00 - 700.00
1001 Antique Springfield Trapdoor Carbine
Antique. #244009; 45-70 sporterized to carbine config. The
hammer is missing its screw. 300.00 - 500.00
1002 Winchester Model 59 12 ga Shotgun
#36852; 12 ga. Comes w/22 & 28" bbls. Overall gun is in rougher,
heavily used condition, bid accordingly. 150.00 - 250.00
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1003 Navy Arms 58 cal Zuave Musket
Black powder. #1960; 58 cal. & in good handled condition w/some
marks & scratches. Overall a nice Navy Arms Replica Musket.
400.00 - 600.00

1017 Mossberg International Model 817 22 cal Rifle
#HMJ3939197; 22 cal. Thumbhole stock & absent magazine
w/some rust spots visible on receiver. Gun would benefit from
some TLC. 100.00 - 150.00

1004 Thompson Center 54 cal Hawken BP Rifle
Black Powder. #K139128; 54 cal. Exterior of bbl is pitted & brown
w/good bore 150.00 - 250.00

1018 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/MOD Choke
#36414; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl w/light edgewear & checkered stock.
Gun has recoil pad added & is in nice used condition. 300.00 400.00

1005 Mossberg Model 185K-A 20 ga Shotgun
#NSN-241; 20 ga w/ported POLY choke & in good condition. 75.00
- 125.00
1006 Sporterized Remington 1917 Rifle
#113967; 30-06. Partially sporterized condition & receiver has been
drilled. 250.00 - 350.00
1007 Romanian 22 cal Training Rifle
#G9927; 22 cal. 25 cal Bolt action rifle in fair surplus condition.
150.00 - 250.00
1008 Savage Stevens Model 87D 22 Rifle
#NSN-242; 22 cal std config. w/some spots mixed on metal, an
early attached scope & is in fair condition. 100.00 - 150.00

1019 Ithaca Model 51 Semi Automatic 12 ga Shotgun
#510008100; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/MOD choke & is in fair used
condition. Butt stock has been shortened. 250.00 - 350.00
1020 Savage 93R17 17HMR Rifle
#0817756; 17HMR. w/ Tasco Scope & is in very nice lightly used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
1021 Custom 10-22 Ruger Rifle
#231-79431; 22LR. w/heavy weight fluted Kimber bbl attached
along w/oversized bolt & magazine lever. Gun has synthetic stock
& folding bipod. In good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

1009 Savage Model 69 R-H 12 ga Pump
#4750; 12 ga. 20" bbl & painted camo finish, in good used
condition 200.00 - 300.00

1022 Winchester Model 12 16 ga Pump
#1422982; 16 ga. FULL choke w/28" bbl. Blue to grey finish w/most
wear on edges & rear portion of bbl. Stock is solid but worn & gun
is a nice use 16 ga pump. 250.00 - 350.00

1010 The Original Marlin Goose Gun
#23765472; 12 ga 36" bbl. w/some light spots mixed & wood has
some mark, but overall in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

1023 Remington 870 20 ga Express Magnum
#C720061U; 20 ga. w/26" vent rib bbl. Gun has light spots on the
metal, could use a little TLC. 200.00 - 300.00

1011 Winchester Model 69A 22 Rifle
#NSN-259; 22 cal. Blue to brown patina & in good overall
condition. 150.00 - 200.00

1024 Savage Springfield Model 187J 22 cal
#SN227; 22 cal w/greying patina & overall in good condition.
100.00 - 150.00

1012 RIA Model 1600 22 cal Semi Auto Rifle
#RIA1980589; 22 cal. semi auto which is made to resemble an
M16. 150.00 - 250.00

1025 Stevens 22 Crackshot Rifle
#E78; 22 cal. take down model & metal appears to be refinished
along w/wood. Gun is in fair overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00

1013 Stevens Model 22 /410 w/Tenite Stock
#NSN-257; 22 cal/410. Case colored receiver blue bbl has spots &
light rust marks. Tenite stock has numerous marks, but is solid.
Gun is in fair condition & could use some TLC. 300.00 - 400.00
1014 New England Model SB2 10 ga Turkey
#NM215199; 10 ga 3 1/2" chamber w/27 1/2" bbl & camouflage
wooden stock. Gun is in good used condition 150.00 - 250.00
1015 Mossberg 715T International 22 Rifle
#EMB3644538; 22 cal. Semi Auto & in fair condition. 200.00 300.00
1016 Stevens Model 38B 410 Shotgun
#NSN-226; 410 ga. stock is refinished & blue to grey metal. Gun is
in good used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

